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THE HARRIS SYSTEM
Z, / (A simple and very conomloml manner of

li#utililzln the Direot Pressure of
Two Tanks COMPRESSEDln the Mine-
The Compresser end AIRSwIteh In the Engin. Room-No Floats.

The Canadian Rand Dri l Co.à The-&aa&M"m 1ýAlek &à à &ai *

.RBE OOB8 FOR IIINII PRPOSE..
Steam and Air Hose, Rubber Bumpers and Springs, Fire Hose,

Pulley Covering, Rubber Clothing and Boots.
.. MANUFACTURED BY..

THE RUTTA PERCHA & RUBER R IF . CO. OF TORONTO, imited

INCERSOLL-SERCEANT
For....

Tunnels, Mines
and Quarries. ROCK
STRAIGHT LINE, DUPLEX AND COMPOUND

AIR COMPRESSORS
Stone Channelling Machines, Ooal Mining Machines, and Complets

Plants of MIning Tunneing and Quarrying Machinery.

JAMES COOPER MANWF'G GO.Limited
299 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

faNOB eFROs: Wss»LARD, L,. RAr' PORAGt, ONT NAuPAx, SA..

L



FRIED. KRUPP GRUSONWERK
Magdeburg-Buckau (Gerrnany)

MINING MACHINERY
- gggNS AMALGAMATION :eeBeakers ofpltsMg nol OrsrMgadm Tsand Pass, lant4
*%tRsin, mlete W, e Mn a. Am ulgamao r Seulbrs, etc.

BALLMi.18 BEPARATON and CONCEMnTRTO:

o diry an h be y cr als U . Due e Exrodo,so atd Seaas, au str, yralcg...

ork. . PercussionTables, JggrsRotadgR&MiM

o A xsS"L LAS HING PLANT , .

Large TestIng Station for Crushing and Dresing Ores at the Works.
For Canada: JAS. W. PYKE & Co., Merchants Bank Building, MONTREAL.ge rts For the United States: THOS. PROSSER & SON, zS Gold Street, NEW YOR1S
For Mexico: PABLO BERGNER, Apartado 549, MEXICO.
For <,outh Africa: UNITED -ENGINEERING CO., Ltd., P.O. Bo= o8S, JOHANNESBURG, SA..

JOHN J. GARTSHORE, 83 Front Street West
Opposite Queen's Motel TORONTO, ONT.

NEW AND SECOND HAND
For Raillways, "Trarnways, Etc. g

THE WM. HAMILTON MANUFACTURINO CO. LIMTED
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS

PETERBOROUGH NELSON VANCOUVER

We are...

Sole Agente ancd
MVanufactuirers hin
Canaca for this

"Table.

lrnfriger wnll bo. proa.eout.<

W. controt for the Design and ConstPuction of Complete Stamp Mill8,
Concentration, ChioPination, Cyanide and SmelteP Equipments.



THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.

Agent for Canada:

FRANCIS T. PEACOCK, M.E.,
44 Canada Life Building

MONTREAL.

THE BEST MATERIAL FOR
The Wearing Parts of Ore Crushing Machinery,
Tramway Track Work, Points and Crossings, etc.

iS

HADFIELD'S PATENT MANCANESE STEEL

9 STEEL FOUNDRY CO,, LIMITED,HADFIELD3 S SHEFFIELDENGLAND

THOS. FIRTH & SONS, Ltd., Sheffield,
ol Steel and Rock Drill S

ALWAY'S CARRIED IN STOCK.

SHOES AND DIES.
H. W.

Agents for Canada.

teel
CAMS, TAPPETS, BOSS[S, RLt

SHELIS, CRUSHER PLAIES.

[DeCOURTENAY &CO. 0
a e a ri cia a =I1 GLL- S WCMTrE

NIONTrREAL.

Adamantine Shoes and Dies and Chrome Cast Steel.
THE CANDA PATENT SELF-LOCKING CAM

TAPPETS, BOSSES, ROLL SHELL and CRUSHER PLATES. Aise Rolled Parts for Huntington and other Mills.

These castings are extensively used in ail the Mining States and Territories throughout the World. Guaranteed to prove
better and cheaper than any others. Orders solicited subject to above conditions. When ordering send sketch with exact dimen-
sions Send for Illustrated Catalogue to

CHROME STEEL WORKS,
KENT AVENUE, KEAP

aNDOPER STRETS. EBROOKLYN. N.Y., U.S.A.
F. E. CANDA, President. C. J. CANDA, Vice-President. F. MORA CANDA, SecretaPy. T. I. JONES, Treasurer.

Steel Wheels and Axies
FOR COLLIERIES, MINES, ETC.

To

1



THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.

Electric Blasting-Apparatus.
Adapted for Firing all kinds of Explosives used in Blastinlg.

Victor Electric Platinum Fuses.
Superior tacahl others for exploding any make of dynamite or blasting powder.

- - Each Fuse folded separately and packed in neat paper boxes of 50 each. Al
tested and warranted. Single and double strength with any length of wires.

Blasting Machines.
Theastrongest and most powerful machines ever made forrElectric Blasting.

S They are especially adapted for submarine blasting, large railroad quarrying,
and mining works.

Victor Blasting Machine.

4',,

Fires 5 to 8 holes ; weighs 15 lbs., adapted for prospecting, etc.

Insulated Wires and Tapes, z Blasting Caps, Fuse, Etc.

MES MACBETH & O., 128 Maiden Lane, New York, U.S.A.

Hamilton Powder Company
Manufacturers of Explosives

OfRce: 4 Hospital Street, Montreal. Branch Offices throughout Canada.

WIRE ROPE

MONTSORE: 321
B.C. Agency: The Wm. Hamilton Mfg. Co., Vancouver, B.C

Full Information obtained at the Above Addessas. Wrte for Prices.

" WHITECROSS" Best English Rope

Plongh Steel and Other grades,
Imported Promptly at Lowest Prices.

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Canadian Agents, Montreal.
a

J. Bertram & Sons
Canada Tool Works,

DULNDAS, ONTr.
Buliders of Iron

••••WORKING MACHINERY
.... FOR....

REPAIR SHOP, MACHINE SHOP, SHIP YARDS
BOILER SHOPS, ENGINE WORKS,

CAR SHOPS, FORGE WORKS.

OUR EQUIPMENT AND WORKS ARE THE LARGEST IN CANADA.

OUR LIN OF

MFPCH-INE TOOL.S

Are You Confronted with a
Difficult Ore-Separating Problem ?

THE WETHERILL MAGNETIC SEPARATING PROCESS
IMay P=rove the Solutlcr

... ^ L--¡ °...

WETHERILL SEPARATING CO., 52 Broadway, New York

Manufacturing Agents for Canada, ROBERT GARDNER & SON, Montreal, P.Q.

SPRINQHILL
The Cumberland Railway & Coal Company

Are prepared to deliver this well known

Stearn Coal at all points on the lines of

G. T. R., C. P. R. and I. C. Railways.

Head Ie : 107 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL
Address: P. 0. BOX 396.

SENcOFOR
CATALOG Uf

WILL SUPPLY A SHOP COMPLETE.

COAL.

St. JAMES STREET.
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AL-IS- 11ALMERIS CO.,
su ccElsSS0R lTO

THE EDWARD P. ALMLIS CO. FRASER FACTAUERS, GATES 0FON WORKS, DICMSON MF.Cc0MiilwaukeeW1i S. o . Chicago,1Ili. ScrantonPa.

MANUFACTURER OF

Mining Machinery

The Blake Ore Crusher as huilt by Allis-Chalmers Co.
is of the most approved design, used for reducing rock preparatory to fine crushing or pulver-
izing by stamps, rolls or Huntington Mills. It is durable and simple to operate and is so well
known that it requires no explanation.

We build the Blake Crusher in six standard sizes; the openings for receiving the ore varyfrom 4y/s" x i2" for laboratory purposes to 24" x 12" in the largest size. We are prepared to
quote prices on larger sizes, and make prompt delivery.

Sole Builders of the Famous Gates' Rock and Ore Breakers.

BRANCIl OFFICES:
NEW I 0RK, Broad Exuhange bidg.

PilSBtRd,3056eir.Nail.Bank Bidg.

DE'N VR. lf;9 Tremroni St.

1 1

BRANCII OFICES:
SPOKANE. 512 first Ae.
SANý FRANCISC0, 137 Montg omen, Si.
CITYOIMEXICO. 8 Calle (jante.
I,0NDONý.ENI. 10Dswo iue
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Engines
Shipped Promptly.

We have under construction all sizes
of engines from 7 horse power to
125 horse power.

Some of the sizes are ready to ship
and any of them can be completed in
ten days from receipt of order.

They are suitable for electric sta-
tions, factories, mines or saw mills
and are the most up-to-date engines
on the market.

Larger sizes either simple or com-
pound built to order on short notice.

Robb Engineering Co. Ltd.
AIHERST, N.S.

Agents { WILLIAM McKAY, 19 McKenzie Creseent, Toronto.
t WATSON -JACK & CO., 7 St. Helen St., Montreal.
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Sole Manufacturers.
W21BENNETT,SONS &

12OSKeA1 FSV WORKS,
CAMBORNE. COaNWALL.

ACENTS IN CANADA:

J. H. ASHDOWN, Winnipeg, Man. MECHANICS SUPPLY Co., Quebec.
CAVERHILL, LEARMONT & CO., St. Peters St., Montreal. WM. STAIRS, SON & MORROW, Halifax, N.S.

ROWLAND MACHIN, Ceneral Agent, Yates Street, Victoria, B.C.
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PAOEFIELO IRON WORKS, WIAN.
WALKERS' PATENT FANS

"INDESTRUCTIBLE TYPE."

WALKER BROTHERS have had 24 years' experience
in the construction of Ventilat-

ting Machinery for Collieries and Railway Tunnels. They have a large number of
Fans in operation for the heaviest duties required in this country, viz: from 250,000
cubic feet per minute with 4-inch water gauge, to 500,000 cubic feet per
minute with 6-in. water gauge (in some cases a water gauge of 10 inches is provided
for), besides a greater number for lighter duties. Their Fans are driven from the
Engines by ropes, straps, or directly by the Engine.

They respectfully beg to call attention to the fact that the Engines for driving Fans
may be more wasteful of power (fuel) than the Fans. It has been their care to give equal
attention to Engines and Fan, so as to ensure freedom from breakdown with a high useful
effect. The greater number of their Fans are now worked by Compound Con-
densing engines, which will bear comparison in their working, as to fuel
economy, with any other class of Steam Engines.

The leading feature of their Ventilating Machinery are strength and simplicity
in construction, easy access for inspection to all details, with moderate velocities of
of the moving parts in working.

Their chief object has been to supply Ventilating Machinery which will bear
continuous working without stoppage for repairs, with the least annual expend-
iture on fuel and general cost of maintenance.

They have received unsolicited testimonials recording tests made by Mining Engi-
neers, which provethattheir Fans give a useful effect surpassed by no existing Fan.

WALKER BROTHERS supplied the Machinery to ventilate the
Severn Tunnel, the Mersey Tunnel,

the Glasgow Central Railway, (Argyle Street Section), the Midland Railway
Tunnel, St. Pancras, and other Railway Tunnels.

The Ventilating Machinery already supplied represents in the aggre-
gate an exhausting capacity of over 40,000,000 cubic feet of air per minute.

FRANCIS T. PEACOCK, M.E., Rent" 44 Canada Life Building, MONTREAL

MlTGFZIT]B]B]Màs
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MINE EQUIPMENT
e. e.. *.....eee

COMPLETE PLANTS FOR THE EXCAVATION AND TREATMENT OF

ROCK, COAL and ORE
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Iotary and Side Dumping Ore Cars with McCaskill Wheels and Boxes

Cages and ail Hoisting Appliances .

Self Dumping Ore Buckets and Skips, Water Buckets

HOISTING, WINDING AND HAUIAGE ENGINES
0F LOCOMOTIVE LINK MOTION AND FRICTION TYPES.

The

Baldwin
Mine Lc

Acetylene
amps

Burns Acetylene Gas, which is adnitted
to be cheaper, light for light, than Elec-
tricity, Oil, or Candles, being a bright
penetrating light, free
smell. The ideal light
workings or chambers.

from smoke or
for underground

...SEND P.C. FOR ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET...

JANES COPER NLANFUGOu.Limited
MONTREAL.

BRANCH OFFICES: 116 Hollis St., Halifax, N.S. Hilliard Opera House Block, Rat Portage, Ont. P.O. Building, Rossland, B.0
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Chemical and
Assay Apparatus

ZINC, CYANIDE and SULPHURIC ACID
FOR CYANIDE PROCESS.

COMPLETE ASSAY OUTFITS.
TH E MAnILTON-MERRITT PROSPECTOR'S OUTFITS.....

Becker's Balances and Weights.
Battersea Crucibles and Muffles.

Hoskins' Gasoline Furnaces.
Kavalier's Bohemian Glassware.

Munktell's Swedish Filters.

OUR 1897 CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION.

Lyman, Sons & Company
880, 882, 884 and 886 St. PAUL STREET

MONTREAL.

LONDON NEW YOREX PARIS

J. BASZANGER & CO.
108 FULTON ST., NEW YORK, N.Y., U.S.A.

IMPORTERS OF

CARBONS (BLACK DIAMONDS)

AND BORTZ
For Diamond Drills and ail Mechanical Purposes.

Finest Quality and Shapes at Lowest Prices.

WORN OT CARBONS AND FRAGMENTS BOUGHT.

MILL AND MININO MACHINERY
Shafting, Pulleys, Gearing, Hangers, Bollers, Engines, Steam
Pumps, Chilled Car Wheels and Car Castings. Brass and Iron
Castings of Every Description. Lixht and Heavv Forinws.

ALE X. FLE CK's"OT TAWA

B

viii



THE GANADIAN MINING REVIEW. ix

NOVA SCOTIA STEEL & GOAL GO. Ltd.
PROPRIETOBS, XINEBS AND

HPPS0 F..

.Sydney Mines Bitumfi 0nous Coal..0

Unexcelled Fuel for Steamships and Locomotives, Manufactories, Rolling
Mill, Forgez, Glass Works, Brick and Lime Burning, Coke, Gas

Works, and for the Manufacture of Steel, Iron, Etc.

COLLIERIES AT SYDNEY MINES, CAPE BRETON.

MANUFACTURERS OF

HAMMERED AND ROLLED STEEL
FOR MINING PURPOSES

Pit Rails, Tee Rails, Edge Rails, Fish Plates, Bevelted Steel Screen Bars, Forged Steel
Stamper Shoes and Dies, Blued Machinery Steel ,8' to ¼" Diameter, Steel Tub Axtes

Cut to Length, Crow Bar Steel, Wedge Steel, Hammer Steel, Pick Steel, Draw
Bar Steel, Forging of alt kinds, Bright Compressed Shafting 5½' to 5"

t'rue to , *. part of One Inch.

A Full Stock of MILD FLAT, RIVET-ROUND and ANGLE STEELS Always on Hand.
Special Attention Paid to Minera' Requirements.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Steel Works and Head Office NEW CLASCOW, N.S.
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DEEP DRILLING
makes economical mining and the deepest
hole can be drilled at the smallest cost by a

DIAMOND
ROCK DRILL
It can eut through 2,500 feet of solid rock in a
vertical line. It brings up solid cylinders of
rock, showing formation and character.

Made in all capacities, for Hand or
Horse-power, Steam or Compres-
sed Air-mounted or unmounted.

You will find lots of
information in our
new catalogue-
may we send it?

American Diamond Rock Drill Co.
120 Liberty St., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

Cable Address, "Occiduous," New York.

îz IWOI
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Sullivan
Compressors

Design Sullivan Straight Line Two Stage Comppessor.

Diamond Drills

Rock Drills
Mining Machinery of All Kinds

Prospectors for prospecting Mineral

Lands with the Diamond Drill.

SULLIVAN MACHINERY COMPANY
135 Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

New YorkE Office a . P N.H. Denv
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DRUMM .ONO+
+ +

+1 +++
++

+ O4.ISA FTýLFN V CTA
.............................

The Standard of Excellence

in Bituminous Coal and Coke

for Blast Furnaces, Foundries,

Manufacturing and Domestic

Use

RELIABLE, UNIFORM and STRICTLY HIGH GRADE
Shipped from Pictou Harbour, Halifax, and all Points
on Intercolonial Railway and Connections by the . . .

Intercolonial
AGENTS:

Hugh D. MacKenzie, Halifax.

Chas. W. Ives, Pictou.

Darrow, Mann & Co., Boston.

Arthur E. Scott, Quebec.

COa Mining Co. Limited
4. 4.4. 4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
+
4.
4.
4.

4. 4.4. 4.4. 4.4. 4.
4.
4. 4.4. 4.4. 4.4. 4.4. 4.4. 4.4. 4.4. 4.4. SHIPPING PIER AT GRANTON, PICTOU HARBOUR, N.S. 4.

4.4. 4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.+4.4.4.4.4.+4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.++4.4.4.4.4.+++4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.+4.4.4.4.4.4.4.44.4.4.4 4.4.

Head Office : MONTREAL, Que.
3IAS. P. CLEGHOPdN,

President.
CHARLES FER0GIE,

Vice-Pres. & General Manager.
D. FORBES ANGyS,

Seeretary-Treasurer.

COAL
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GOA L.
DOMINION COAL COMPANY , LIMITED

Glace Bay, C.B. Canada
MINER

BITUMINOUS COALS
The celebrated " Reserve
coal for Household use.

S OF

"INTERNATIONAL" CAS COAL
And'the best steam coal from its
Collieries on the Phalen seam.

'v.-,

International Shipping Piero of the Dominion Coal Co. Linitted, at Sydney. C.B.

Shipping facilities at Sydney and Louisburg, C.B., of most modern type. Steamers carrying 5,000 tons loaded in twenty-four
hours. Special attention given to quick loading of sailing vessels. Small vessels loaded with quickest dIespatch.

rmOn3Ke Oc>EL1
The Dominion Coal Company has provided unsurpassed facilities for bunkering ocean-going steamers with dispatch.

attention given to prompt loading. Steamers of any size are bunkered without detention.
By improved screening appliances, lump coal for domestic trade is supplied, of superior quality.

Special

APPLICATIONS FOR PRICES, TERMS, &c., SHOULD BE MADE TO

C. SHIELDS &"nra Glace Bay, C. B.
KINGMAN & CO., Agents, Custom House Square, Montreal, P.Q.
M. R. MORROW, Agent, 50 Bedford Row, Halifax, N.S.
R. P. & W. F. STARR, Agents, St. John, N.B.
HARVEY & CO., Agents, St. Johns, Nfid.

THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW. xiii
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iriinr CGOAL MNDING--I-

G OAL WASHING AC IN RJEFFRE ONVEYING

SEND FOR CATALOGUES
Address:

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.,
Columbus, Ohio, Un Se Au

JEFFREY CENTURY RUBBER BELT CONVEYOR.

COAL

MINE SUPPLIES

CUTTERS
Electric Locomotives.

Chain Conveyors

Cable Conveyors

Pan Conveyors

Dump Cars

Skip Cars

Dredging Machinery

Coal Washing Machinery

Excavating Machinery

Rubber Belt Conveyors

Spiral Conveyors

Screens

Elevator Buckets

Coal and Coke Crushers

LABOR SAVINC
APPLIANCES

Electric Coal Cutters

Compressed Air Coal
Cutters

Shearing Machines

Long Wall Machines

Electric Mine
Locomotives

Power Coal Drills

Electric Mine Pumps

xiv THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.
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THE BABCOCK & WILCOX
WATER TUBE

STEAM...
BOILER1 F-Z>O*.

MÉÊ

stem
Imm mm

-AllAiý. zi, 1 r',

BABCOCK & WILCOX, LIMITEDNGINBEULDERS.
Head Office for Canada: 202 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

CALEDONIAN IRON WORKS
JOHN MoDOUGALL,

BOl LER
- MONTREAL, OUE.S TANKS AND

MI-% WROUGHT IRON
%éýWORK.U

HYDRAULIO AND MILL MACHINERY

GEARS, PULLEYS, HANGERS

IRON CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

GENERAL AGENTS
IN CANADA FOR WORTHINGTON PUMPS

Meters, Etc., Rife Hydraulic Engines and The New York
Filter Manufacturing Company

was first patented by Stephen Wilcox, in

1856. Over 3,000,000 H.P.now

in use. Has no equal for MINES,
RAILWAY, SMELTERS, ELECTRIC

LIGHTING or other power purposes.

Large book " STEAM" sent free on

application.
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UTILIZE YOUR

Class "C" Steam Criven Air Compresso-.

POWER
TO DRIVE YOUR

AIR COMPRESSOR

THE CANAllIAN RANU
SHERBROOKE,

DRILL
Que.

WATER
Class "E" Boit Driven Air Compressor.

'ol.,

THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW. xyii
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John Davis & Son (Derby) Ltd.

DAVIS'S IMPROVED HEDLEY DIAL
Telescope and Sights Interchangeable and Patent Hoffrman Tripod Head.

ENGLAND.

1£ining Instruments

surveying Instruments

Miners Safety Lamps
STOCK KEPT ON HAND AT MONTREAL.

Sole Representative foP, Canada

Francis T. Peacock
204 St. James St.

..MONTREAL..

TRANST THEODOLITE

with
Trough Compass.

Surveying, Mining and Engineering Instruments
ACCURATE ANDMINING TRANSITSMOST IMPROVED

A COMPLETE LINE OF ENCINEER'S INSTRUMENTS AND SUPPLIES.

HEARN & HARRISON 1640-1642
NOTRE DAME STREET

epairs a Specialty.

MONTREAL
A. LESCHEN & SONS ROPE COU

SOLE MANUFACTLURERSOF

Patent Fiat Strand R S T RAM
Wr R°"p*.*a'n" LES CHEN'S ^e.' TRAMWAYS

Trade Mark Registered All genuine Hercules Wire Rope has a Red Strand.
REMEMBER! Wire Rope, Manila, Sisal Rope, Wood, Iron & Steel Blocks of Every Description.

HOME OFFICE: 920-922 No. First St., St. Louis, Mo. BRANCHES: S aroChloago,

THE DENVER FIRE CLAY CO.I
1742-1746 Champa St., DENVER, COLORADO, U.S.A.

ASSAYERSanddCHEMISTS
SUPPLIES.

•I MANUFACTURERS OF

Furnaces, Crucibles,
Scorifiers, Muffles, :
and al kinds of Fire Clav goods fore

-metallurgical purposes. Also Botne a
Ash, Borax Glass, and strictly C.P.

- Granuilated Lead.

SELLING AGENTS FOR

AINSWORTH BALANCES.
• ~ WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

Brunton's Patent Pocket Transit
For Surface or Underground Surveys

T HE accompanying illustration shows an
Bnoperatortaking vertical angles with the

Brunton Patent Pocket Transit.
It is the most accurate and reliable pocket

instrument made for preliminary surveys of
every description.

Case of aluminum 23/4 by 23Y4 by i inches;
weight 8 ounces.

Nearly 1,ooo in use by prominent mining
engineers, mine managers, civil engineers and
geologists everywhere.

May be purchased from any rellable supply house

or direct froui the sole mianufacturers... .. ...

Wm. Ainsworth & Sons,
Sole Manufacturer@

Denver, Colo., U. S. A.
Send for Catalogue:B-5 for full particulars.

Reasonable Prices. Send for Catalogue.

xviii



THE GRIFFIN
THREE ROLLER

..ORE MILL..
The Griffin Three Roller Ore Mill is a simply constructed Mill, suitable for working ail

kinds of ores that require uniformly fine crushing by the wet process. This Mill is a modi-
fication of the well-known Chilian Mill, but the rollers run upon a crushing ring or die,
which is inclined inwardly at an angle of about 3o degrees, the rollers themselves also being
inclined to the central shaft of the Mill, thus utilizing the centrifugal force, as well as the
weight of the rollers themselves as a crushing agent. The Griffin Three Roller Ore Mill is
therefore a Mill of great strength, and lias few wearing parts. We construct these Mills,
with extreme care, using only the best of raw niaterials, which are most carefully worked
by men who are specialists as mill builders. We sell the Griffin Ore Mill on its determined
merits, and will gladly supply full information regarding it to any one.

Send for free illustrated and descriptive catalogue to

BOSTON,Bradley PulvePiZeP Co. MASS.

FOR SALE 56 lb. STEEL RE-LAYING RAILS IN CANADA,I S ini Excellent Conditioni, with Fastenings, Rails Ready for Ship-
ment. Also Locomotives, Steai Shovels, and other RailwayEquipmnents.

For prices and particulars, also our new Catalog, write
NEW AND SECOND HAND M. MITSHKUN 00.

FOR RAILWAYS, TRAMWAYS, &C. DETROIT, MICH.

Wire
Rope
BOOK ENTITLED

"Wire Rope and

its Application to

the Transmission

of Power."

Mailed free of charge to
all users and abusers.

Address

Wire Rope showing good wear.

ITS USE

Wire Rope showing wires broken fron unidue bending.

AND ABUSE.

wire Rope showing effect of abrasion.

THE TRENTON IRON CO.
TRENTON,

Iron
Grooved

Wheels

Dodge M'f'g. Go.
TORONTO
CANADA
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MINING 0F ALLSUPPLIESKINDS
PICKS

DYNAMITE
BAR IRON

SHOVELS
POWDER

STEEL
STEAM & COMPRESSED

WIRE ROPE
DETONATORS

CHAIN
FUSE

C"T'lT~T IN LONG ANDDRILL STEEL SHORT LENGTHS

AIR HOSE HARDWARE
VALVES FITTINGS

REIOE LE-W-IS & SONr
LIMITED

HARDWARE TORONTO

THE BUCYRUS COMPANY
SOUTH MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN.

STIEAM SHOVELS AND DREDOES.
PLACER MILNING >IÂCHINERY OF TUE ELEVATOR BIJCKET TYPE.

RAILROAD WRECKING CARS ANID PILE DRIVERS. CENTRIFUGAL DREDGING PUMPS.

For
Miners
Pit Sinkers DYNAMITE AND EXPLOSIVES For

Q ua rry mon
Contractors

... Manufacturers and Dealers in ...

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, FUSE, CAPS, &c.
DAU'L SMITH,

Prosidient.
C. A. MACPHERSON,

.Sec. -Treas.
ONTARIO POWDER CO. I.imited 176 ONTARIO STREET

Kingston, Ont.

SchaoI of P[actical Science, larcnto
AFFILIATED

ESTABLISHED 1878.
TO THE UNIVERSITY 0F TORONTO.

This School is equipped and supported entirely by the Province of
Ontario and gives instruction in the following departments:

i-CIVIL ENGINEERING
2-MINING ENGINEERING
3-MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
4-ARCHITECTURE
5-ANALYTICAL AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY

Special Attention is directed to the Facilities possessed by the School
for giving Instruction in Mining Engineering. Practical Instruc-
tion is given in Drawing and Surveying, and in the following
Laboratories :

i-CHEMICAL
a-ASSAYING

3-MILLING 6-ELECTRICAL
4-STEAM 7-TESTING
5-METROLOGICAL

The School also bas good collectiont uf Minerais, Rocks and Fossils.
Special Students will be received as well as those taking regular courses.

FOR FULL INFORMATION SEE CALENDAR.

L B. STEWART, Secretary.

PIPE ETC.
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The Collins Process 0F
HEATINO

AND
O RYUN G Compressed Air

A NEW process recently discovered and patented in
Canada, and patents applied for in foreign

countries. By this process Compressed Air, Liquid
Air, and Air power in any form can be utilized effect-
ively and economically in any climate, and at any
degree of temperature.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS APPLY TO
J. J. COLLINS and E. J. WALSH, Civil Engineers. OTTAWA, CANADA.

" NOT AN EXPERIMENT: IN GENERAL USE THROUGHOUT THE W'ORLD "

The New Jackson Hand Power Rock Dri|
Handled and operated by ONE MAN, will accomplish work of THREE MEN drilling with Bits and Hammers.

WILL WORK IN ANY POSITION, IN ANY ROCK._.
It Saves Steel,

It Saves La bor,

Write for Catalogue.

H. D. CRIPPEN
It Saves

SOLE
MANUFACTURER

Money.

52 Broadway, New York

IMPROVED
On a PATENT PNEUMATIC and SELF-

ACTING PRINCIPLE,
IN GLASS

NEEDLE LUBRICATORS.

IMPROVED STEAM TUBE CLEANER.

THE CLEANER TUAT CLEANS CLEAN.
No Moisture. No Scale.

WRITE FOR PRICES TO

THE HAMILTON BRASS
MFG. CO,, Limited.

HAMILTON, ONT.

INSTRUCTIONS for FITTING andI ADVNTAGES

The i-ubricators beingrcarefully fitted by enlarging the oit hole to fit
the plug part of stopper, or otherwise by reducing the plugs to fit exist-
ing oil holes, the needle must be perfectly round, smooth and clean, so
as to sork freef b in the tube, the flattened end reaching about half-way
up the inside of Lubricator, while'the other end rests on the shaft or
axle, will produce the following results, viz. :

ist.-Free working of the machinery by perfect lubrication.

2nd.-A saving of more than 75 per cent. in oil.

3rd.-Corresponding econoniy in stean-power and coals.

4th.-Cleanliness, and consequent saving in labor, engineers'
stores, etc.

ALL OUR LUBRICATORS ARE FITTED WITH BRASS TUBES.

THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW. xxi

Saves Cost Quickly.
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HENRY BATH & SON,
London, Liverpool and Swansea,

BROKERS.
All Description of

Metals, Mattes, Etc.
Warehouses, Liverpool and Swansea.

Warrants Isued under their Special Act of
Parliament.

NITRATE OF SODA.
Cable Addrenss: - BATHOTA, LONDON.

R. T. Hopper & Co.
SUCCESSORS TO IRWIN, HOPPER AND CO.

ESTABLISHED 1878.

Miners and Shippers of Minerals, &c.
58 Canada Lite Building, Montreai, Can.

Asbestos, Crude and Manufactured, Mica,
Plumbago, Soapstone, Etc.

KIN BROTRERS
15 Bell's Lane

QUEBEC.

Lumber

Asbestos

Chromio Iron
Mills at Rivep Ouelle, LysteP', KingsbuPg,

Pabos, Cedar Hall.

ASBESTOS-Crude, Fibreized and Paper
Stock Hampden Mine, Thettord.

CIIROMIC IRON MINE-Black Lake.

IIE GOVERNMENT OF ONTARIO IAS TWO

Diamiond Drills, one boring 4oo to 500 feet and
the other 1200 to 1500 feet, the services of which may
be had by parties desiring to explore deposits of mineral
in Ontario. Thirty-five per cent. of the cost is borne by
the Government. Application for use of drills and full
information may be made to

TIIOS. W. GIBSON, Director,
Bureau of Mines, Toronto.

SADIER & HAWORTH
MANUFACTURERS 0F

OAK TANNED
LEATHER BELTING...

MONTREAL and
TORONTO.

NICKEL . a .

BEST QUALITY FOR ANODES

CERMAN SILVER AND NICKEL STEEL.

The CANABIAN OPPER CO
12 Wade Buildingl

CLEVELAND, OH10, U.S.A.
Cable Address: "CUNICKLE."

Use Liebers or London 4th Edition
A B C Code.

ORFORD COPPER CO.
ROBERT M. THOMPSON, President.

99 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

Copper and Nickel Smelters
WORKS AT CONSTABLE'S HOOK, N. J.

Opp. New Brighton, Staten Island.

Copper Ore, Mattes, or Bullion Purchased. Advances
made cn Consignments for Refining and Sale.

Specialty made of Silver-bearing Ores and Mattee-
Copper In gaWteBrsadCakes-Ferro-Niokel

S kel Oxides for use ln preparing Nickel
Steel for Armour Plates.

NICKEL AND NICKEL OXIDES.

LICENSES TO PROSPECT
or work Minerals on any of their Lands and Reserva-

tions covering nearly a quarter of a million acres in

Eastern Ontario, and principally within the belts con-

taining Iron, Phosphate, Gold, Galena, Plumbago,

Mica, Marble, Building Stone, and other valuable
minerals, are issued by

The Canada Company
For list of lands and terms apply to the Company's

Mining Inspector and Agent

ANDREW BELL, C.E., D.LS., Etc
ALMONTE, ONT.

OLDEST EXPERTS IN
Molybdenite,

Scheelite,
Wolframite,

Chrome Ore,
Talc, Nickel Ore,
Mica, CobaltOre,
Barytes, 9 Cerium, and
Graphite, ail Ores
Blende, / and
Corundum, Mna
Fluorspar, % * Minerais
Feldspar.

LARCEST BUYERS. BEST FICURES.
ADVANCES ON SHIPMENTS.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICI1t. •

ZrLs- Bleckwell, Liverpool, ABC Code, Mloreing
& Neal, Muning and Ornierai Code. Liebers
Code and Muliers Code.

ESTABLISHED 1869.
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LEDOUX & CO.
99 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

Sample and Assay = gdepren
at the Portof

Ores and Metals. f cot

We are not Dealers or Refiners, but Receive
Consignments, Weigh, Sample and Assay them,
selling to highest bidders, obtaining advances when
desired, and the buyers of two continents pay the
highest market price, in New York Funds, cash
against our certificates.

MINES EXAMINED AND SAMPLED.
ALSO ANALYZE EVERYTHING.

GROUNDMICA
Various brands, for makers of

Malleable Castings, for Furnace Lin-
ing and Annealing, for Mica Lubri-
cants, for Fire-proof Paint and roof-
ing mixtures, for paper makers, etc.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Ontario Mica Wforks
6 and 8 PRINCESS ST.

KINGSTON, ONT.

Canada Atlantic Ry.
THE SHORT FAVORITE ROUTE

BETWEEN

Ottawa and Montreal.
TRAINS DAILY

EXCEPT SUN DAY
And Sunday Train Both Directions

PULLMAN BUFFET PARLOR CARS

Close Connections at Montreal with Trains for

Quebec, Halifax, Portland
And aIl Points EAST and SOUTH.

FAST THROUGH SERVICE BETWEEN

Ottawa, New York and Boston
And ali NEW ENGLAND POINTS

Through Buffet Wagner Sieepers between Ottawa and New York,
Baggage checked to ail points and passed by custcmns in transit.
For tickets, time tables and information, apply to nearest ticket

agent of this company or connecting Unes.

E. J. CHAMBERLIN, J. E. WALSH,
General Manager. Ass. Gen. Passenger Agt.

C. J. SM1ITH , Gen. Traffic Manager.

McPherson, Clark, Campbell & Jarvis
Barristers, Solicitors, &c.

OFFICES :

TPusts and GuaPantee Building

16 King St. West, Toronto, Can.
Cable Addreus: CLAPHER, TORONTO.
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DIRECTORY OF MININC ENCINEERS, CHEMISTS, ASSAYERS, ETC.

JOHN E HARDMAN, S.B.
CONSULTING
MINING ENGINEER

Room 2, Windsor Hotel Montreal.

20 years' experience in the Mining and Reduction of
Gold, Silver, Lead and Copper.

13 years as a Specialist in Gold Mining and Milling.

MONTREAL TESTING LAHORATORY.

MILTON L. HERSEY, M.A.Sc. (IcGill)
CoNsuLTiNG CHEMIST OF THE

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

146 St. James Street MONTREAL

ASSAYS OF ORES
ANALYSES uf ail materals inade wth greatest accuracy.
SA M PLES BY M A IL-1 cent i er 4 ozs.; limit 24 ozý.
INSTRUCTION IN ASSAYING, Etc., to Prospect-

ors and otihers.

MINERAL PROPERTIES EXAMINED.

J. T. DONALD
ASSAYER AND MINING GEOLOGIST.

112 St. Francois-Xavier St.,
MONTREAL.

Analyses and Assays of Ores, Fuels, Furnace
Products, Waters, ete. Mines and Mining Pro-
perties examined and valued.

JOHN ASHWORTH
CONSULTING MINING ENGINEER

Of the firm of

ASHWORTH & MORRIS
Civil and Mining Surveyors and

Engineers. Valuers.

8-KING STREET-8
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

Montreal.

JOHN B. HOBSON
CONSULTING MINING ENGINEER

Manager Con. Cariboo Hyd. Mining Co., Limited

BULLION, BRITISH COLUMBIA.
28 years' experience in the equipment and operation

of large Ilydraulic, Deep Gravel, Drift and Gold
Quirtz Mines, in California and British Columbia.

Telegraphic and Cable Address:
"HOBSON," ASCHROFT, B.C.

J. BURLEY SMITH
CIVIL AND MINING ENGINEER

30 Years Experience.
RAT PORTAGE - - - ONTARIO.

Undertakes the Prospecting of Mines and Mineral Lands.
Diamond Drill Borings made by contract for all minerals(earthy and metalliferous), Artesian Wells and Oil prings,

also Deep Soundings for Harbors. Rivers, Canals, Tunnels and
Bridge Foundations. Quarry Sites and Clay Fields tested.

Plans and Sections made showing result of Borings-Gold
Drifts tested to Ledge by the new Pneumatic and Hydraulic
'I ube System and the yield ascertained-Flumes, iitches,
M onitors and Placer Mining Plant generally designed and con-

structed. Properties Examined and Reported on, Assays made.

FRANK B. SMITH, B.Sc.
CIVIL AND

MINING ENGINEER

Certificated Colliery Manager Great Britain and
British Columbia.

REPORTS ON MINING PROPERTIES.

CALGARY, ALTA.

J. H. CHEWETT, B.A. Sc.
(Honor Graduate in Applied Science, Toronto University)

Asso. Men. Can. Soc. C.E.

MINING ENGINEER

87 YORK ST., ROssIN BLOCK,

TORONTO.

JOHN McAREE, B.A. Se.
MINING

ENGINEER

Ontario and Dominion Land Surveyor.

RAT PORTAGE ONTARIO.

J. B. TYRRELL
.ate of the Geological Survey of Canada.

MINING ENGINEER

DAWSON - YUKON.

Telegraphic Address-Tyrrell, Dawson.
Code used-Bedford McNeil's.

F. H 1LLE
MINING ENGINEER.

Mines and Mineral Lands examined and re-
ported on. Plans and Estimates on Concen-
trating Mills after the Krupp-Bilharz system.

PORT ARTIIUR, ONT.
CANADA.

FRANK C. LORING
MINING

ENGINEER

No. 45 Broadway NEW YORK

Office, Room 83.

CHAS. BRENT

MINING ENGINEER AND METALLURGIST

Rat Portage, Ont.

Examines and reports on Mining Properties.

Superintends the erection of Mining and Milling
Plants.

DeMOREST & SILVESTER
CIVIL AND MINING ENGINEERS.

ONTARIO LAND SURVEYORS.

Surveys. Reports. Development. Installation.

Cable address, "DEMOIRSIL, SUDBtURY."
Codes, Lieber's and Bedford McNeil's.

SUDBURY, ONTARIO.

J. C. GWILLIM, B.Sc.

MINING

ENGINEER

~WZEJSOE~,BC

WM. BLAKEMORE

Consultation. Reports. Development.

A. W. ROBINSON, M. Am. Soc. C.E., M. Am. Soc. M.E.

MECIIANICAL ENGINEER

DREDGING MACIIINERY. PLANT FOR PUBLIC WORKS. GOLD DREDGES.

879 DORCIESTER STREET, MONTREAL

CANADA.

1 
.

Consultation. Reports. Development.
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MINE LOCOMOTIVE
GEARED STYLE, WITH STEEL FRAME, SADDLE TANK, STEAM BRAKE, Etc.

A number of these Engines are in use at the Thetford Asbestos Mines.
Particulars and Prices on Application.

5lYorkStreet THE JENCKES MACHINE CO.aVictoriaS
TORONTO. 2 ASOW ES.MONTREAL.

27 LANSDOWNE ST.
ROSSLAND, B.C. SHERBROO)CKE, QUE. HALIFAX, N.S.

M. BEATTY & SONS,
Welland, Ontario.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Dredges, Ditchers, Derricks and Steam Shovels
for Dredging, Dykeing, Ditching, GOLD

MINING, Etc., of various Styles and
Sizes to Suit any Work.

MINE HOISTS, HOISTING ENGINES,
HORSE POWER HOISTERS,

SUSPENSION CABLEWAYS,
STONE DERRICKS, GANG STONE SAWS.

Submarine Rock Drilling Machinery.

Centrifugal Pumps for Drainage Works,
Pumping Sand, Gold Mining,

Contractor's Use, &c.

WIRE ROPZ AT MARKET PRICES.

AGENTS:

E. LEONARD & SONS
MONTREAL, QUE. ST. JOHN, N.B.

B.GREENING WRE CO.[ire[Screens
(LIMITED)

WAT- FOR EVERY CLASS
WIREMANUACTUERS0F MATERIAL.

& METAL PERFORATORSPerforated metal of Steel, Copper, Brass,

O Zinc, for ail purposes Special attention
{ii mia a ma ien to

M OM N T R EAL.l aMINERS' REQUIREMENTS,

I Pumps for Mine Work ,.;x |
We are manufacturing head-

quarters for all classes of Pump.
Ing MachInery. We have been in
this business for a great many
years and have given special at-
tention to the construction of
Mine Pumps. We are prepared to
quote on Station Pumps; Pumps
for bad Mine water; Pumps actu-
ated by Electricity, Compressed
Air or Steam ; Sinking Pumps or
Pumps for any special duty.

Catalogues, Plans and Specifications
furnished on jequest.

THE NORTHEY CO,,

We illustrate in this advertise-
ment a typical Pump for Mine
Work. This is our Triplex Power
Pump, fitted with tight and loose
pulleys as shown in cut. It is the
regular Triplex type with the three
cranks 120 degrees apart; crank-
shaft and connecting rods are of
steel ; gears machine-cut from
the solid ; plungers of brass and
aîl details carefully worked out.
This Pump is especially adapted
for service with Electricity as the
motor power.

Limited, Toronto, Ont,
w
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20th YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

Esátbhished1882
THE OLDEST AND ONLY OFFICIAL MINING AND ENGINEERING JOURNAL PUBLISHED IN

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

r. A. BELL, Editor and Proprietor. Published Monthly. OFFICES {sia;¿Bu n wu;
eai.

Secretary. Canadian Mining Institute, te.

VOL. XXI., No. 3. MARCH, 1902. VOL. XXI., No. 3.

Dominion Coal and Dominion Iron and Steel.

The heavy dealings during the past two or three months on the

stock markets of Montreal, 'oronto and Boston, in the securities of

the Dominion Coal Co., and of the Dominion Iron and Steel Co , and

the sensational advance in the Common Stock of the former com-

pany, whereby, in this short period its value has been enhanced

to the extent of some nine million dollars, have caused increased at-

tention to be turned to that remote corner of our Dominion, where on

the rocky sea-girt shores of Cape Breton Island one great industry has,

after many years of gradual steady growth, attained that importance

which the splendid natural advantages of the country have always

assured to it as an ultimate certainty, and where a second and kindred
industry, carrying with it perhaps even greater possibilities of com-
mercial success, is slowly but surely reaching that stage of develop-
ment at which its promoters can plume themselves upon having suc-
cessfully accomplished what they started out to (do viz: to demon-

strate that iron and steel can be manufactured in Cape Breton of a

quality and at a cost which will meet and overcome competition
from any of the great iron and steel producing centres of the United
States. We besitate, however, to say that there is anything in the pre-
sent aspect of the affairs of either company, healthy and hopeful as
these undoubtedly are, to justify such prices as are being paid for
their common stocks. The values these have reached appear to be
the result of a speculative mania that has become epidemic in certain

(liarters rather than to be based upon a cool and calculating survey
of the situation and we should say that there is bound to be a reaction
fron the present period of inflation.

'Thie coal company has just closed what, without doubt, bas been
the most successful year in its history, and the investing public bas
abundant confidence in the present management to conduct the busi-
ness of the company shrewdly and wisely. In addition to holding
and adding to its trade on iis side of the Atlantic, the company bas
effected an entrance this winter into European markets and bas thus
shown that the increased output which will follow upon the develop-
ments now going on, can be disposed of. Leaving the much dis-
cussed Everett contract aside, the American market cannot be any-

thing but an uncertain factor so long as the present duty of sixty-
seven cents per ton is maintained. Geographically a natural market
for Provincial coal, as New England assuredly is, this duty stands in
the way of any steady business, and it is only when one of the pinches
that the U. S. coal trade is liable to (arising from a strike, car shortage
or some similar trouble) occurs that Nova Scotia coal can find its way

to Boston and neighboring ports. Such an opportunity, having as its
origin a severe car shortage, has occurred this winter and has afforded
the Dominion Coal Co., a very convenient outlet for its coal during
the months when the St. Lawrence is closed to it.

A comparative table of the shipments over the past four years
will show the growth of the Company's business :

1898-9............ ........ .............. 1,145,865 tons
1899-1900.................... ....... 1,661,706
1900-1. . ................................. 1,957,300

1901-2.......................... ......... 2,412,525 "

This current year the shipments are confidently expected to reach
three million tons and the Canadian market at least is in a condition
to encourage such an estimate. The Dominion Iron and Steel Com-
pany will likewise be larger consumers as their business increases. But
it must be remembered that the contracts with this Company and with
the New England Gas and Coke Co , were made at very low prices-
particularly the last named one, which Mr. James Ross is said to be
making efforts to get cancelled. Seeing that these two concerns be-
tween them can take care of about half of the total output, the prices
obtained from them must lower very appreciably the average profit per
ton on the coal mined. At the price at which coal is selling at present
however and in the face of these two contracts, the Dominion Coal Co.
should, on a shipment of three million tons, earn enough money to
pay a handsome dividend on the common stock, after taking care of
its fixed charges. But, while holding this sanguine view, we must
maintain that in view of the many and almost unavoidable risks that
a mining corporation is liable to, there is nothing in the present situa-
tion to justify such a figure as 119 for its common stock, and this
quotation must be taken rather as evidence of a struggle for control
between rival factions, or of a purely speculative epidemic, rather than
of present intrinsic value. Meantime every confidence is felt locally
and abroad in the ability of the present general manager, Mr. Cor-
nelius Shields, to carry the affairs of the Company steadily along the
path of success, and an abiding trust in the guiding hand of Mr.
James Ross at the helm lias, we believe, been as potent a factor as
anything else among Canadian investors in bringing about what many
consider the present fictitious value of the stock.

It must be remembered that the Dominion Coal Co. has sources
of profit other than its coal, in its stores and in operating the forty
miles of railway between Sydney and Louisburg, to say nothing of its
fleet of steamers. We have always understood that the various mines'
stores, while paying a good percentage upon the large amount of cap-
ital tied up in them, are run more in the interest of the employees of

B. 1
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the company with a view of furnishing a constant supply of good pro-
visions and other necessaries, rather than as a merely money making
venture. It is rather a favorite pastime in sone quarters to abuse and
hold up to execration what are termed the "pluck me's", but we feel
sure that any legislation directed against such stores as are run by the
Dominion Coal Co. would be inimical to the best interests of the
workmen. Judging from official returns the operation of the com-
pany's railway must be very profitable. From recent reports we pre-
sume that the present passenger traffic between Sydney and Glace Bay
via the interlying mines will cease with the inauguration of the electric
railway which is about to be built along the roadbed of the old Reserve
narrow gauge railway. It will be remembered that last year the Cape
Breton Electric Company (or the well-known Boston firm of Stone &
Webster figuring under a provincial charter) obtained franchises in the
County of Cape Breton for building an electric tramway in Sydney
and connecting it with Glace Bay and the mining districts. The
Dominion Coal Co., seeing its railway business threatened, countered
this scheme with a declaration of its intention to also build an electric
railway along its old Reserve narrow gauge roadbed. A struggle
was averted and a compromise arrived at whereby a third corporation
was formed, controlled in equal proportions by the Dominion Coal
Co., and the Cape Breton Electric Co., and the coming summer will
see Glace Bay and the surrounding mining district connected with the
Shire town by the inevitable trolley of modern civilization. Hardby
at his Glace Bay station, Marconi will be receiving and sending wire-
less messages to and from Penzance and it will be left for Mons.
Santos-Dumont to come over and establish a line of airships to take
care of the smuggling trade between Cape Breton and St. Pierre.

The success of the Dominion Iron and Steel Co., from the stand-
point of an outsider, appears to be still in a more or less problematical
stage, but the men who are most deeply interested financially in the
undertaking-and they are best qualified to speak authoritatively-
have never for a moment wavered in their confidence and are as sure
of ultimate success as of the daily sunrise. They are perfectly frank
as to the difficulties which the company has encountered,-difficulties
often unforeseen, which are incidental to the initial stages of similar
enterprises of great magnitude wherever started, and they are quite
sanguine as to the ability of the officials in charge to surmount them.

The past year has been one of many and somewhat dramatic
changes in the personnel of the official staff. But despite adverse
criticism and stories of extravagances and mistakes, which these
changes, not unnaturally, evoked, general and individual faith in the
ultimate success of the venture and in the directorate of the company,
does as not appear to have been very rudely shaken. No better proof
of this can be cited than the fact that the first issue of ten millions of
common stock did not have the effect, which might naturally be ex-
pected, of depreciating the market value of the fifteen millions al-
ready issued, but, on the contrary, has apparently had a strengthening
effect, seeing that the stock has subsequently advanced ten or twelve
points. This may not be strictly a case of cause and effect, but the
fact cannot be lost sight of that the common stock advanced very
materially after and in spite the announcement of the new issue. The
primary conditions have been proved beyond a peradventure to be as
favorable as was claimed at the outset. The pig iron has found favor
in many markets on both sides of the Atlantic and the steel that is
now being turned out is of excellent quality. The work of construction
was more protracted than we promised in the days of early enthusiasm,
and difficulties have undoubtedly been met with, chiefly in connection
with the working of the furnaces, that were unforeseen and that have se-
riously hampered operations. One of the furnaces has been laid off
altogether to be relined, and it is understood that the same course will

have to be followed with the other three. This, of course, curtails the
output of pig very considerably, but no works can be free from diffi-
culties of this sort, and we have been assured on the authority of those
who are competent to judge, that the troubles which have occurred can
and will be rectified, and that their effect can only be to retard, and in
no way to jeopardise, the ultimate and complete success of this great
enterprise. The steel-making end is an unqualified success and when
the rail mill now in course of construction gets to work, we prophesy
that the earning capabilities of the company will astonish those who
now hold pessimistic views.

The most important change that has taken place during the past
year in connection with the two large corporations now under notice,
has been the transfer of controlling influence from American into Can-
nadian hands and the installation of Mr. James Ross as the virtual
head of both concerns. Mr. Henry M. Whitney has so far re-
tained the presidency of both companies and maintained an interest
in and a friendly attitude towards them, and we earnestly hope that
he will long continue to do so. It must not for a moment be forgot-
ten that to the genius of Mr. Whitney and to his energy and business
acumen, is due the credit for the present state of activity in and
around Sydney, which has brought wealth to so many and occupation
to thousands. It must not be a case of "Le Roi est mort; vive le
Roi". And, unless we have strangely erred in gauging local senti-
ment in this matter, the people of Nova Scotia in general and of the
County of Cape Breton in particular entertain strong feelings of grati-
tude and of personal regard toward Mr. Whitney, not only for what
he has done in developing the vast coal fields of the Island and in
providing new uses and new markets for its coal, but for his friendly
and generous attitude towards any movement that was calculated to
bring happiness or benefit in any way to those living in and around
the districts that were affected by his business operations-Cape Breton
we feel sure will not be slow to pay a proper tribute of gratitude to
Mr. Whitney for ail that she has gained during the past nine years
through his exploitation of her resources.

The Interior British Columbia Minerai Field

The approximate and advance estimate, for 1901, of the mineral
production, including coal, of British Columbia as made by the Pro-
vincial Mineralogist is 871,832 tons mined, value $2o,713,5c1.
Compared with the previous year 554,796 tons mined, value $16,-
344,751. There is a considerable advance and this advance has
been made under many draw backs.

These disadvantages appear to have been exaggerated or at least
aggravated by adverse opinions of the country widely published.
Mining stocks are low and money for investment in mines is not at all
free, but, bona fide mining is more prevalent than heretofore even
under the real disadvantages of costly operation and low price of
metals.

Under the low prices of Lead, Silver and Copper, at the present
time, there is still an increasing production. The development of the
past year has been quite favorable. The average grade of ore is
lowering steadily along with a lowering in costs of production or treat.
ment. This is a natural consequence and increases tonnage and in-
dustry all round. The deeper levels of the mines show, on the whole,
no loss of values, in several instances quite the reverse.

The average value of these 871,832 tons of ore mined in 1901

is nearly $24.oo a ton. It may be said this proves nothing. How-
ever it may be said also that it points to no poverty of mineral. Near-
ly half of that tonnage is of much lower grade and is produced and
reduced at a cost said to be as low as any on the continent. We may
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also hope for a less cost of production and treatment for much of the

other half as things go on. To some extent the following estimates

of the average local value of the ores mined will illustrate the costs of

their production. These estimates may be derived directly from the

tonnage and values given in the advance report of the Provincial

Mineralogist excepting East Kootenay and the Coast mines.

AV.
LOCALITY. METALS. TONNAGE. VALUE

PER TON.

East Kootenay ......... Silver and Lead. 26,536 $20 to $25
Nelson ................ Gold, Silver and Copper. 103,486 10.72
Siocan and Ainsworth... Sllver and Lead. . ..... 30,267 74.00
Lardeau and others. .... Silver and Lead. ....... 1,229 127.00
Rossland (Trail) ....... Gold and Copper....... 279,084 13.81
Boundary & Kettle River Gold and Copper.........401,008 11.71
Coast Mines.........Gold and Copper....... 23,394 $20 to $25

This classification holds fairly well for the principal tonnage of

each of the above localities, districts or divisions. However, the value

per ton of the output of the larger mines in each division is somewhat

lower than this general average. The general average being appar-

ently raised by a smaller tonnage of higher grade ore. The camps

which have the highest values per ton have correspondingly high costs

of production and treatment. As time goes on these costs will be re-

duced and a greater tonnage of lower grade be produced.

The value $14,250,541 estimated as the production of Iode

mining, comes from that transverse section of British Columbia which

lies between the main C.P.R. line and the U. S. boundary. West of

the Kootenay-Columbia valley to the Coast.

Leaving out the Coast production of about $250,000 the rest

comes from the interior strip east of the coast ranges. An area of

about 125 miles north and south by 200 miles east and west. Twelve

years ago this district itself was not known to be widely mineralized

with metallic ores. It was in much the same condition as Cariboo,
Omenica, and Cassiar at this present time, but was more accessible. It

had been traversed and nearly worked out as a placer district. The

old Dewdney trail crossed it and passed close by some of the present

mines, on its way to the Wild Horse placers.

The interior strips of British Columbia lying between the great

valley west of the Rockies and the Granite Coast Ranges continues

N.N.W. with great similiarity of topography and geological conditions

right up to the Yukon Country.

Dr. Dawson on page 28 of his 1887 Yukon Report says of this

persistency of similar rock series, in that district:-

"Speaking broadly, however, and with reference to the general

features of the region, the rock series represented are evidently simi-

liar to those found in the southern portion of British Columbia, be-

tween the Rocky Mountains and the ('oast, and an important general

result of the work here reported on, is the further demonstration of

the great constancy in lithological characters of the several forma-

tions, when following in the direction of the main north-west and

south-east axes of uplift. A constancy which contrasts materially

with the diversity found when conparisons are made as between local-

ities situated at right angles to that direction.

It is reasonable to suppose that this mountain region already

proved to be a great mineral bearer in the United States, and South-

ern British Columbia, will continue the sane to the northwards especi-

ally with rocks so similar and so similiarly affected by geological con-

ditions.
Whatever may be its mineral wealth, its extent is very great. A

strip about 1300 miles long from the U S. boundary to Alaska, and

150 to 200 miles broad, from thel Rockies to the Coast Ranges. Vith-

in this great tract of country are the Placer gold fields of Upper

Fraser river, Old Cariboo, Omenica, Cassiar, Stikine, Dease and Atlin,

and the Yukon, already discovered and only worked partially and to

a certain grade of richness governed by the costs of these remote

places. At the present time possibly no Iode mining camps of equal

richness to those of Southern Kootenay may be discovered and opened

up as time goes on, but this great district looks as well favored in that

respect as Southern Kootenay did at the time it was a placer district,

and nothing more, a few years ago.

Concerning the distribution of Iode minerals as observed without

close prospecting, Dr. Dawson mentions the presence of galena

carrying 75 ounces of silver to the ton on McDane Creek in Cassiar.

Mr. McConnell writes of "large veins of highly argentiferous galena in

Omenica. The geological conditions of these districts are said to be

favorable to the production of ore bodies.

In the district which lies north of Revelstoke and Kamloops,

many bodies of silver, lead and gold ores have been discovered.

These do not appear to be exceptionally rich, but carry very fair

values if made easily accessible. North of this and east of the great

valley is the mica-bearing formation already shown to carry valuable

mica over a wide extent of country.

The gold quartz discoveries of Old Cariboo are usually of low

grade, containing values from trace up to an ounce per ton in gold.

Values of $1 7.03 per ton were, however, milled from the Walbur ledge

in 1887.

Bridge River and the Upper Fraser river show some favorable

ore bodies if operated under more accessible conditions. Some ore

has also been treated in this district.

The special attention given to placer mining in the northern por.

tion of British Columbia and the Yukon, during the past five years

has resulted in discoveries of large ore-bodies in Atlin, White Horse

and Rainy Hollow. These do not appear to be of high grade, but

they show the mineral capacity of the country, and the present opera-

tion of two stamp mills. The Ladue and Munger mills near Dawson,

show that Iode mining is going on at the other end of this 1300 mile

stretch of the mineral belt of B.C. and the Yukon.

With present conditions of costly prospecting and transportation

this great mineral reserve remains a wilderness, except for the opera-

tions of placer and hydraulic mining, but there seems little doubt that

it will be traversed by railroads before very long. At least across its

more southerly portion from Yellowhead Pass to a port on the Pacific

Coast, north of Vancouver.

Mining Prosperity in Ontario.

The prosperity which has attended mining enterprise throughout

the Dominion during the past vear has been particularly noticeable to

Ontario, the value of the year's output being estimated at about

$ i2,000,000 as compared with $0,2 9S,624 in i900. Complete figures

for the year are, of course, unobtainable at this early period of the

year, but some interesting data is firnished by Mr. T. W. Gibson the

Director of Mines, in a bulletin i>sued on 4th instant, from which we

quote

Alrnost the whole of this increase is in the products of metalli-

ferous mines and works, the value of which is about oo per cent.

more than in the previous year. Most of the non-metallic products

also show increased values, but these are largelv offset by a falling off

in the yield of petroleum, and a reduction in the quantity and value

of petroleum products.

The chief increases are as follows:-

483
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Increase in quantity. Increase in value.
Copper..... 2,346,ooo lbs., or 35 per cent. $ 269,399 or 84 per cent.
Nickel. ... 1,802,000 " 25 " 1,103,344 " 145 "
Iron Ore. 182,2 3 6 tons 201 " 62,623 " 56 "
Pig Iron. 53,984 " 86 " 765,637 " 82 6"

The principal decreases are :-
Decrease in quantity. Decrease in value.

Petroleum.. 1,948,283 Imp. gals or 8 per cent. $ 401,105 or 21 per cent.
Natural gas...............................-....56,640 " 15 "

The good demand and relatively high prices for nickel, which

have prevailed for some time, are reflected in the output for i901, the

largest yet recorded. The increase in value is greater than the in-

crease in production, for the reason that the nickel-copper matte in

which the metal is contained now being produced at the Sudbury

mines is of much higher grade than heretofore the same remarks

apply to copper, the price of which was well maintained until about
the close of the year, when it broke heavily. Part of the copper out-
put was from the non-nickeliferous mines on the north shore of Lake

Huron.

The increased production of iron ore is due to the development of
the Helen mine in Michipicoten, which shipped freely during the year,

both to Ontario furnaces and the United States.

The greater output of pig iron is owing to the fact that there are
now three furnaces in operation as against two in 1900, the Canada

Iron Furnace Company's smelter at Midland having been blown in

about the end of that year. There were smelted 109,009 tons of

Ontario ore and 85,399 tons imported from the United States, in all

194,408 tons; the proportion of native ore used being thus about 56
per cent.

Since the beginning of the present year steel-making, heretofore
carried on at Hamilton only, has been begun at the Clergue works,
Sault Ste. Marie.

In case of petroleun the quantity given is the number of gallons
of crude output, while the value is that of illuminating oil and other
products of refinement, and in addition the value of the crude used
as such for fuel and gas-making purposes, which absorbed about 15
per cent. of the yield.

The action of the government in stopping the export of natural

gas from the Essex field to Detroit explains the diminution in value of
this product.

I may point out that the values of the several products are cal-
culated at the selling prices at the mines or works, not at the prices
of the refined or finished articles. If the latter basis have been adopt-

ed, as is sometimes done, the value of the copper output for the year
would have been about $1,450,000, instead of $589,o8o, and of

nickel about $4,440.090 instead of $1,850,o0 ; while the aggregate
value of the year's production would have been increased by about

$3,400,oo. It is not clear, however, that.this method of tabulating
values is applicable to unrefined or partially treated metals which are
exported for the final processes, when it would not be employed in the
case of other raw or unfinished materials, and the values at the
mines or works have accordingly been adhered to.

Strictly speaking, the value of the iron ore, both native and for-
eign, smelted into pig iron, and of the pig iron converted into steel,
should be deducted from the aggregate value of the year's production;
the foreign ore because it is not a product of Ontario, and the native
ore and pig iron to prevent the value of these articles being reckoned
twice. The items would amount to about $5oo,ooo but it has not
been thought necessary to make the deduction, and with this explana-
tion there is no danger of the matter being misunderstood.

Arsenic, carbide of calcium and corundurn are b -ginning to be
important products. The first and last named are not mined else-
where in Canada, arsenic not elsewhere in America.

The National Importance of Mining.

By MR. JOHN E. HARDMAN, S.B., M.A.E., Montreal.

(Introducing topic for discuss'on at the Annual Meetings of the Canadian
Mining Institute.)

After agreeing to present or introduce this topic for discussion, I
chose the title of " The National Importance of the Mining Industry "
rather than "Government Aid to Mining," for the reason that I wished
to emphasize the duty of the nation, rather than the duty of the Pro-
vinces, to encourage an industry which bas grown to be of such great

importance to the Dominion. In considering the discussion of pro-
vincial matters, I felt that as a "Canadian" or National "Mining
Institute" we had neither a right, nor a duty, to discuss provincial

matters, but that our remarks should be confined to such topics as

were within the jurisdiction of the Minister of the Interior, within whose
department lies the administration of all federal matters which affect
the industry of mining.

After listening to the figures which the Secretary has just read to
you, the national importance to which the industry of mining has
attained is axiomatic, and needs no demonstration. A total production
of over seventy millions of dollars is eloquent testimony of the import-
ance of an industry which produces annually such a large sum, and the
figures are all the apology which is needed for introducing to this
Institute a discussion as to whether, and how, the federal government
can best assist .and promote such an industry, not only to greater
dimensions, but also to greater perfection, while still preserving and
maintaining fidelity to that branch of the British North America Act
by which the control and administration of minerals found within the
borders of any particular province was vested in that province; and in
doing so the necessity for confining my remarks and suggestions
entirely within the limitations imposed by the title becomes apparent.
I allude, therefore, to such matters as are strictly of national import-
ance as distinguished from matters which are particularly provincial in
their sphere.

In so doing, I am quite aware, from the printed pamphlet which is
before you, and from other information which I have received per-
sonally from the Secretary, that I shall have to disregard and put out
of consideration many suggestion which are of great importance, but
which deal almost exclusively with matters of provincial jurisdiction,
and cannot, therefore, be considered in a discussion of this topic.
Many of these matters are of the highest importance, and perhaps it
will not be unwelcome to simply allude to them and run over them as
suggestions to provincial authorities.

First, the question of transportation, and by this word transporta-
tion I do not by any means wish or desire to refer solely to long distance
transmission on railways, but more particularly to the equally important
question of highroad transportation, where the bulk of the material to
be handled has to be transported comparatively short distances only.
Such transportation necessitates good high roads with easy grades and
hard roadbeds so that a maximum load may be transported at a
minimum cost.

Equally, the establishment of public assay offices, the giving of
grants for the maintenance, or assistance, of mining schools, the assist-
ing of schemes for deep sinking in the shape of subsidies, the establish-
ment of governmental custom reduction works for the experimental
beneficiation of ores, or of government diamond drills for the testing of

private deposits : all are topics which interested mine owners may feel
called upon to consider, but which the national government cannot
consider inasmuch as all revenues coming from the working of these
mineral deposits would go into the provincial treasury and not into the
Dominion. To this may be added government aid to hospitals and
accident relief funds, and the still more important question of proper
governmental inspection of existing mines and mine workings.
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Likewise, the question of import duties on machinery and upon
supplies used by the miner, are not within the province of this Institute;
they are more strictly political matters, and as such do not come
within the domain of this Institute, and must be left to the considera-
tion of those gentlemen now in session in Ottawa, known as the Parlia-
ment of Canada.

You will see, therefore, that the subject is not a simple one, but a
very complex one, and worthy of extended discussion and most minute
investigation; for while Canada, as a nation, derives no direct benefit
in the shape of royalties, etc., (excepting from the Yukon and North-
West Territories), yet the mining industry, indirectly, is a source of
great national wealth by reason of the taxes, duties, supplies bought,
etc., etc., all of which contribute to the national wealth on account of
the increased consumption of foreign goods in the shape of machinery
and supplies, on account of the greatly increased number of manual
labourers, which implies equally the increase of labor for a large por-
tion of the population working at remunerative wages, and thereby
contributing its quota to the general prosperity of the nierchants and
of the whole country.

Now, as to guidance as to what one may reasonably expect of the
federal government in the shape of help, we must turn and consider
what has been done by other governments in other parts of the world
where similar deposits of mineral richness have occurred, and where
similar requests for aid have been made, entertained, and (perhaps)
granted. Britain's colonies, such as New South Wales, Victoria, and
New Zealand, have been very generous in their efforts to aid their own
mining industry, and they have given grants for many of the subjects
that I have just enumerated. The older European countries cannot
be looked to for examples, inasmuch as new ground and undiscovered
deposits are the exception and not the rule in their domain. Perhaps
one of the best hints that we can get to guide us in the considera-
tion of this matter is given by the great commonwealth on our southern
border.

And in entering upon this matter and discussing it, we cannot do
better than to take our first lesson in the shape of noting that in the
United States the mining division, or the Geological Survey depart-
ment, is entirely and absolutely divorced from politics in every shape
and sense of the word ; neither the head nor the subordinates of any
such department are political appointees, neither are they under civil
service rules, but they are considered as business employees to be used
just so long as they give value received for their salaries, and to be
summarily dismissed when such salaries are not earned. It has seemed
to me, and I invite your discussion of my reasons, that no part nor
branch nor department of the federal government is so well qualified
to undertake assistance to the mining industry as a properly organized
and well constitued Geological Survey. I see this evening, on looking
about me, many gentlemen from the national capital who have been
paying extreme and minute attention to my remarks thus far, and I am
glad to see these gentlemen here, and I am sorry that they are not all
of them members of the Institute. There are, however, a number of
them who are members, and who will probably, I am glad to say, take
part in this discussion, and will tend to elucidate those matters upon
which I may be more or less obscure.

The question of what is the proper and legitimate field of a Geo-
logical Survey is a legitimate one for discussion, and is not out of place
under the title of " The National Importance of the Mining Industry,"
and it may be well, particularly before so many mining men who, in
my experience, are rarely acquainted either with what the Geological
Survey is actually doing or what is its proper function to do, to
review briefly what a geological survey is subfosed to do. And before
starting let me say one more word, and that is that the mining industry
is an industry offacts and of deeds, all the better perhaps when it is
aided by sound theory, and in what I am going to say I wish to

announce that I say it solely and simply from the standpoint of the
practical man wl-o does, and wants others to do, but for whorn theo-
retical discussions have always had a great attraction and a great value,
and who is very much indebted to theoretical views for the small share
of success which has been his portion.

The primary work of the Survey may be considered as (i) the
determination and publication of facts concerning the local distribution
of rocks; in other words, what is known scientifically as "Areal"
Geology; (2) the determination and publication of the general facts of
the geology of a country ; to arrive both at the local distribution and
at the general facts as mentioned, it is necessary to provide depart-
ments for the various branches of work, and first and foremost comes
in the necessity for accurate maps on which the facts of local, or general
distribution, may be laid down. This is the first and essential pre-
requisite for the departments which follow, and I may say here that the
ordinary maps provided by the various Crown Lands Departments are
by no means of sufficient accuracy, or of the necessary character, to-
permit of geologic work being laid out upon them. The second sub-
division is that of the Geological Division, in which is included
Paleontology, by which the rocks are labelled, as it were, and their
position on the earth's crust ascertained ; third, the Petrographical with
which is allied the Chemical and Physical divisions, and which are
necessary to determine different rocks, and the different questions
affecting those rocks as to composition and characteristics. The
inter-dependence of these various branches with the more purely
geologic is evident, and there must be a constant interchange between
the Geological staff and the staffs of the Paleontological, Petrographical,
Chemical and Physical divisions. Each of these divisions requires the
supervision of an expert. But, in addition to the above departments,
whose work is of interest only to a small number or fraction of the total
population, there must be means of making these facts generally under-
standable by the public, and by that largely increasing body in Canada,
the men who are directly interested in the production of metallic
wealth. Without taking up your time, I may say that the other depa rt-
ments include the statistical work, the editorial, the supervision of
illustrations, the care of the library, and the disbursements of money,
with many other smaller branches, which thus create an administrative
branch as well as a scientific one. In the present condition of our
Dominion, as.regards the fostering of the mining industry, and the
equally important field of informing our citizens and the world at large
of what our resources are, a distinct prominence must be given to.
Ecenomic Geology, which, briefly described, is the practical application
of geological investigation to the development of the mineral resources
of a country. This division of Economic Geology is, by far, more im-
portant to Canada's citizens at the present moment than any descrip-
tive or purely structural geology can be, although, as you will notice as
this discussion proceeds, I am firmly of the opinion that no economic
geology is worthy of the name unless it is preceded or accompanied by
such accurate descriptive work as will fully elucidate the many pro-
blems which inevitably come up in economic work. In fact, it is not
going too far to say that the lack of such proper economic geological
work rendered possible to a great extent that inflation in British
Columbia during the years 1896-97 which was so disastrous in its
effects, and which I think I am right in saying was due more to the
ignorance of the limitations of the deposits then discovered, than to the
actual ignorance and incompetence which was displayed in the mining
work then and afterwards.

Recognizing, therefore, the importance of this economic geology,
which we may paraphrase into Mining Geology, I may say that the
work of the Survey at the present time s/ould be divided into (i)
General Geology, and (2) Mining Geology ; with the objects of pro-
viding not only the geologic map and a knowledge of areas of different
formations with their structural relations, but also to provide special
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information concerning our mineral resources, and definite knowledg
concerning the origin, structure and relation of the ore deposits whic]
are found in Canada.

The sec'ion of Mining Geology, or economic geology, appeals t<the mining engineer, and 10 his clients, who are that portion of the
public, native or foreign, which contemplates the development of th
country's resources. The relation of the geologist to the mining
engineer is a relation similar to that which the engineer holds to hi
clients and to the general public. The duty of the mining engineer ti
his employer is to place before him in intelligible shape the character
mode of occurrence and probable quantity and value of the minerahswhich areccontained in such property, and also the best method o
obtaining the same from such a property. The government geologist
having a wider field, should have more comprehensive views, and his
study should consider, not particularly the interests of any single mine
but rather the general interests of a whole group of mines or of a mining
region, for it is a truisrn to say that trustworthy results are only obtained
when they are founded on sound and accurate knowledge of the geo-
logic structure of the region in which the deposits occur. As a mining
engineer, I am sure that I am giving the opinions of my confreres when
I say that if we do not give geology in our reports it is either because
no data on the geology of the region have been published, or because
our clients especially desire fact and figures, and not theories. Fromn
one of the heads of the United States Geological Survey, who I am glad
to say was my old chief and instructor, I quote that there are three
standpoints from which the relation of a geological survey to the mining
industry of the country may be viewed: (i) the purely scientific or
geological point, (2) the technical point, (3) the commercial point, and
as from the nature of things the third point often demands only the
consideration of a very small portion of a particular district, it is fot
the business of the government to consider such a view point.

The governing principle of a government Geological Survey in
economic work should be that it will do for the mining industry, as a
whole, what the unaided individual engineer or mine owner can yot'do,
that it should never undertake what can just as well be done by the
individual engineer or owner, and also that it should never interfere,
favorably or unfavorably, with the private business of individuals or
corporations, nor should it in any way enter into competition with pro-
fessional men, such as mining engineers, commercial geologists, and
chemists. It goes without saying, that no member of the Survey
should be permitted to make any examinations, execute any surveys,
nor write any reports for private persons or corporations. The energies
of the department should be devoted to such branches as are of im-
mediate use to the greatest number of the country's citizens, and along
such lines investigation should lead either to the establishment of broad
general deductions, or to the publication of monographs which have
the most immediate bearing upon the prosperity of the country, and
which are of value to as great, if not a greater number as the broad
general investigations just mentioned. In a country containing 50
large an area as our Dominion, work by any force that can reasonably
be employed must be confined for many years to such localities or
districts as have contained the most extensive mining developments,
or to such new sections as imperatively cry for authoritativeinvestiga-
tion ; and, apropos of studies in mining districts in which develop-
ments have been extensive, the geologist in making such studies often
attains results which are of immediate value to the mine owners and
prospectors in that particular section. Such results may be of second-
ary importance to the general public, but they are of immediate im-
portance to the people interested, and are therefore justified, and the
deductions from any such particular districts would, correctly
generalized, be of benefit to the whole community.

It will be seen that many of the departments of the Survey arealready equipped for the determination of such facts as I havey en-

e tioned, and if a new Bureau of Mines, or Economic Geology depart-
h ment, be established, any two such Bureaus would of necessity overlapeach other, causing a waste of funds and of time if they were not cor-
o related and under one jurisdiction. To separate such work into two
e departments would be a mistake, as neither branchsin such a supposed

case could, or would, avail itself of the information gained by the
g other. But in any proposed re-organization of the Geological Survey,s or any organization of the proposed new Department of Mines, one fact
o should stand out clearly and distinctly, and that is, that the director
rand ail subordinates of such department must, beyond any question ors suspicion, be absolutely free from political interference or influence

,f which can be exercised either to retain them in their office or to pro-
cure for them advancement. In my personal opinion, employees of

Ssuchdepartmentstshould not be on the permanent list ; they should be
tmade to feel that their status is dependent upon the work they do, and
they should be treated as ordinary men are treated, and made to feel

Sthat so long as they perform their work satisfactorily they will be re-
tained, but that no political influence, nor Civil Service Act, nor any-
thing else will avail them against dismissal when dismissal is merited.

It is easy to forsee that, under such a Survey as I am attempting
to indicate, demands would be made by citizens from all over the
country, and to such an extent as to entirely overshadow the possible
Sresources for any one year. The choice of field, therefore, in which
work should be done may properly be governed by the principle, that
developed districts give increased opportunities for obtaining a large

timber of facts, afford grounds for generalizations and for special
studies, whichlnot only are of permanent value to that particular dis-
trict, but will be of great accessory value to other districts, with like
or even dissimilar considerations. From partially developed districts
only superficial facts can be obtained, and any expression of opinion
as to the probable value of such a district is more properly the province
of the mining engineer than of the geologist.

The general principle governing the work of any survey oneconomic lines should be that ore deposits must be studied where theycan be studied to the best advantage, and hence that although topo-
graphic work to some extent may be well distributed geographically,
yet all geologic work must be free from local or provincial considera-
tions, and must depend upon the importance of the problems to besolved, and of the best methods of solving them. It is within the
knowledge of all of us that that British Columbia district of so much
reputation, I refer to Rossland, was under study by the Canadian
Geological Survey as early as 1896, that a map and some descriptivegeological text was published, but consider the effect upon the com-
mercial world if the Survey had undertaken an economic investigation
and had published a monograph on the Rossland district of as complete
a kind as this publication which I hold in my hand (exhibiting a United
States Monograph). Again, consider the copper-nickel industry ofOntario, and the Sudbury District in particular, and with the exceptionof the preliminary sketch of elemental conditions published in 1891 by
the present acting director of the Survey, what else can be found in the
records of the Canadian Survey which bears at all upon an industrywhich may be roughly figured as productive of at least four millions of
dollars a year for the last nine or ten years ? I mention these two
cases because in my capacity as President of this Institute for the first
two years of its existence, and also in my personal and private capacity
as a practicing engineerIr have been repeatedly approached by agents
of both English and American capital for information contained inGovernment reports bearing upon these two districts, and, although in
our Lbrary downstairs we have a complete set of the Survey reports,
and although these reports were consulted by such agents, yet, I was
forced to admit in many cases that it was not creditable to theGovernment of Canada, and particularly the Department of the Geo-
logical Survey, that they had no information to give to investigators
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which was of commercial value or of assistance to capital which was

willing to invest if proper data could be furnished to it.

Coming now to the special question of what a geological survey

may, or should, do towards technical investigation, or making techni-

cal studies in aid of tie mining industry, it is difficult to attempt defi-

nite limitations. There is the danger of encroaching upon what is the

legitimate field of the professional man, the mining engineer or the

metallurgist, but the same principal can govern this that should govern

every other department, viz: that in such technical matters the Sur-

vey had better confine itself to those investigations which the State

is better fitted to make than is the individual.

The prominence given during the last two or three years to the

iron industry of the Dominion demands a satisfactory and technical

monograph which should describe and give all information possible re-

specting the various iron ores of the Dominion, the facilities for trans-

portation of such ores, and the opportunities or difficulties of reaching

markets. The concentration of that important metal, nickel, in one

small area in the Province of Ontario fully justifies an extensive mono-

graph on the occurrence and origin of the ores, the associated metals,

the methods of mining, sorting, smelting, refining and marketing the

product, together with information of the amount of precious metals

contained, and, in general, going into all such details as would not be

of prejudice to the owners in that section but which would be of im-

mense advantage and aid in studying similar occurrences of similar

rocks in other fields.

The depressing conditions which have attached to the silver-lead

mining industry during the last twelve months might well be made the

subject of an exhaustive inquiry in which actual facts might be obtain-

ed, actual costs laid down, and the proper avenue for disposition of

the product indicated.

It may be objected by some of our neighbors to the south that

we are going too far in asking for such authoriative information, but

we in Canada have a greater right to ask for such inasmuch as not

only does each of the provinces impose a royalty upon the various

metals produced, but even the Dominion Government, in the lands

still within its control, imposes a heavy royalty which entitles us to

ask for a gluidpro quo.

Manifestly it is impossible. within the limits of such a paper as

this, to notice the numerous pros and cons of argument which inevi-

tably accompany the consideration of such a topic, but the duty which

has been assigned to me has been simply to hand you out these vari-

ous items as one might throw out so many balls which miay be caught

up by some of you and thrown about so as to provoke such a discus-

sion as is absolutely necessary in order to obtain complete information.

I have spoken briefly of the primary work of the Survey, and its

necessarv subdivision into topography and geology with the correlated

branches of petrography, paleontology and chemistry ; there remains to

be considered one of the chief, and I may say mnost unfortant, funct-

ions of a properly constituted bureau of mines, or mining division, of

the Geologocial Survey, and that is the collection of accurate statistics

relating to the production of metals and minerals throughout the

country.
This is the most important rock in the foundation of the mining

business and is a first class reason for a mining bureau, if no other

were forth-coming. It las been said, and well said, that no branch of

sta-istical science is in greater need of technical knowledge and scien-

tific system than that one which deals vith the production of minerails,

and I may add that none is more liable to bias and to b: erroneous if

the data are supplied by persons who are interested. The late Clar-

ence King, in his introduction to the Tenth Census of the United

States, (in which for the first time the collection of ý-tatistics of pro-

duction from metallic mines were entrusted to a separate and expert

corps of enumerators largely gathered from, and under the direction

of the United States Geological Survey) said that the experience of the

United States at that time was that the best method for conducting

such investigation seemed to be the one then employed, viz: of utiliz-

ing trained experts in the collection of these figures, and that such a

systein would produce the most perfect results, under favorable condi-

tions of sufficient time and sufficient money. He added that such

agents required a considerable experience to become thoroughly fam-

iliar with their duties, and that this work would be best accomplished

by making such a bureau a permanent one, thereby retaining the ser-

vices of men familiarized and accustomed to their work. Such a

method is perhaps too expensive and too ambitious for our young

country, but there is nothing to prevent approaching it, and emulating

the example which was then set by Mr. King.

One of the necessary adjuncts for such a bureau of statistics must

be sufficient funds to permit of the prompt publication of its reports ;

a branch of the Survey with a single chief and a competent corps

should be included in any project for a mining bureau or for a reorgan-

ization of the present Survey. Its field is large and its functions should

include the issuance of bulletins regarding the location and descrip-

tions of known mineral localities, including even those of the rarer sub-

stances. In each yearly publication, in addition to a general state-

ment of the production of the country and of the distribution of the

useful minerals, there could be monographs or short articles on the

growth of each industry and on each important metal or mineral by an

expert in that particular method or mineral who was an authority on

his subject, and who would present a strong, terse, and lucid exposi-

tion of the conditions attaching to that particular industrial mineral.

Such chapters being necessarily as different in scope and methods of

treatment as the minerals and methods themselves, could also contain

such technical information as would be of interest to the mining public

particularly, and the common public generally. For examples of

what has been done in this line, and as object lessons, I may bring to

your notice the annual reports of the State Mineralogist of Califoria,

and also the bulletins which have been issued by that office. With

such publications coming from a responsible head the government

would practically issue an annual census of the minerai industry, and

a production of over $70,ooo,ooo a year fully justifies, in the eves of

the electors of this country, the study of the original sources of such

miueral profits by a permanent bureau of sufficient size and properly

endowed.

The minor questions of the water supplies of the country, the in-

vestigation of water powers and of possible irrigation supplies, is an

undertaking worthy of any intelligent and self-respecting nation, and

the utility of such a measure has already been recognised by an inter-

ested party-I refer to our great railway corporation-which bas spent

time and money in investigating the possible redemption of the arid

lands of the North Vest Territories

While on the sul)ject of monographs let nie say that the more

purely geological branch can also follow such a method of promptly

communicating results of their studies to the p îblic. Discussions of

smelting processes, of milling methods, of concentration and of the

equally important rnatters of transportation and marketing can easily

be fitted into their proper places, and are legitirnate objects for the

direct recognition of the Government. The fact that jurisdiction over

the different mines is lodged with provincial governments should be

no drawback to a proper elucidation, description and recognition of

the same by the federal government.

I have presented to you only a skeleton of the subject, but I trust

that those who follow me will supply the sinews. flesh and covering so

that by the end of the session we shall have a comely figure as the re

suit of our combined efforts.
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MINING INSTITUTE

Canadian Mining Men Urge the Establishment of a Dominion

Department of Mines and Again Successfully Oppose the

Eflorts of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers to Secure

Close Incorporation.- Many Valuable Papers Presented.

The annual gathering of Canadian Nlining Enginerrs andM line Managers which

for iver eleven years have been held annually in Mlontreal were this year a huge suc-

cess both from the point of attendance and the exceedingly interesting character of the

proceedings. The meetings opened on Tuesday morning and were continued until

Friday, sessions being held in the Club Room of the Windsor lotel.

The following, among others, were present :-C. Shields, General Manager

Dominion Coal Co., Sydney, C.B. ;P. L. Naismith, General Manager Alberta

Railway and Coal Co., Lethbridge, Alta. ;\W. H. Aldridge, Canadian Smelting

Works, Trail, B.C. ; Hon. J. Il. Ross, Commissioner of the Yukon Territory, Daw-

son, V. T. ; T. W. Gibson, Director of the Bureau of Mines, Toronto : J. Obalski,

M. E., Inspector of Mines, Quebec ; Dr. Eugene ilaanel, Superintendent of Mines,

Ottawa ; Dr. Robert Bell, Acting Director, Geological Survey, Ottawa ;-1. C.

Drewry, Canadian Gold Fields Syndicate, Rossland ; James McEvoy, Crow's Nest

Pass Coal Co., Fernie, B.C. ; Dr. J. B. Porter, M.E., Prof. of Mining Engineering,

Montreal : Dr. W. Goodwin, Director S:hool of Mining, Kingston ;P. Kirkgaard,

M.E., Canadian Gold Fields, Deloro, Ont.; E. D. Ingall, M. E., Chief Div. of

Mineral Statistics, Ottawa ; Prof. W. G. Miller, School of Mining, Kingston ; Prof.

T. L. Walker, Prof. of Mineralogy, Toronto University, Toronto ; Alex. B. Allan,

(Allan, Whyte & Co.) Glasgow, Scotland ; J. A. IIanway, Colonial Copper Co.,

New Vork : J. T. McCall, Canada Iron Furnace Co., Montreal ;Dr. Frank 1).
Adams, McGill University, Nlontreal ; H. M. Wylde, Sec. Mining Society of Nova
Scotia, Ialifax ; \Vm. Blakemore, Mining Engineer, Montreal ; John E. lardman,
S.B., Mining Engineer, Montreal ; Milton L. Ilersey, M.A.Sc., Montreal ; George

R. Smith, M.L.A., Bell's Asbestos Co., Thetford Mines, (,)ue. ; R. T. Hiopper,

Standard Asbestos Co., Montreal ; E. \W. Gilman, Canadian Rand Drill Co., Sher.

brooke, Que. ; Eugene Coste, Mining Engineer, Toronto ; Dr. A. E. Barlow, Geo-

log ical Survey, Ottawa ; Dr. R. A. Daly, Geological Survey, Ottawa ; Dr. R. W.
Ells, Geological Survey, Ottawa ; Dr. Il. M. Ami, Geological Survey, Ottawa

R. W. Brock, Geological Survey, Ottawa :,Jules Coté, Secretary Department of

Mines, Quebec ;E. R. Faribault, Geological Survey, Ottawa A. A. Bowman,

Canadian Rand Drill Co., Toronto ; D. D. Mann, MacKenzie & Mann, Toronto ;
S. J. Simpson, James Cooper Manufacturing Co., Montreal ; J. E. Boss, Spokane,
Wash. ; Chas. D. Nlaze, Civil Engineer, Montreal ; Prof. G. R. Mickle, School of

Practical Science, Toronto 1). W. Robb, Robb Engineering Co., Amherst, N.S. ;
E. P. Mathewson, Metallurgist, Nontreal : Andrew NacKenzie, Dominion Coal
Co., Montreal ; Daniel Smith, Ontario Powder Works, Kingston ;\V. T. Rodden,

Hamilton Powder Co., Montreal ; Robert Chalmers, Geological Survey, Ottawa ;
Ilugh Fletcher, Geological Survey, Ottawa ; J. A. Dresser, NI.A., Richmond, Que.;
. M. Clark, K.C,, Toronto ; Frederick iobart, Mining Engineer, New Vork ;

J. E. Rothwell, Nining Engineer, Tweed, Ont. ; Chas. F. C. Hansen, Jas. Cooper

Nlnfg. Co., Montreal ; \V. W. Leach, Geological Survey, Ottawa ; H. W. De-

Courtenay, (Firth & Sons) Montreal ; Captain Robert C. Adams, Montreal ; Joseph

James, Actinolite, Ont. ; W. H. Smith, NI. E., Canada Iron Furnace Co., Montreal;

O. N. Scott, Listowel, Ont. ; C. M. Doolittle, Hamilton, Ont. ; J. B. Tyrrell,

Mining Engineer, Dawson, V.T. ; C. O. Senecal, Geological Survey, Ottawa; C. P.
1H1ill, Kitchener, B.C. ; C. F. Ludwig, Mine Superintendent Dominion Coal Co.,
Sydney, C.B. ; B. T. A. Bell, Editor CANADIAN MINING REVIEw, Ottawa.

There was also a large attendance of Mining Students from McGill University
and the Mining School of Kingston.

TUESDAY MORNING SESSION.

The opening session was held on Tuesday morning, 4th March, in the Library

of the Institute, Mr. J. E. lardman, in the absence of the President through illness,

presiding.

The Minutes of the last Annual Meeting having been published in Vol. IV of

the Journal of the Institute were held as read. The following new members were

elected at this and the later sessions of the Institute:-

A. A. Bowman, Canadian Rand Drill Co., Toronto, Ont.

Professor T. L. Walker, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ont.

John E. Rothwell, Mining Engineer, Tweed, Ont.

W. Il. Smith, Canada fron Furnace Co., Montreal, Que.

Frederick lobart, Mining Engineer, New York, N.Y.

B. J. Forrest, Nining Engineer, Thornhill, Ont.

Alfred C. Garde, Mining.Engineer, Payne Cons. Mining Co., Sandon, B.C.
Phelps Johnson, General Manager, Dominion Bridge Co., Montreal, Que.

C. P. Hill, Kitchener, B.C.

Ilon. J. Il. Ross, Commissioner Yukon Territory, Dawson City, Y.T.

C. F. Ludwig, Mines Superintendent, Dominion Coal Co., Glace Bay, C.i.
Dr. R. A. Daly, Geological Survey, Ottawa, Ont.

B. A. C. Craig, General Manager, Canada Corundum Co., Toronto.

Spencer L. Dale Harris, Ottava.

Erne l)ill llarris, Kingston, Ont.

Il. W. NicInnes, Mining Engineer, Halifax, N.S.

Lt. E. Dale 1iarris, C. E , Wei Hiai Wei, China.

J. C. Drewry, Canadian Gold Fields Syndicate, Rossland, B.C.

lamilton Lindsay, C.E., Toronto, ont.

Allan Dale Harris, Montreal, Que.

SECRETARY'S REPOkT.

Mr. B. T. A. BEIt- While the past year's operations in mining and metallur-
gical enterprise have been greater than at any period in the history of the Dominion,
and there has been a very renarkable expansion in the production of coal and coke,
iron and steel, nickel, copper and asbestos, the mining industry in certain districts of
the 'est suffered from a depressed market for silver and lead, strikes, and, perhaps,

more than to any other, from the natural and inevitable reaction following upon a

period of unwholesonie speculation in mines and mining shares. Later on in this
report, I hope, as I did last year, to submit a few notes and statistics reviewing the
more prominent features of mining activity in the various provinces and I only refer

to this depression now as it has to some extent reflected upon the affairs of the Insti-
tute and may account for the fact that our membership does not show as large an in-

crease as it did this time last year.

M ENIBERSI IlP.

At 3ist December last our membership had increa.sed to 331 as compared with

323 n1 1900, 277 in [899, and 192 when the Institute was reorganized under its pre-

sent Charter in 1898.

It is also pleasing to note that while as usual at our Annual Meeting we lose a

numlber of members our strength will be naintained, if not increased, by the acquisi-
tion of those who have been elected since the printed list was distributed, and by
others, whose names will be submitted for your approval at this meeting.

Our Student Membership will, it is gratifying to report, be considerablv re-
inforced by the affiliation en bloc of the members of the Mining Society of McGill,
under a special clause in the By-Laws, recommended for your adoption by the

Council.

The thoroughly representative character of our menbership, embracing as it

does the best elements in the profession and industry of mining in Canada, and its

distribution hy provinces and countries, will be seen bv a reference to the printed

list sent to iembers in January.

MEMBERS REMOVED BY DEATII.

It is my painful duty again to record the loss of three menibers by death since

our last meeting together.

Mr. Lionel Shirley, Civil and Mining Engineer of Montreal, a gentleman who
took a deep interest in the affairs of the Institute, (lied early in the year in the
Western States whither he had gone on account of poor health. Latterly Mr.
Shirley had been engaged in railway engineering but he will be remembered as one
of the pioneers in the palmy days of phosphate mining on the Lievre and as the
engineer who opened up that remarkable deposit of muscovite mica known as the
Villeneuve Mine.

Mr. James F. Lewis, President of the Canadian Rand Drill Company of Sher-
brooke, Que., who died after a long and painful illness, at Boston on July 23rd. A

member of the Council, he was a never failing attendant at all its meetings, often at

great inconvenience to himself and his business, while he was ever ready to give his

time and his energy to prormote the best interests of our organization. In the death
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of genial, big-hearted "Jim" Lewis the Institute has indeed sustained a severe and
irreparable loss.

Mr. J. Roderick Robertson, General Manager of the London & B. C. Gold
Fields, Limited, of Nelson, B.C., killed by an explosion of dynamite, in the Murray
IillI Hotel, New York on 27th January. Mr. Robertson was one of the most widely
known and respected mining men in British Columbia. A shrewd, far-seeing, highly
capable man of business, genial, kindly and generous in disposition, " Rod."
Robertson was greatly liked by every one and the conspicuous success of the large

mining corporation of which he was the active head, was very largely due to his

enterprise and ability.

MEMBERS SERVING IN SOUrlH AFRICA.

In my last report attention was called to the fact that four members of the
Institute were with different regiments in South Africa. Captain J. Edwards
Leckie, D.S.O., M.E., of Greenwood, B.C., who served with distinction as an
officer in Strathcona's Horse, accompanied by his brother Captain R. G. Leckie,
M. E., of Vancouver, B.C., and Captain Bruce Carruthers of Kingston, all members

of the Institute, have again volunteered their services on behalf of the Empire and are

now serving in South Africa with the 2nd Canadian Mounted Rifles. Major

Hamilton Merritt who bas gone out as second in command of this fine regiment is

also a well khown Canadian Mining Engineer and at one time was a member of the
Council of the Institute.

MEETINGS AND PUBLICATIONS.

The Annual Meetings of the Institute were held at Montreal on 6th, 7th and
8th March and were, as usual, exceedingly well attended. Twenty-three papers

were presented and these, together with the transactions of the Institute during the

year, constitute the fourth volume of our Journal published and distributed to mem-
bers in June. This volume was widely distributt d among the principal British,

American, European, and Colonial mining societies and it was favorably noticed by
the leading mining journals, a number of them reprinting some of the papers.

The other publications were: 500 copies of the Secretary's Annual Report;

300 copies of Dr. Adam's paper on the "Iron Ores of Bilboa ; " 50 copies of Pro-

fessor Miller's paper on the " Iron Ore Fields of Ontario;" and 500 copies of the
List of Members.

STUDENT'S COMPETITION.

Three very creditable papers were presented to our transactions in competition

for the President's prize, the Council ultimately awarding the medal to Mr. C. V.

Corless, of McGill, for his description of the "Coal Creek Colliemy " of the Crow's

Nest Pass Coal Co.
SUMMER EXCURSION.

Very complete arrangements were made for an excursion during the first week
of September to the nickel, copper and iron mines of Sudbury and Sault Ste. Marie
returning by way of the Hastings County gold mines, but as it was found impossible
at the time to get such an attendance of members as this important field warranted

the event was postponed. LEGISLATION.

In accordance with a resolution adopted at the Annual Meeting a deputation

from the Institute had an interview at Ottawa with the Premier, the Right Hon. Sir

Wilfrid Laurier, and other Ministers, and asked for the disallowance of the "Act to
Amend the Mines Act " adopted by the Ontario Governnment in i900, imposing pro-
hibitory taxation on copper and nickel ores. It is satisfactory to know that while
the Dominion Government did not disallow the Act its constitutionality will be made
the subject of a special test case between the two Governments at no very dis-

tant date.
LIBRARY ANI) READING ROOM.

Our collection of books, periodicals, maps, photographs, etc., has been con-

siderably extended during the year, the following, aniong other works on mining and

metallurgical practice being added : Schnabel's "Metallurgy ", two vols.; Locke's

" Gold Milling; " James on "The Cyanide Process," and Vol. IX of the "Mineral
Industry." A large number of exchanges and periodicals were also bound and the

photographs suitably framed. This collection, now a very valuable one, has attained

such dimensions that the present quarters in the Windsor Hotel are becoming too
small for its proper accommodation and it will be necessary very soon to seek
additional premises either in the hotel or elsewhere.

The Report was adopted.

RESOLUTIONS OF SYMPATIIV.

Mr. WM. BLAKEMORE having referred in feeling terms to the loss sustained by
the death of Mr. J. Roderick Robertson moved the following resolution

"That the Canadian Mining Institute in Annual Meeting assembled desires to
place on record its sense of the serious loss sustained by this Institute and by
the mining community of British Columbia in particular through the lamented
death of the late MR. RoDERICK ROBERTSON and wishes to extend to his family

its sincere sympathy in their bereavement."

The CHAIRMAN referring to their late co-worker Mr. James F. Lewis, intimated
that he hoped to contribute to their Transactions an obituary note referring to his
services to the mining industry and to the Institute.

· TREASURER'S REPORT.

Mr. J. STEVENSON BROWN presented his statement of accounts duly audited
covering the year ended 31st. January showing : Receipts $459o.6i; Dishursements

$3,633.21; Cash balance on hand $957.40.
The report was adopted.

AMENDMENTS TO BY-LAWS.

The SECRETARY submitted copy of the By-Laws containing certain amend-
ments recommended by the Council.

These were on motion adopted.

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS' BILL.

The CHAIRMAN-The Canadian Society of Civil Engineers is again seeking
legislation in the Ontario and Manitoba Legislatures with the object of making it a
close corporation in these Provinces. The bill was considered at a meeting of the
Council last evening and it was decided to refer further action upon it to this meeting.

Mr. COSTE -The Bill is not so bad as it used to be. The exemption of the
members of our Institute and those engaged in mining seems to cover the ground
very well.

MR. BELL--Let the other engineers-those who are not members (,f the So-
ciety-fight it if they want to.

The CHAIRMAN-When we look at this thing as members of the Instiiute we
have no kick coming.

Dr. A nAMs-As an Institute·we can gnard ourselves as individuals.

Mr. BLAKEMORE--In the practice of my profession I may be called upon to
survey or build a railroad. Would I not be required, under this Bill, to belong to
the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers ?

Dr. W. L. GOODWIN-I think the Institute has one or two courses open to it
with regard to this Bill. In Section 2 "No person shall be entitled within the Pro-
vince of Ontario ...... to act or practice as a civil engineer " ; the term Civil Engineer
is not defined here or elsewhere in the Bill. In Sec. 4 we find " All By-Laws of
the Society shall be valid and shall be deemed to apply "-if enacted would this not
give the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers what would amount to legislative
powers? With regard to definitions, examination of the Quebec Act shows that the
Society defines a C. E. to cover every kind of engineer whatsoever and there is
nothing in this Bill to prevent them, if the Bill becomes law, from defining it in the
same way in Ontario. In Section 2, Clause D "unless he is entitled to do so as
the holder of a diploma or of a degree conferred by sonie institution of learning in
the Dominion of Canada so to do. " In this clause, the words " unless he is
entitled to do so " are indefinite and Section 4 would give the Society power to
make all By-Laws, define the kind of diploma or degree which would entitle the
engineer to practice as a C. E. (also defined by the By-Laws of the Society).
Section 2, Clause E together with Section 4 would give the power to apply any test
whatever to engineers coming into Canada from Great Britain or the United States
and while I do not wish to impute any unfairness or motive it would manifestly be
unwise to give such powers to a Society which represents only a section of the
engineering profession. Section 8 is as broad and fair as a qualification
could possibly be made. It reads "This Act shall not be deemed to apply to mem
bers of the Canadian Mining Institute in so far as concerns their operations as mining
or metallurgical engineers or in any way whatever in the management or operation
of mines or metallurgical works. " This power can be worked so as to inflict hard-
ship on mining engineers and metallurgical engineers and on their employers. Had
this Act been in operation during the past two years it might have been used to pre-
vent, or to interfere with the designing and construction of the extensive projects
and shipping facilities of the Helen iron mine under the provision of " Any other
than a member of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. " The whole objection to
the Bill can be surmed up as follows:-It must be first shown that legislation is
necessary and that the engineering profession is suffering from the lack or it, and
when this is established it must then be shown that it would be wise to confer such
powers to a body duly representing a section of the engineering profession of Canada.
I contend that such action would neither he wise nor just. If restrictive powers are
to be given at all they should be given to some Society or Association which repre-
sents the whole engineering profession. Therefore, Gentlemen, I think the duty of
the Institute is plain, not to touch the Bill at all in any way but let it meet its fate
in the Ontario Legislature. (Applause.)

Mr. J. STEVENSON BROwN-The whole mining interests of Ontario might be
prejudiced by the passing of this Act and it is our duty to oppose it.

Mr- B. T. A. BEIL-The Bill hasn't got a thousand to one chance of passing
anyway.

THE CHAIRMAN-After hearing Dr. Goodwin's very lucid statement of object-
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ion to the present Bill it seems to me to be the duty of the Institute to enter the fight
again.

Dr. ADAMîs-While fully approving of what Dr. Goodwin has said it seems to
me we are expressly exempted as mining engineers from the operations of this Act.
The supposition of Mr. Blakemore that he would be denied the right to design or
construct a railway or dam seems to be very fully provided for by the exemption in
favor of members of our Inst*tute.

DR GOODWIN-The clause under C. E. in this Act is to be interpreted by the
By-Laws of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. My objection is that the Act
relegates t > this Society, a body only representing a section of the engineering profes-
si n, powers which can by these By-Laws be made to apply to the whole profession.

After some further discussion the Secretary, on motion, was instructed to wire
the Chairman of the Private Bills Committe in Ontario and Manitoba Legislatures
protesting against the passage of any such legislation in favor of the Canadian Society
of Civil Engineers.

SCRUTINEERS APPOINTED.

On motion, Messrs. H. W. DeCourtney and W. Blakemote were appointed
Scrutineers for the election of officers.

APPOINTMENT OF AUDITORS.

On motion, Messrs. George Macdougall and H. W. DeCourtney were re-elected
auditors for the ensuing years.

SUMMER EXCURSION.

The SECRETARY suggested that the excursion postponed last year, visiting the
Sudbury, Sault St. Marie and Hastings County mining districts be, if possible, car-
ried out ths yar. He also suggested that as these districts would be of particular
interest to them, the members of the Lake Superior Mining Institute might be invited
to participate in these excursions as the guests of the Institute.

Mr. COSTE-It would be to our advantage to have them with us.
The suggestion meeting with hearty approval of the members it was agreed to

leave the details in the hands of the Secretary.
The meeting adjourned at one o'clock.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON.

The members assembled in the Club Room at three o'clock, Mr. J. E. Hard-
man in the Chair.

The CHAIRMAN, having called the meeting to order, expressed the regret of him-
self and the members at the unavoidable absence through illness of their President
Mr. Chas. Fergie.

The following pipers were read by title:--

i. Notes on Gold Dredging.
By F. Satchell Clarke, Vancouver, B.C.

2. On a Method of Mining Low Grade Ore in the Boundary District, B.C.
By Frederic Keffer, M. E., Anaconda, B. C.

3. On The Copper Bearing Rocks of the Eastern Townships.
By John A. Dresser, M. A., Richmond, Que.

4. On the Analysis of Insolubles.
By Douglas Lay, A. R.S.M. Nelson, B.C.

5. Notes on Wire Ropes.

By W. D. L. Hardie, M. E., Lethbridge, N.W.T.
6. Notes to Accompany Plan and Drawings of the Athabasca Mine, Toad

Mountain, B.C.
By E. Nelson Fell, A.R.S.M., London, England.

ORES OF THE BOUNDARY DISTRICT.

Mr. R. W. BROCK of the Geological Survey gave an interesting address on the
geological features and character of the ores of the Boundary Creek District of Brit-
ish Columbia.

A paper by Dr. Ledoux of New York on Copper Production in the same dist-
rict was taken as read, Dr. Ledoux being unable to reach Montreal in time for the
meeting in consequence of the floods.

DAWSON ANI) SELWYN PORTRAITS.

The CHAIRMAN-Before going on with the papers I would like to call your
attention to the fact that we have with us the Acting Director of the Geological
Survey, Dr. Robert Bell, and in the absence of the President, it becomes my duty
to present to him for the Survey the portraits of two of its former Directors. These
portraits were purchased by funds entirely separate from the Institute. We all
recognize the great services rendered by them to make known the mineral wealth of
this country. I have much pleasure in presenting them to the Survey on behalf of
the Institute.

Dr. ROBERT BELL-I have to thank you all for your liberality in subscribing to
the funds for these two splendid portraits of my predecessors-Dr. Selwyn and Dr.
Dawson. The former was Director for twenty-five years and before that held posi-

tions in Australia and Great Britain. Dr. Dawson was on the Survey since 1875 and
was Director for the last six years. The portraits will be very welcome to us. We
have the portrait of Sr William Logan and now with these will make the thee
Directors. I have only again to thank you for the kindly thought which prompted
the presentation of these portraits.

PRESENTATION OF THE STUDENT'S MEDAL.

The CHAIRMAN-Then called for Mr. C. V. Corless, an undergraduate of
McGill, and on behalf of Mr. Fergie prtsented him with the President's gold medal
awarded by the Council for the best paper contributed during the year to the Trans-
actions of the Institute.

Mr. Corless briefly and suitably replied.

MINING PROGRESS IN CANADA DURING i9o.
Mr. B. T. A. BELL-Last year in my Annual Report to the members I incor-

porated a review of the principal features of our mining progress during the previous
year. That statement was found to be of some service to the members and is my
excuse for again presenting to you such authentic figures as I have been able to gather
together respecting the tnineral development of the Dominion during i9o. From
figures furnished direct to me by the courtesy of the mine managers, and the returns
given by the various Provincial Bureaus of Mines, a conservative estimate would
place the total value of the mineral production of the Dominion in 9oo at a little
over seventy millions of djllars, distributed as follows:-

YUKON.

Gold, Silver, Coal ................................ $i8,5oo,ooo

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Gold, Silver, Copper, Lead, Coal, Coke, etc.... ..... 20,713,501
ALBERTA, ASSINIBOIA, MANITOBA.

Coal, Gold, Gypsum, Platinum, Building Material .... 1,700,000
ONTARIO.

Copper, Nickel, Iron, Steel, Gold, Silver, Zinc, Arsenic,
Corundum, Natural Gas, Petroleum, Salt, and other

products............................. ...... 11,712,188

QUEBEC.

Asbestos, Iron and Steel, Chromite, Graphite, Mica,
Ochres, Barytes, etc..... ...................... 3,500,000

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Copper, Manganese, Coal, Gypsum, Building Material etc 1,ooo,ooo

NOVA SCOTIA.

Coil, Coke, Iron, Steel, Gold, Gypsum, Grind tones,
Building Material............................ 13,000,000

Estimated Total Mineral Production of the Dominion of
Canada in 1qo9 ................................ $70,125,689

COAL.
In its relative value to the trade and commerce of the country the greatest of

our mineral industries is unquestionably the production of coal which shows a con-
siderable increase in tonnage and values over any previous year in the history of
coal mining in Canada, From figures furnished direct to me from the collieries a
close estimate would place the total quantity of coal mined in Canada in 190 at
5,748,845 tons of an estimated value at the pithead of not less than $î8,ooo,ooo.
The distribution of this output was as follows:-

From Nova Scotia.................... 3,834,360 tons.
British Columbia..................1,529,210
Alberta, Assiniboia and Manitoba..... 370,275

" New Brunswick....... ........... o,ooo "

Yukon............. ...... ... . .. 5,oo0 "

Total Coal Raised in 19o............·5,748,845 tons.
Bituminous Coal iniported during the year 3,135,158

Total Bituminous Coal...... ....... . 8,884,003
And Exported

To Great Britain..... ......... ...... 29,909
" United States... ................. 1,395,142

Newfoundland.................. ... 83,153
Other Countries ..................... 65,457

We also imported Anthracite Coal.......

Making the total consumption of coal in
the Dominion during the past cal-
endar year................ ......

5,748,845 tons.

8,884,003 tons.

1,573,661 tons.

7,310,342 "
2,024,383 "

9,334,725 tonF.
m-
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COKE.

The product of our coke ovens will also show a considerable increase. Returns
show the output from Nova Scotia to have been 241,936 tons and from British

Columbia 134,760 tons, or a total coke output of 376,696 tons. During the year we
exported 57,505 tons and imported 652,710 tons.

IRON AND STEEL.

As Mr. Drummond will, doubtless, deal very fully with these industries in his
paper, I will unly briefly summirize the returns forwarded to me, showing as they
do a very marked and extremely gratifying expansion over previous years.

ORE PRODUCTION.
Province of Nova Scoia:-

Mined by Nova Scotia Steel Co............
Province of Quebec:--

Mined by Canada Iron Furnace Co .......... .i1,8o8 tons.
Shipped by Ottawa & Gatineau Valley Railway 750 "
Other estimated........................ . r.,ooo "

Province of Ontario:-
Mined by Lake Superior Power Co.......... 261,203
Shipped from Madoc via G.T.R .............. 305 "

"d "dTrenton via G.T.R.......... 2,134 "

Add difference to balance figures reported by
Bureau of Mines......................8,896

Total Iron Ore mined in Canada in 1901-....

272,538

304,715

IRON ORE IMPORTED.

By Dominion Iron and Steel Co'*- -
From Spain ......... ............. ....... 23,411 tons.

" United States........................ 16,428
" Cuba .... .......................... 11,191

"6Newfoundland...................... 385,329
---- 436,359 tons.

By Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Co :-
From Newfoundland .... ........... ....... 32,801 tons.

Cuba................................. 117 "
----- 32,918 "

By Canada Iron Furnace Co :-
From United States....................... 9,275 tons.

9,275

By Hamilton Steel and Iron Co:-
From United States.........................56,849 tons.

By Deseronto Iron Co :- -- 56,849

From United States........................ 17,602 tons.
-- 17,602

Or total Ore Imports of......................... 553,003 tons.

RECAPITULATION.

From Newfoundland........................ 418,130 tons.

" United States.... .... ......... ..... 100,154
" Cuba......................... ..... 11,308
" Spain ............................... 23,411 "

553,003 tons.

IRON ORE EXPORTED.

During the calendar year we exported as per Trade and Navigation Returns

306,244 tons of iron ore of an estimated value of $774,673.

PIG IRON NIADE.
Province of Nova Scotia :-

Dominion Iron and Steel Co ................. 111,014 tons.

Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Co... ........... 26,793 "
______- 137,707 tons.

Province of Quebec :-

Canada Iron Furnace Co......... . .......... 5,400 tons.
Macdougall & Co......................... . .656
Electrical Reduction Co....... ......... 300

___-- 6,356
Province of Ontario :-

Canada Iron Furnace Co .............. .... 33,648 tons.
Deseronto Iron Co................... ...... 9,975
Ilamilton Steel and Iron Co................ 67,512

--- 11r,135

Total Pig Iron made in Canada................ .... 255,198 tons.

PIG IRON EXPORTED.

Trade and Navigation Returns show that 57,600 tons of a value of $593,739
were exported during the ca!endar year.

STEEL MADE.
Province of Nava Scotia :-

Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Co., Ingots........ 25,678 tons.

Province of Ontario:-
Reported by Bureau of Mines........... 14,471 tons of a value of $347,280

Total Steel made...............40,159 tons

IRON AND STEEL BOUNTIES PAID.

The following bounties were paid by the Dominion Government during the
fiscal year ended 3oth June last :-

ON PIG IRON.
Canada Iron Furnace Co

i8,619 tons. Radnor Forges-

Production to June 30th, 1901-
5,463,945 tons from Canada ore at $3
ii,, 565 tons from foreign ore at $2..

13,558 "
Midiani, Ont :

Production 7 m. to June 3Oth, 19o1-

18,948,10 tons from Canada ore at $3 ....... ....
1,162,525 tons foreign ore at $2...........................

Deseronto Iron Co :-
Production 14 m. to june 3oth, 1901-

54 tons from Canada ore at $3........................
13,653 tons from foreign ore at $2.........................

Dominion fi-on and Steel Co :
Production 5 m. to June 30th, 1901 -

27,643,695 tons from foreign ore at $2....................

Elect, ic Reduction Co., Buckingiam :-
Production January, 1900 to April, 190-

391 tons from Canada ore at $3.....····

Hami ton Steel and Iron Co :-
Production 13 m. to June 3oth, 1901-

15,033,16 tons from Canada ore at $3.. ..........
38,678,07 tons from foreign ore at $2......................

John McDougall &' Co :-
Production January ist to May 14th, 1901-

79,315 tons from Canada ore at $3.....................

Nova Scotia Steel and Iron Co :-
Production 13 m. to June 3oth, 1901-

9,897,295 tons from Canada ore at $3.....................
18,50(),705 tons [rom[oreign ore aI$2 .....................

IIOUNTV ON PUDI)1EV)BARS.

$16,391 83

223 13

56,844 30
2,325 05

162 O

27,306 O

55,287 39

1,173 O

45,099 48

77,356 14

2,379 46

29,691 88

37,019 41

$351,259 07

Hamil/on Steel and Iron Co :-

Production 13 m. to June 3oth, 1901-
5,567,695 tons at $3...... --.. .......................... $16,703 09

BOUNTY ON STEEL INGOTS.

Hamilton Steel and Iron Co :-

Production 13 m. to June 3oth, igo-
9.436,985 tons at $3.......... .................

Nova Scotia Steel Co :-
Production 13 m. to June 30th, 1901-

23,915,595 tons at $3.............................

IRON ANI STEEI. EXPORTS.

(As per Trade and Navigation Returns.)
Stoves.... .......... ....... ... ..............
C astings .... . ..................... ..............
Machinery ........................................

Sewing Machines......................... ... .
Scrap ...... .... ........ ....... ....... .........
Hardware...................................---.

S teel .... .. .......... .... .... ............ .... ....
Bicycles....................................
Parts Bicycles ...............................

Total exports.........

28,310 96

.... 71,746 78

$100,057 74

$ 7,438
67,140

470,136
18,279

168,438

95,213

416,796

381,569
78,547

$1,703,556
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OUTPUT OF GOLD.
From Yukon ............... ................. .... $18,ooo,ooo

British Columbia............................ 5,596,700
North West Territories........................ 40,000
Nova Scotia......... ... ................... 620,000
Quebec ........ .... ................. .... ... 1,44o
O ntario............... .................... 244,443

Total gold production........... ......... $24,502,583

OUTPUT OF COPPER.

From British Columbia...........................$4,951,698
"i Ontario . ........ ..... ... ................ 627,080
"6New Brunswick....o..............o......... o00o000

Total copper production.................... $5,678,778

IMPORTS OF COPPER.

Scrap .......... .... ............................ $ 6,133
Ingots..... ....................... ......... ... 121,562

Bars ................ ............ ......... .... 593,344
Sheets......... .... .... .. ............ ..... . 270,591
Tubing............... ........................... 42,729
Rollers.. .......... ......... .................... o10,111
Rivets.... ... ..... ........ ..................... 6,828
W ire . .... ............................. ... ..... 99,540
C loth................ .............. ............. 604
O ther....... ............ ........................ 49,405

$1,200,847

OUTPUT OF LEAD.

British Columbia.........50,529,260 lbs. of a value of $1,97o,641
Quebec shipped.... .. ... 554,000 " " " 11,350

51,083,260 lbs. $1,981,991

LEAD IMPORTS.
Pig........................................ ...... $137,561
Bar .... ................................. . .. . 69,178
Pipe .... .... .............. . ................... 11,293
Shot................................. ............ 1,932
Other....... ...... .... ...................... 53,105
Nitrate........ .... .. ... .. . . ... ......... .. 12,533
Tea......... ...................... ..... ..... 50,145

$3 35,747

NICKEL MATTE.

Ontario, as reported by Bureau of Mines.............. .$627,080

SILVER.

From British Columbia, 4,685,718 ozs. of a value of ... $2,624,002
Y ukon................................. ..... 125,000

" Ontario, 151,400 ozs. of a value of.............. 84,830
Quebec (in concentrates) estimated.............-··· 5,000

Total silver production.....................$2,838,832

The quantity exported as shown by Trade and Navigation Returns was

3,513,500 ounces of a value of $2,016,727, and bullion exported during the first six
months of the year of a value of $8,865 or a total of $2,025,592.

ASBESTOS PRODUCTION.

The production of this valuable mineral is entirely confined to the Province of
Quebec and during 19o1 was the largest in quantity and value since this industry was
established in the early eighties. Returns of shipments show

Via Quebec Central Rai/way :-

From Coleraine...... .................. 64,000 lbs.
" Black Lake......... ............. 9,520,551

" Thetford Mines................48,431,750

Via Grand Trunk Railway :58,016,301 lbs. or 29,008 tons.

From Danville.......................... ..-....... 5,468

Via Ottawa Northern and Western :-

From Low ...... ........... ............ 40,880 lbs. or 20

Total Asbestos shipped . . . . ... ................ 34,496 tons.

ASBESTIC.
Via Quebec Central Railway:-

From Black Lake ................. ..... 2,301,040 lbs. or 1,150 tons.

Via Grand Trunk Railway :-
From Danville....................................... 4,758 ,"

Total Asbestic shipped.............. .. ............ 5,908 tons.

Of these shipments, Mr. Obalski, the Government Inspector of Mines has sent
me the following distribution by grades :-

No. I............. ....... 2,083 tons of a value of $348,579
No. 1I.................... 2,660 " 263,855
Fibre....................14,659 " " 450,193
Paper stock ................ 14,054 " " 211,688

Asbestic .. . .. ............. 6,831 " " 10,114

Total ......... . ....... 40,287 " " $1,284,429

These shipments were to Great Britain, United States, Germany, France and
other countries.

COPPER PYRITES.
The production of this mineral which for many years has been confined to the

Eustis and Nichols mines in the Eastern Townships of the Province of Quebec was
augmented in 1901 by two new sources of supply in the same district and by the
output from a promising mine in the Township of Massey, Ontario. A portion of
this was utilized for the manufacture of sulphuric acid and other chemicals in Canada.
The value of the year's production would probably approximate about $i60,ooo of
which Mr. Obalski estimates that $126,ooo came from the Province of Quebec.

CH ROMITE.
The Eastern Townships of Quebec, as in former years, furnish the output of this

mineral, which may be placed at $50,ooo. Mr. Obalski estimates that the shipments
of No. I grade amounted to 528 tons of a value of $9,424 and 6îo tons of No. II
valued at $7,320 with a balance on hand at the end of the year of 350 tons of No. I
and 3,200 tons of No. ii. It is worthy of note that several hundred tons have been
used at Buckingham by the Electrical Reduction Company in the manufacture of
ferro-chrome. One of the many remarkable things brought out by au examination of
the Trade and Navigation Returns is that these quote the shipment of 759 tons at a
valuation in excess of $30.00 per ton, a figure entirely out of proportion to the market
prices for this mineral.

MICA.
The production of Mica was, as in previois years, confined to the Provinces of

Ontario and Quebec and in 190î would approximate $200,ooo. A feature of the
year was the largely increased home consumption of mica for electrical insulatlon, its
use in the manufacture for boiler coverings, and the steadily growing demand for it in
Great Britain and on the Continent. The exports during the calendar year were:-

Lbs.
Great Britain...... 54,199
United States. .... 203,537
Other Countries.... 4,440

262,176

Cut.
Value.

$17,024

49,846
1,69o

68,560

To Untrimmed and Ground.
Lbs. Value.

Great Britain.. 20,160 5,070
United States ...... 269,856 49,834
Other Countries .... 4,28J 721

294,301 55,625

Trimmed.
Lbs. Value.

47,750 26,394

11,329 1,547

3,230 427

62,309 28,368

Total.
Value.

48.488
101,227

2,838

152,553

GRAPHITE.
This industry, although still not a very large one, gives evidence of growth and

promises to assume larger dimensions in the near future. The bulk of the production
in 190î came from Ontario but the acquisition of the strong company recently or-
ganized in the United States to work the Walker Mine at Buckingham, Que.,
should give an impetus to the production of this valuable mineral during the present
year. The exports during the calendar year are reported to have been 21,653 cwt.
of a value of $35, 102. During the sanie period we imported plumbago, crucibles
and other manufactures of graphite of a value of $55,564.

PIIOSPIIATE.
The production of this, at one time, one of the prominent mineral industries of

the Dominion, was, as last year, confined to the quantity raised as a by-product of
mica mining in the Provinces of Quebec and Ontario and probably did not exceed a
value of $1o,ooo of which Mr. Obalski estimates that $6,280 was furnished by Que-
bec. It is, however, significant that the Trade and Navigation Returns show an
import of this mineral from the United States cf a value of $8,2 19 presumably for
the Electrical Reduction Co. at Bnckingham, Que., once the great centre of phosphate
production in Canada.
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OTHER MINERALS.
Trade and Navigation Returns for the year show the other exp

been:-Felspar 4,369 tons of a value of $10,973 ; Antimony (from Que

of a value of $1,643; Manganese 440tons of a value of $4,820; Slate 16,
value of $io,ooo; Salt 39,224 bushels of a value of $6,51o; Ochres 801
a value of $7,233; Gypsum crude 235,995 of a value of $231,385; manu

of a value of $15,333; Oil crude and manufactured, $36,425; Granit

Bricks and other building materials $ i58,066; Grindstone crude and dre

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

This Province occupied the leading position anhong the mineral pr

tories of the Dominion, the value of her mineral production in 190! hav

from $16,344,751 in the previous year to $20,713,501. Mr. W. F. R

Provincial Mineralogist, in a bulletin issued last month, estimated the

value of the various products as follows

Gold, placer ....... ozs

" Iode.. .... ..

Silver.........--

Copper ...... .... l.1bs.

Lead .............. "i

Coal ......... long tons

Coke........ "

19°o.

Quantity.

63,936

167,153i

3,958,175

9.997,080

63 3 59,621

1,439,595

85,149

Other materials.................

Value.

$1,278,724

3,453,381

2,309,200

1,615 289

2,691,887

4,318,785

425,745

251,740

Totals..........1.........

19C
(Estin

Quantity.

43,204

227,696

4,685,718

30,736,798

50,529,260

1-529,210

134,760

orts to have
bec) io tons

,750 tons of a

1,553 lbs. of
factured ditto
e, Liniestone,

ssed, $8,688.

out-put of gold ores and to the resumption of shipping of ore from th; Silver King

mine (Hall Mines Ltd).
Trail Creek has always been a "storm centre" and had its share of labor troubles,

but, somehow or other, the yearly out-put has increased despite certain stoppages.

In Yale district productive mining is practically confined to the Bsundary sect.

ion, where the enormously increased output of very low grade copper-gold-silver

ores has been brought about by the establishment of transportation and smelter tacil-

ities.
The Coast district has about held its own 1-oth in coal and Iode mining, a

oducing terri- number of copper properties have cone forward and promise much for the future.

'ing increased .Tbe increase in production during the past year bas been a very agreeable sur-

obertson, the prise to most people, so persistent have been the attempts on the part of certain un-

quantity and successful operators to circulate reports to the contrary effect.
The so-called "labour question" bas caused mucb uneasiness, but I tbink sucb

is unwarrante(l. There is nodoubt but that the mine labour obtainable in the Pro-
vince is, on tbe average, very poor, chiefly tbrough inexperience. Under normal

>1
,ated). c )nditions this would soon remedy itself, but when the tonnage out-put increases at

tbe rate of 64% per annum it is quite impassiblte to expcct that miners can be trained

Value. at that rate.
The rates of wages for this class of labor are very high as compared with tbe

numeofoother provinces of the Dominion, but the demand for such i fàbour is so great that it
The incris no wonder that tbe men demand, and get, high wages.

4,704,200 It is recognized that many of the low grade properties cannt go on paying suc
cwages; this means a delay until conditions are readjusted by time and an increased

Spopulation. The only important strike that occurred during the year was in the

4,951,698 Rossland camp, and this, I au glad to say, bas been adjusted."

1,970,641

4.587,630

673,800

309,030

$20,713,501

Writing to me under date of ist February, Mr. Robertson briefly reviews the
features of the year's progress, as follows :-

"This estimate, I am satisfied, will be found ' within the mark' when the final
statistics are completed. It will be seen that the total gross value of the output,
including coal, etc., has this past year increased some 25 per cent., while the product
of the Iode mines has increased from $o,o69,757 to $14,250,541, or about 40 per
cent. The tonnage of the Iode mines for 19o is estimated at 909,223 tons as against

554,796 in 1900, an increased output of about 64 per cent.
The value of the coal and coke industry is estimated as $5,261,43o, as against

$4,744,530 for 9oo, an increase of over 1o per cent., and this is limited only by the
limited market and defective transportation facilities, matters soon to be remedied.

These figures speak rather eloquently of the progress of the Province as a mineral
producer. To review the Province by districts:-

As yet the Northern districts are entirely placer gold producers, and this year
there is a decrease of some 35 per cent. in placer gold output. This is to be accounted
for as follows :-

In Atlin district the camps are about changir-g from sluicing to hydrulic
methods, and the couple of hydraulic plants expected to have made an out-put were
tied up by legal squabbles between themselves and also with the owners of individual
claims.

The Chilkat section has done nothing, partly owing to excessive rainfall, causing
floods which three times washed away all works.

In the Cariboo district the hydraulic mines, notably the Consolidated Cariboo
Hydraulic Company, found themselves short of water supply during the last part of
the season, owing to the sudden warm weather in spring carrying off the snow very
rapidly and so leaving no supply for the later months.

In East Kootenay Iode mining is largely confined to low grade silver-lead ores,
and the market price for such ores has been so exceedingly low as to leave little, if
any, profit to the mines.

This is one of the most serious problems in the Province to be faced and cannot
be here discussed. Relief from these conditions is hoped for by the establishment of
a lead refinery now under construction. This section would have shown a consider.
able decrease but for the increased output of coal and coke.

IN WEST KOOTENAY.

S/ocan has about held its own both in tonnage and values, the higher silver
contents of the Slocan ores enabling shipments to be made despite the low market
for lead-bearing ores.

Nelson is expected to make a very considerable increase owing to the increased

YUKON TERRITORY.

While there has been a shrinkage in the value of the gold production, the
progress of mining in the Yukon has been entirely satisfactory, the total output dur-
ing the past year being estimated at about eighteen and a half millons of dollars, as
follows :

Gold dust and bullion received at Government Assay Office

Seattle....... ........... .............. .......
Purchased by Unitëd States Mint and Selby Smelting Com-

pany, San Francisco ............. .................
Add dust not reported and dust used in Territoryas a medium

$10,915,000

6,68o,ooo

exchange say................................... 1,000,000

Or an estimated production of.....................$8,500,000

The production during the preceding years was :-1897, $2,5oo,ooo; 1898,

$îo,ooo,ooo; 1899, $17,5oo,ooo, and in 1900, $28,ooo,ooo. A district which has
produced over $73,000,000 in five years must take rank not only as Canada's
greatest gold-field but as one occupying a leading position among the gold-fields of
the world.

Mining in the Yukon territory has been assuming a condition of much greater
stability than prevailed during the previous years, and among the men who are
acquainted with or are interested in the Klondyke gold fields there is a greater feel-
ing of confidence and assurance that the richness and extent of the gold-bearing area
is only just beginning to be truly appreciated. It is quite true that some of the

richest spots on Eldorado and Bonanza Creeks have been almost worked out, ofttn
quite regardless of the cost at which the work was being prosecuted, for, let the

working costs be ever so high, these costs stili, in the cases of some of the richest
claims, amounted to but a small percentage of the gross output of the mines.
Although these claims are now seriously depleted, and although ihere may be no
other part of the Territory where three miles and a half of a creek valley will yield
twenty-five or thirty million dollars' worth of gold, as Eldorado Creek has done, still
there are extensive tracts, in the bottons of valleys, and on terraces along their sides
underlain by gravel rich in gold, from which the precions metal will be washed out
in large quantities for many years to come. The existence of the very rich pockets,
such as those on Eldorado Creek, encouraged extravagance of every kind, but with
the depletion of these profits, and the realization of the idea that the wealth of the
country lies chiefly in its lower grade gravels, better machinery and organization and

more economical methods have been introduced, and the district is entering a state

of solid and quiet prosperity, founded on moderate profits, and moderately remunera-
tive work for a large number of people, rather than on excessive profits and very
high wages for a few.

In 1898 the method of mining all the deeper gravels, which are frozen from the
surface down to bed rock, and far into bed-rock, was, in winter, to pick down througb
the frozen wall or " muck," then build fires in the bottom of the shaft so begun, and
shovel out the gravel so thawed until bed-rock was reached. At the bottom of the
shaft so sunk fires were laid against the sides of the gravel, and drifts were carried
from thirty to forty feet away from the shaft, the ground thawed and mined being

J'
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hoisted by handwindlasses and piled in dumps to be washed when the streams began
to flow in the spring. In most cases the wood used was hauled to where it was needed
by dogs. As the ordinary rate of wages for labor of all kinds wns $i an hour, this
style of mining was very expensive, and none but the richest ground would pay a pro-
fit over working expenses. The next year thawing by steam was introduced, small
boilers were taken to the mines, and used, not only to thaw the ground, but also to
operate hoisting engines to raise the pay-dirt mined in the drifts to the surface. Then
larger boilers were imported, pumps were set up to pump water, when water by
gravity was difficult to obtain, and, finally, pulsometers were instalLd underground
to pump hot water against the face of the gravel, and thus thaw the pay-dirt with hot
water instead of with steam. While at first this underground mining was all done
in winter, now, with the use of steam or hot water it can be done either in winter or
in summer, and, if in the latter season, the pay-dirt can be mined, hoisted, dumped
from self-dumping buckets into sluice boxes, and the gold washed from it in one
continuous operation. During the past summer, most of the men who went to the
Yukon were laborers who went with the intention of working for wages and making
the best living possible. Many of the old-timers brought in their wives and
families, and a spirit of general contentment bas taken the place of the grumbling,
unrest, and discontent of previous years.

In his report to the Hon. the Minister of the Interior the Hon.. James H. Ross,
Commissioner of the Territory, points out that the great requirement of the Terri-
tory is cheaper transportation. Every reduction in freight rates, every reduction in
the cost of living in the Yukon makes possible the introduction and operation of a
higher class of machinery and cheaper production of gold. At the present time,
ground that could not be worked at a profit a year or two ago can now be success-
fully mined. It is confidently anticipated that large areas which have already been
mined to the full extent that they probably could be at the time they were mined
under the then existing conditions can soon be wholly re-worked at handsome profits.
Transportation has been the serious obstacle to cheap nining. The expense, not
only of getting things into the country, but of moving them from one place in the
country to another, has been enormous. Many instances can be furnished where
thrice, four, five, and ten times the cost paid for an article at Vancouver or Victoria
for getting that article into position on some mining claim twenty or thirty miles
from Dawson. He has endeavoured to aid in the cheapening of transportation with-
in the Territory by providing for the expenditure of every available dollar upon the
construction of a circle of roads connecting all the important mining creeks with
Dawson, which is the centre of supply for the Territory. The road construction has
been mapped out on a large scale, with the view of having each year's operations
tend towards completion of a general system calculated to meet to the fullest extent
the fullest possible needs of the people.

Last year, in this report, I referred to the development of the deposits of lignite
on Rock Creek and Cliff Creek. The output of this coal during the year is estimated
to have been about 5,ooo tons, of a value at the pit of about $50,ooo. Silver to the
estimated value of $125,000 was also won.

The total royalty collected up to ist July last year, after deducting the exemption
allowed by the regulations was $2,192,645.41; of which $596,368.03 was collected
during the year ended 30th June last.

Up to July ist, 1901 there were recorded 24,524 placer claims, 2,793 quartz
claims, 16,573 renewals and relocations, and 25,020 assignments of claims. To the
same period 59,449 free niners' certificates were issued, producing a revenue of

$596,168.62 and during the last fiscal year 12.511 miners' certificates were issued
yielding a revenue of $125,861.

Leases now in force to dredge for minerals in the submerged beds of rivers in the
Yukon cover 270 miles. The total revenue received for leaseholds up to July ist,
1901 was $139,655.50 and for the last fiscal year $2,65o.

It is further worthy of remark that the general revenue from the Yukon during
the year ended 30th June last, viz.: 2,01,311.07 is the largest on record, being an
increase of $207,787.01 over 1899-1900. The Government Assay office, established
at Vancouver, treated up to ist January last 465 deposits, representing 57,221 ounces
gold of a value of $939,654.41.

As an encouragement to miners to have their gold assayed at this office, the
government has passed a regulation by which miners who personally deliver their
gold at the office are refunded one per cent. on the net value of the gold upon which
they have paid royalty, so that in the case of the rich miners the royalty is reduced to
only four per cent.

GOLD DREDGING IN THE YUKON AND ON THE
SASKATCH EWAN.

Leases now in force to dredge for minerals in the submerged beds of rivers in the
Yukon cover 270 miles and in the North West Territories 911.75 miles. The total
revenue received by the Dominion Government for dredging leases in the Yukon up
to ist July, 1901 was $139,655.50 and for the fiscal year $2,65o. The total revenue

received for the rent of the leaseholds in the North West Territories up to July ist,
1901 was $20,262.71 and for the past fiscal year $3,ooo.

On the Saskatchewan gold dredging is emerging from the experimental stage
and gives promise of becoming a successful industry. Hitherto, the chief difficulty
has been the saving of the fine gold but it is claimed that Mr. Hobson, the manager
of the Saskatchewan Gold Proprietary, Ltd., who had two dredges, the Minto and
Otter, at work intermittently on the river last season, has overcome this. Mr.
McDonald, Chairman of the Universal Corporation and a New Zealand dredging
expert of some standing, who has been supervising the operations of the Proprietary
company claims that process of mining has centered down to one and one only
successful method, that is the ladder and endless chain system.

Dipper dredges have been tried and found too slow ; suction dredges have had
their pipes cut out and the principle has been abandoned. The ladder and endless
chain system has been the only one to prove successful. The Otter, Minto, and
Alberta, the three dredges which were worked this summer, were fitted with this
style of machinery, but none of them proved entirely satisfactory. The reason of this
partial failure was not in the weakness of the principle but in the weakness of the
machinery. The machinery had been designed in England by supposed to be com-
petent mining engineers, but was found altogether too weak in parts to do the work
which it was called on to do in dredging into solid gravel banks. Thus numerous
breakdowns occurred and it was always some weak link in the machinery which was
found to have given away. The Minto was launched on 4th of May, but it was not
until July that the dredge could be got to work. She was run for only short inter-
vals during the summer, the breakdowns being of frequent occurrence, and at last
was condemned with her machinery and laid up for complete overhauling next
season. The Otter made by far the best run of the three, though even she did not
run like anything of her theuretical capacity. Probably at no time during the season
did she run at more than ten cubic yards per hour, bar measurement. ler results
would have necessarily have been much larger had she not been forced, through
having no coal tender, to work on bars in the vicinity of the town which had been
worked over by grizzley miners for the past thirty years.

The Minto worked about 2,000 cubic yards, her machinery being very unsatis-
factory, and though much of the gold was lost, through these defects, she is reported
to have saved at the rate of 28 cents per cubic yard. With all the dredges the
amount of gold washed was not so great as it might be, but the amount of gold saved
for each yard of gravel washed was quite satisfactory.

ALBERTA.

The output from the collieries at Anthracite and Canmore were 14,742 and
88,499 tons respectively, a total of 103,241 tons compared with 98,oco tons produced
in the previous year. Lethbridge collieries of the Alberta Railway and Coal Co.
also show an increase in production amounting to 35,233 tons, the output for the
year being 217,034 tons as compared with i8i,8o0 tons in 1900. The selling price
of these coals f.o.b. at Winnipeg was $9.oo for Anthracite and $7.50 for bituminous
coal.

Although the discovery of a first class coking coal along the line of the Crow's
Nest Railway is not new, still nothing had been done towards its developn.ent till
last summer, when the possibilities of profitable investment appears to have drawn
the attention of capitalists to this field. The value of this coal, particularly to
Eastern British Columbia where it can be utilized in the reduction of ores can hardly
be estimated, while the coal neasures are of such great extent that the working can
hardly fail in time to be profitable. Mr. H. L. Frank and associates are expending
a large amount of money in opening up their property at Blairmore.

ASSINIBOIA.

The production of lignite at Roche Percee will show an increase over previous
years it being estimated that quite 43,000 tons were consumed in Manitoba and the
Territories as far west as Regina. The selling price of this coal f.o.b. Winnipeg was

$3.75; at Melita $2.6o; at Brandon $3.20; and at Regina $3.30.

MANITOBA.

Of the large number of quartz claims taken up in 1898, 1899 and 1900 not more
than fifty are to-day in existence and little or no development has taken place on any
of them. Reference was made last year to the establishment of works by the
Manitoba Union Mining Company for the treatment of Gypsum deposits located in
the vicinity of the north eastern arm of Lake Manitoba and of the large deposit of
natural cement in the Pembina Valley. Returns from the company show that the
output of cement was about 5,ooo barrels and the output of Gypsum 6oo tons, and
the management state that this output will be very largely increased during the pre-
sent year. The price realized for the company's cement f.o.b. cars at Arnold, on the
Morris Brandon branch of the C. P. R. is $2 per ton ; $13 per ton was realized at
Winnipeg for the output of Gypsum. A mill has been erected at a cost of $15,ooo
and a steamer transports the plaster to Westbournes Delta, the terminus of the
Canadian Northern Company's branch line at the southern end of Lake Manitoba.
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At Lac du Bonnett, an elaborate brick plant has been established by the Lac du

Bonnett Mining Developing and Manufacturing Company to exploit an extensive

deposit of excellent clay. It is said that although the present daily output is only

3o,ooo, the machinery bas a capacity of 75,oco brick per diem. This deposit has

been proved to be of value for the manufacture of brick, vitrified brick and drain

tiles.
ONTARIO.

The mineral industry in Ontario made satisfactory, ar.d in some branches, rapid

progress during 19o. The chief metals characteristic of the Province are iron,

nickel and copper, in all three of which large advances were made in quantity and

value of output. The production of iron ore last year amounted to 272,533 tons as

against 90,302 tons raised in 1900. The greater portion of the ore was from the

Helen mine at Michipicoton owned by the Clergue interests. Search for other ore

bodies has been very active. A large extent of "iron ranges" has been located, and

energetic prospecting by diamond drills and otherwise is now going on. Sanguine

men look for a duplication of the Mesabi and Vermillion ranges in Western Ontario.

Three blast furnaces running steadily throughout ie year made 116,370 tons of pig

iron valued at $1,701,703 as compared with 62.386 tons worth $936,o66 in î9oo.

Steel was produced by the open-heart process to the amount of 14,471 tons valued at

347,280 as against 2,819 tons worth $46,380 the previous year.

The nickel mines of the Sudbury region increased the quantity of their output

by 25 per cent. and the value by 130 per cent. The brisk demand and good prices

which have prevailed during the year have led to more extensive operations, the

matte which is now being produced being of much higher grade than fornerly. The

latter cncumstance accounts for a considerable part of the increased value. During

the year the Mond Nickel Conipany at Victoria Mines put their smelters in blast,

and are now turning out an Sa per cent. matte by the bessemer process. The bulk

of the production, however, remains at the credit of the Canadian Copper Company,

whose low grade mattes are ground, calcined and re-smelted at the Ontario Smelt-

ing \Works erected by Col. Thompson of the Orford Copper Company, which came

into operation during the year. A noticeable feature of the year was the opening of

the Creighton mine in the southwest corner of Snider township from which 500
or 600 tons of ore are being shipped daily to the smelters at Copper Cliff. This

mine has every indication of proving to be an enormous deposit. The Manitoulin &

North Shore Railway extending westward from Sudbury serves this mine as well as

several other nickel properties, two of which, the Gertrude and the Elsie, are owned

by the Lake Superior l'ower Company. A considerable tonnage of ore has been

raised from ithese mine;, and roast heaps have been inaugurated at the Gertrude of

ore from both mines. Smelters are also to be erected there.

The yield of precious metals was somewhat smaller than in 1900, 14,293 ounces

of gold worth $244,443 being produced as against 18,767 ounces worth $297,861 the

previous year. The Mikado, Sakoose and Sultana mines in northwestern Ontario

have remained steadily at work, and about the beginning of 1902 were joined by the

Black Eagle, formuerly the Regina, where a new thirty-stamp battery has been in-

stalled. In eastern Ontario the Deloro and Belmont mines have been doing good

work. The production of arsenic at the former has also been greatly increased.

The yield of silver was 151,400 ounces worth $84,83o as against 160,612 ounces

valued at $96,367 in 1900. Consolidation bas recently taken place by which the

West E-nd, Porcupine, Badger, East End and Keystone mines have passed under the

control of a new c'ompany. It is expected to undertake large operations and increase

the present output.

The out-put of non metallic minerals shows a small increase in value over 1900,

the total being $6,785,791 as against $6,733,338. There was a decided increase in

building materials, and a falling off in petroleum. The other principal items remain at

pretty nearly the same level The decrease in petroleum is partly due to the natural

diminution in the output, which is about five per cent. less than in 1900, and in part

to the fact that a larger proportion of crude than fornerly is now used for fuel and

in the making of gas. Natural gas also fell from $392,823 to $336,183. The de-

crease was partly due to the stoppage by the Ontario Government of the export from

the Essex field to Detroit, which took place near the close of the year.

The making of cement is now assuming considerable proportions in1

the out-put being 489,288 barrels as against 432,154 barreIs in ooa.

plaint is made of American compet:tion and the out-put, though larger,

smaller in value, being estimated at 670,880 as against $698,015.

the Province
Soine com-

was a little

Carbide of calcium was produced to the value of $168,792 as compared with

$6o,300 in 1900. Corundum worth $53,115 and arsenic worth $41,677 were also

notable products.
The results of the year have been to demonstrate the importance and value of

the mining industry iu the Province, and were such as to lead to sanguine expect-

aiions for the future.
I am indebted to the courtesy of Mr. Gibson, the Dtrector of Mines, for the

following table show.ing the

MINERAL PRODUCTION OF ONTARIO FOR 1901.

19oo.

PRODUCT.

Metallic
Copper.... ........... Il).
Gold ................. oz.
Iron Ore. ........... tons.
Nickel.. ......... lb.
Pig Iron .... ..... .. tons.
Silver ....... ......... oz.
Steel.......... ...... tons.
Zinc ore .............. tons.

Total Metallic .........

Non-Metallic :
Arsenic ................ lbs.
Building Materials-

(Brick,stone,line,etc.) tons.
Carbide of Calcium ..... tons
Cemnent .............. bbls.
Corundum . .......... lb.
Pctroleun........Imp. gals.
Natural Gas ...............
SaIt ...... .......... tons.
Other Products .. .. ......

Total Non.Nletallic.....
Add Metallic

Total Production ......

Quantity.

6,728,000
18,767
90,302

7,080,000
62,386

160,612
2,819

500

6o6,ooo

432,154
120,000

23,381,783

Value.

319,68i
297,861
11i,805

756,626
936,066

96:367
46,380

500

$2,565,286

22,725

2,688,351
60,300

698,015
6,ooo

1,869,045
392,823

66,588 324,477
671,602

6,733,338
2,565,286

$9,298,624

1901.

Quantity. Value.

9,074,000 627,080
14,293 244,443

272,538 174,428
8,882,000 1,731,650

116,370 1,701,703
151,400 84,830

14,471 347,280
1,500 15,000

$4,926,379

1,389,056

2,771
489,288

1,o68,ocm
1,433,500

60,327

41,677

3,034,854
168,792
670,880

53,115
1,467,940

336,183
323,058
689,292

6,785,791
4,926,397

11,712,188

QUEBEC.

The production ofasbestos was the outstinding feature of the year in Quebec,

the total value of the output being estimated to have been not much short of a mill-

ion and a half dollars, the largest in the history of the industry. Three modern and

splendidly equippel milling plants were installed at Thetford Mines, three at Black

Lake, and o-e at Broughton. Seven c ,mpanies operated all the year round and
three others intermittently, occupying a force of about 1500 men. It is expected
that with no change in the market twelve companies will be in operation in 1902

requiring a force of at least 2000 men. The other mineral products of the Province

were iron ore, chromite, mica, felspar, copper pyrites, galena, burnt ochre, bar3 us,
phosphate, and building material.

NEW BRUNSNICK.

Mining in New Brunswick was mainly confined to the production of copper,

manganese, gypsum and building naterials. A small quantity of coal was also won.
At Dorchester the Intercolonial Copper Company minnd 4o,ooo tons and have in-

stalled a first-class mining and treatment plant.

NOVA SCOTIA.

Mining progress in Nova Scotia was again chietly remarkable for the con-
tinued and very gratifying expansion in the production of coal, coke, iron and
steel. As already stated the total output of coal for the twelve months was
in excess of 3,800,000 tons an increase of quite 500,000 tons over the production
in 1900 and a result very largely, if not entirely, brought about by the optra-
tions of the Dominion Coal Company which raised 2,561,783 tons as compared
with 1,999,737 tons in 1900. This company delivered 863,633 tons to St. Lawrence
ports; it exported about 6oo,ooo tons to the United States, principally for gas and

coke-making ; and the balance of its production practically went to the Sydney steel
works.

The Dominion Iron and Steel Company bas now its furnaces and convertors run-
ning and this enterprise will very shortly be operating on a large scale, which
means, unless some untoward change takes place in the trade that we are assured
of a very material increase in our coal consumption during the present year. The
output of the Province for the year was reduced by something like 70,000 tons of

American coal purchased for the Intercolonial Railway.

The Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Co., have continued their regular operations at
the Sydney Mines Pit, and have completed the construction of an up-to-date coking
plant. They are engaged now in building a new shipping pier, and in opening the
Lloyd's Cove seam.

In Inverness County considerable progress has been made in development.
The Port Ilood Colliery has been placed on a good footing for shipping coal. At
Broad Cove, the development of that field has been steadily advanced in a sub-
stantial manner by the Inverness and Richmond Collieries and Railway Company.

American capital has taken hold of the Mabou district, and is preparing to win
the submarine areas.

2
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In Pictou County the only development of note has been the opening of one of

the Marsh seams by the Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Co. It is stated that the coal from

this opening is specially adapted for use in the convertors of the Company, and that

the entire output of the mine will be absorbed for this purpose.

In Cumberlaed County the development of the Springhill reserves of coal has

been continued in a satisfactory manner, and the collieries have been overhauled and
refitted in every respect. Much interest has been taken during the year in explora-

tions in the other districts of the Province yielding indications of the presence of coal.

The Provincial Government acquired some time ago five drills, two of these were of

the " Calyx " pattern, and have proved very successful. The other drills are the
Bullock pattern, two being hand-drills, and the other a steam drill. These drills
have been licensed to parties in various parts of the Province for prospecting for
various minerals, and have proved highly successful. The results of explorations in

the new coal fields appear, as far as carried out, to give proof of the presence of a
number of seams of coal of good quality, and as a rule of about the thickness of the
smaller seams worked in Cumberland County.

The following returns of the output of the varous collieries during the twelve
months have been compiled from figures furnished to me by the managers

COLLIERY RETURNS 1901.

Dominion Coal Ca............... ................. $2,561,783
Cumberland Railway and Coal Co............. ..... 411,000
Acadia Coal Co..... .. ...... .................... 270,253
Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Co......... .............. 237,184
Intercolonial Coal Co............ .... .............. .204,402

Canada Coals and Railway Co............... ....... 68,055
Gowrie and Blockhouse......... ................... 20,700

Port Hood Coal Co ..... .......................... 20,000

Cape Breton Coal Co ......... .... .......... .... 13,534
Inverness and Richmond...........................- .13,500
Sydney Coal Co............ ....................... .8,949
Other, estimated....... ....... .. ...... ... .... 5,000

$3,834.360
COKE MADE.

Dominion Iron and Steel Co............ ... .... 192,873 tons.

Acadia Coal Co................................ 11,738
Intercolonial Coal...........................5,305, "
People's Light and Heat Co ..... ............... 8,480
Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Co.... . . ........ 23,540

Total................................. 241,936 tons.

PIG IRON AN) STEEI. MADE.

Dominion Iron and Steel ................. pig iron 111,014 tons.
Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Co ... ......... " 26,793 "

do do ........ steel ingots 25,678 "

Gold Mining in Nova Scotia has practically renained stationary, the output

being about 31,000O zs.

The Richardson, Blue Nose, Brookfield, and most of the other regular producers

report satisfactory yields. A number of new mines have been opened ; but in a

number of cases further work has shown that they cannot be depended on for per-

manent outputs.
The most encouraging feature of gold mining in the Province is the preparation

being made to open the Dolliver Mountain district by a strong American syndicate.

This lies on the same belt as the Richardson, and is believed to present even larger

beds of medium grade ore. An up to date mining and milling plant is being

installed by this company.

The gold and silver contents ofi the ores of the Cheticamp River in Inverness
county have contined to attract the attention of the Cheticamp Mining Company,

and it is reported that they are now able to effect a classification of the lead and zinc
ores of that district, so as to' put them in a marketable concentrated shape. The

result of these operations will be watched with much attention for there are numerous
indications in that district of the presence of mineral deposits of auriferous copper

and lead ores.
The production of pig iron as stated was 137,807 tons. The only company

carrying on iron ore mining operations was the Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Company,

which mined about 18,ooo tons at Bridgeville, Pictou County.
A little over 418,000 tons of Bell Island ore were imported for the furnaces at

Sydney and at Ferrona. Ore was also imported from the United States, Spain
and Cuba.

The explorations for iron ore were not marked with much spirit. A little work
was done on the Whycocomagh deposits which resulted in tracing beds of ore still
further north. The explorations completed at Nictaux in Annapolis County have
shown clearly the enormous extent and great value of the iron ores of that district.

The remainder of the mineral production of Nova Scotia continued much as in

previous years. The export of Gypsum was about 136,So tons in addition to small

quantities used iccally for fertilising and architectural purposes.

The production of limestone was about ioo,ooo tons largely used for the furnaces

at Sydney and Ferrona.
A few hundred tons each of Barytes and Infusorial earth were reported from

various points.
The exploitation of the copper ores of Cumberland and Colchester Counties is

being continued. At present a smelter is being erected near Wentworth with a

capacity of 25 tons a day. At Cape D'Or, in Cumberland County, the Colonial

Copper Company has done a lot of preliminary work on beds in the trap carrying

metallic copper. It is stated that the indications are promising for a rich and

extensive deposit.
The CHAIRMAN-I would call the attention of the members to the enormous

amount of work entailed in getting these figures together by our Secretary (applause).

After some discussion by Messrs. Ingall, the Secretary, Chairman, and others,

on the various methods adopted in Canada of computing values, and the necessity

of adopting a greater uniformity in the dates of publication of statistics by the Pro-

vincial and Dominion Governments, the meeting adjourned at 5.30.

TUESDAY EVENING SESSION.

The members assembled at eight o'clock, Mr. Cornelius Shields, General

Manager of the Dominion Coal Co., occupying the chair.

GOVERNMENT AID TO MINING.

Mr. C. SHIELDS, in taking the chair, expressed his pleasure at meeting the

members of the Institute. It was a great honor to preside over such a distinguished

gathering, particularly on the occasion of the discussion of such a question of so much

moment as Government aid to Mining. The proposal to establish a Dominion

Department of Mines, was a move in the right direction, one which had alheady

been too long deferred.
Mr. J. E. HARDMAN then introduced the question in an excellent address,

reproduced elsewhere in full in this issue. Ie dwelt upon the national importance

of mining and of the urgent necessity of the establishment at Ottawa of a Depart-

ment which would give special attention, not only to economic geology, but to the

various phases of mining and metallurgical development which had of late years

assumed a leading position in the industrial progress of the Dominion.

Dr. F. D. ADAMs-The question, "How may the government of a country pro-

mote the interests of mining and the development of its mineral resources ?" is one

which may find various answers according to the character of the country and the

financial position of the government.

In every civilized country of the world at the present time there is a national geo-

logical survey, and the principal and avowed aim of these surveys is the development

of the mineral resources of their respective countries. That is to say it is the univer-

sal opinion among the civilized peoples of the world that geological surveys are of

practical benefit to them.

The law establishing the United States Survey provides that the Director shall

have charge of the Mineral resources and products of the national domain." Now

we in Canada are blessed with a very extensive national domain and comparatively

limited financial resources, and the question which faces us is how can we best with

the means at our disposal set about developing our mineral wealth.

I believe the most effectual way in which the government can do its share to-

wards this development consists in increasing the efficiency of, and, if necessary,
entirely remodelling an institution which we already have and which in times past

has done good work for the Dominion. I refer to our Geological Survey, and would

like to point out certain ways in which the efficiency of this valuable institution could

be increased and the services which it renders to the country be made of more direct

practical value.
The first and chief aim of all national geological surveys is the preparation of a

good geological map of the country. On this is shown the distribution of the various

rocks which form the earth's crust in these countries, and the position and distribu ion

of all known mineral deposits. These maps also show the connection of the miner-

al deposits in question with certain geological formations, and hence, the distribution

of the formations in question being shown, the areas in which additional occurrences

are to be sought. This aeral mapping has been carried on for years by the Geolo-

gical Survey of Canada and a considerable part of the more settled portion of the

Dominion has been mapped. The value of many of these maps has been very widely

recognized. I might cite as samples : Lawson's Geological Maps of the Lake of the

Woods and the Rainy River District, which were of immense value in the develop-

ment of that region; the maps by Dr. Geo. M. Dawson, ofvarious portions of British

Columt>ia, and Mr. Fletcher's maps in Nova Scotia.

This work should be continued until we have a good geological map of all those

portions of the Dominion which are worth surveying geologically.

I believe, however, that this work, which occupies the greater portion of the
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staff of the Geological Survey of Canada, might be carried out in a much more
efficient manner than it is at present. We have to remember in the first place that
in Canada there are no topographical maps. The township maps, issued by the
Crown Lands Departments of the various Provinces, consist of a series of lot and
range lines with a few lakes and streams indicated where they cross, or sometimes
where they do not cross, the lines in question. They are innocent of all delineation
of roads, hills, etc., not to mention contour lines. Some of these maps are tolerably
accurate so far as they go, while others are intolerably inaccurate. When an attempt
is made to put a series of these township maps together they cannot be mîde to fit.
Like the Gentiles, each is a law unto himself. Further trials also await the man
who, having compressed a series of these maps into compact form, endeavors to
hang them untothe proper projection. le will find that this is, in almost every
case, impossible. In the case ofa map which Dr. Barlow and I recently made for
the Geological Survey of Canada, of a large district in Central Ontario, it was found
impossible to ascertain within four miles the position of one of the principal villages
in the area, and special lines of transit survey had to be made from the Georgian
Bay to Kingston to determine the precise location of this and other points upon the
projection.

Now, in order to show the geological structure of any district, a good topo-
graphical map is absolutely necessary, and the geologist, with us, has to make it for
himself. When, therefore, he undertakes the geological survey of any district he is
obliged to spend, let me say three-quarters of his time in doing topographical work
and one-quarter of his time in geological investigation. - This is manifestly a great
waste of time and money, for the geologist, who commands a higher salary than the
topographer, spends most of his time doing topographical work which generally he
cannot do as a well as a specially trained topographer, while in some cases a man
who is really a topographer is selected to make the survey and his geological work
is accoidingly of very indifferent quality. The general rule that a man cannot do
two things well at the same time governs here, although for years the Canadian
Survey have been endeavoring to show that it does not hold. In their case we may
safely say that the exception proves the rule.

When we turn to the geological surveys of other countries we find that they em-
ploy a separate and distinct class of skilIed topographers, who go into the area first and
make a topographical map which is then handed to the geologist who uses it as the
basis for his work. In order to make the Canadian Survey more efficient this plan
should be adopted. The regular field staff should consist of two sections:-(I) topo-
graphers, and (2) geologists. The former class should be the more numerous and
would not command such high salaries as the geologists. Each class would thus be
enabled to do its work thoroughly and well and I venture to say that under this
arrangement the geologists would accomplish much more work than they can do at
present, and the geological maps could be prepared andpublished more rapidly, thus
avoiding the delay in issuing maps of important areas, which is in many cases at pre-
sent unavoidable. Under this plan of working moreover we would have in the case
of every area surveyed, not only a good geological map but a good topographical
map, which would have a value of its own for many diverse purposes.

The "folio" exhibited shows how the work of the LJnited States Geological Sur-
vey is carried on in this direction. The country is divided up into quadrangles,
which vary somewhat in size according to the circumstances of the case; and the
survey of these quadrangles is taken up in the order of their relative economic im-
portance. When the survey is completed the information which has been collected
is presented in four maps, as follows:-

i. The topographical map of the area, which is uncoloured.
2. The geological map.

3. A second geological map, giving special prominence to all occurrences of de-
posits of special economic value.

4. A map with geological sections crossing it in certain lines which bring out
clearly the geological structure of the area in question.

These maps are accompanied by a short explanatory text. These "folios" form
part of the great geological and topographical map of the United States now in
course of construction. Some fifty of them have been already published and they
now appear at the rate of about ten per annum. I was informed recently by the
Director of the United States Geological Survey that there was not a single import-
ant mining area in the United States from which he had not had applications asking
that the necessary surveys be made and one or more of these folios issued for the
districts in question.

Now, while in Canada we cannot undertake to do work so rapidly as this and
while this precise form of publication is probably not the most suitable for us, we
can certainly obtain many hints from these folios of the United States Geological
Survey which will enable us to improve our Canadian maps.

There is another class of work which should be undertaken by the Canadian Geo-
logical Survey, and which would be of the greatest practical value to the country. This
is " Mining Geology," and consists in the preparation of detailed reports or mono-
graphs on certain limited areas where mineral deposits of great economic value are

known to exist. These reports should be accompanied by geological maps on a
large scale, and should embody the results of as complete a study of the area as is
possible, in which all resources of modern knowledge are brought to bear upon the
problems presented, and comparisions drawn with foreign areas of similar character,
from the development and working of which much valuable information bearing on
the areas surveyed could often be obtained. The reports should be clearly written,
in language " understanded of the people," so that they would be of direct practical
value to all interested, either in the area in question or in mineral deposits having
the character ot those described. Prompt publication of such economic work is
specially imperative, for its value as an aid to development decreases with every
day and almost every moment of delay. As districts worthy of sucb study one
might mention, among many others, the Copper-Nickel district of Sudbury, the
Chromic Iron Ore district of the Eastern Townships, and the Iron Ore regions of
certain portions of Ontario. How many camps in British Columbia would, during
the past two or three years, have profited by such special study, and how many
would even now profit by it ?

For this work I believe geologists of special fitness and training should be
selected, who might or might not be permanently connected with the Staff of the
Survey. With proper assistance from the Topographical Staff and the Chemical
Department, the work should go rapidly forward. It might frequently be foulnd
advantageous to secure the services of outside geologists or mining engineers, espec-
ially competent to report upon certain classes of mineral deposits, e.g., c'oal, man-
ganese, graphite. For special pieces of work the men on the Survey staff engaged in
this work should form a distinct class of Mining Geologists and especial prominence
should be given to their work.

The addition of these Mining Geologists to the staff and the vigorous prosecution
of this class of work by the survey is the chief innovation needed to make the work
of this Department tell, as it should, in the development of our mineral resources.
In connection with this class of work, the Survey cou!d with great advantage arrange
to co-operate with the Universities and so make use of the unusual facilities offered
in the ore dressing and metallurgical laboratories of the Canadian Mining schools
for the purpose of making concentration and other tests such as are now being
regularly carried out in these laboratories, on ores, etc., from various portions of the
Dominion.

Concerning the duties of the Survey in preparing annual mineral statistics, I
will say nothing, not because this matter is not of importance, but because it has
already been so well emphasized by Mr. Iardman. The Statistical Department
should, however, extend its work and make itself of still further value to the coun-
try by publishing, at frequent intervals, bulletins on the Mineral Resources of
Canada-as, for instance, one on the Iron Ores of Canada ; others on Canadian
Coal Fields ; Canadian Asbestos Deposits ; Canadian Clays, Building Stones, etc.-
in which the information scattered through the various reports and thus not available
as a whole to inquirers, would be gathered together, brought up to date, and pub-
lished in convenient form. This Department should in fact undertake all the
functions of a,.Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources. For the satisfactory and
economic working of the Survey, furthermore, the Chemical Department should be
entirely reorganized.

The staff of the Survey would thus consist of the following classes of ofilcers
(i) Mining Geologists ; (2) Field Geologists ; (3) Topographers ; (4) Chemists
and Assayers ; (5) The offices of the Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources.
There would also be the Petrographer, the Palæontologists, the Accountants, the
Museum staff, etc.

I believe, then, that the Government has in the Geological Survey the nucleus
of a department which might render the most important and valuable assistance to
the mineral history of the whole Dominion. The Survey however, * needs to be
reorganized and extended, and converted into a "Department of Mines and
Geological Survey." (Applause.)

In my humble opinion, moreover, the establishment of a Department of Mines
separate from the Geological Survey would be unwise. The aims, and to a great
extent, the work of both departments would be identical. The work above outlined
could be carried on by a single bureau far more satisfactorily, for no line of division
between the two could be drawn. Neither a Geological Survey nor a Department
of Mines could by itself attain its full measure of usefulness, and if two separate
Departments were created there would be a oontinual overlapping of work, which
would lead not only to confusion but to waste of time and effort, and loss of
efficiency. Lack of proper co-ordination in the various classes of work,
which is one of the weak points of the Geological Survey at present, could be
entirely prevented by making one strong, well-organized department, which would
undertake all the various sorts of work that the Government should be called upon
to do in the interests of our mining industries. (Applause.)

Mr. W. BLAKEMORE-It is not my intention to take up much of your time, but
I desire to follow up what has been so ably said by the previous speakers with a
resolution to the following effect : " That the Canadian Mining Institute, in annual
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session assembled, desires to direct the attention of the Federal Government to the
magnitude and importance of our mining industry, which during recent years has
developed so rapidly, and respectfully urges the increase of Government aid where-
ever possible, and the establishment of a strong and practical Department of Mines,
believing that nothing will do more to develop the natural resources and promote
the general prosperity of Canada." Now, I question that any gentleman who does
not attend our meetings knows the magnitude of our mining industry-We have
heard from the report of the Secretary, that the mineral production reached seventy
millions of dollars. Now just for a moment let me call your attention to this fact,
that only 20 years ago the total mineral production was not a great deal more than
the single item of copper or nickel, and that will show you with what leaps and
bounds it has gone forward. Let me make this suggestion, there is no impropriety
in our endeavouring to impress the Government with the magnitude of the industry
we represent and asking them to do more than they have ever done before on that
account. (Applause.)

Mr. B. T. A. BELL-Before the motion is put to the meeting perhaps I may be
permitted, as one who has been actively associated with the mining industries of this
country for a period of some seventeen years, to emphasise the necessity of the
establishment of a Department of Mines entirely separate and distinct, if need be,
from the present Geological Survey, a Department whose chief aim shall be to give to
the public more complete and more frequently published statistics of our minerai pro-
duction, accurate and up-to-date monographs of mining districts and mining indus-
tries and information of a more commercial character than we have hitherto been
able to obtain either from the Federal or Provincial Governments. The remarkable
expansion of mining as an industry in Canada and its immense importance to the
trade and commerce of the Dominion are not fully realized by the people of this
country. It is significent that out of our mineral production last year, amounting to
over seventy millions of dollars, the great bulk of our output was exported. My own
idea is that greater prominence must be given to the commercial and business aspect
of our mining industries, that one of the chief aims of a well equipped and capably
administered Department of Mines would be to collect and furnish, not merely perio-
dically in its reports, but on demand, the latest available data concerning the develop-
ment and progress of our mining industries. Business men, capitalists enquiring into
industries for the purpose of investment, require official data of a business character
and the Government should be able to supply them with it. More attention should
be given to such questions as the capital invested in our mines, the dividends paid,
cost of extraction and treatment, labor, machinery equipment, mining and metallur-
gical practice, markets, freights, and the numerous other questions of a commercial
nature which people desirous of placing money in an industry naturally desire to oh-
from an official source. By combining the technical with the industrial and com-
mercial, by employing a competent staff of economic geologists and topographers,
together with a corps of first-class mining engineers a Department of Mines will do
much to advance the development of the great mineral resources of the country.
(Applause.)

Dr. ROBERT BELL-I would like to say a few words not only upon the Geolo-
gical Survey but upon the remarks of the gentlemen who have preceded me. There
seens to be an impression that we are not practical. The Geological Survey was
instituted to do practical work and it bas done so since the moment I have been
connected with it. I began a little more than a boy and I have travelled and work-
ed from Nova Scotia to the McKenzie River, from the Rockies of British Columbia to
Baflin's Bay, until I have come to be regarded as a sort of living index to the younger
fellows of the work of the Survey. Sir William Logan was a practical man and did
practical work and we have endeavored to do that ever since. I am glad that some
suggestions have been made wherein the work of the Survey might be improved. I
have always said that more should be done in the direction of economic geology and
we have tried to do so far as we could. Dr. Adams has pointed out the importance of
topographical work preceding the Geological Survey ; that is ail very well if the Gov-
ernment would undertake it. We are obliged to do topographical work simultaneously
with the geological work. Dr. Bell then referred to the work done by McConnell in
the Yukon, by Gwillim in Atlin, by Brock in the Boundary, by McEvoy, in the Crow's
Nest Pass, by Low, and other members of the staff. I don't want anything more
practical than the work of these men. We want science first and business after. I
had almost forgotten about the chemical branch ; we have good chemists and they
are very hard working men. Dr. Hoffman goes back to his laboratory every night
and his heart is in his work. I think our chemical work is done well. Altogether
we are doing, I think, excellent work on behalf of the country.

Mr. B. T. A. BELL-Just a remark-The object of this discussion is not to
criticize the Geological Survey, for we ail recognize the value and importance of that
excellent institution. We do, however, urge upon the Government the necessity of
a Department of Mines which will give to the public more information of practical
utility to business and mining men than hitherto has been available from any Govern.
ment source.

Mr. BLAKEMORE-When I made use of the words practical men I did not as

Dr. Bell has done refer to him as a California saloon keeper. I think that in any
mining department whether attached to the Geological Survey or not there should
be attached permanently or in an advisory capacity a first-class mining engineer
with a practical experience in mining.

Mr. EUGENE COSTE-I think it was in 1884, if I remember correctly, that a
Parliamentary Committee investigated this question and made a report to the Gov-
ernment the outcome being the establishment of the present Mines Branch of the
Geological Survey to which Mr. Ingall and myself were appointed. It has been
said here to-night that it has not been the fault tf the Geological Survey if foolish
investments in mines have been made.. I differ somewhat from this view. Of course
there will always be foolish speculations in mines, as in other matters, but if at that
time the Geological Survey had done what the Parliamentary Committee of the
House of Commons had recommended it to do and Mr. Ingall and myself had been
given a free hand to carry out and develop the work of that Mines Branch I am not
so sure but that many of the foolish investments might have been prevented. AI-
though appointed mining engineer in charge of the Branch I was not given a free
hand and finding it impossible to carry out the work as I conceived it ought to have
been done, I sent in my resignation. There is no question now that a properly
equipped mining Department should be organized with a competent staff of mining
engineers, economic geologists, topographers and sasayers. So far the Federal Gov-
ernment has not appreciated the magnitude and importance of the mining industries
of the Dominion. They have, until recently taken no steps to inform themselves
upon their necessities and requirements. Had there been a properly constituted
Mining Department at Ottawa I venture to say there would have been no shch
bungling in the mining regulations adopted for the Yukon. When that great gold
field was discovered they were taken by surprise, they had no one to advise then,
regulations were made and changed every week and for that matter are being
changed yet, creating no end of dissatisfaction in that country. Now if the Govern-
ment had had in its service a first-class mining engineer to advise them questions of
this charaeter would be greatly simplified. There is no doubt the Govèrnment
should pay more attention ta the mining industries and organize a proper Mining De-
partment, either in connection with the Geological Survey or out of it, but it must
be organized and established on a thorough business basis. (Applause.)

Dr. EiUGENE HAANEL-I came here rather to listen than to speak, ne'erthe-
lcss, I have been very deeply interested in the papers that have been presented,-
ably and well done. The one point that has presented itself to me from the discus.
sion is that a Department of Mines is an absolute necessity for the mineral develop-
ment of Canada and I am exceedingly sorry that Mr. Sifton could not be with us to
hear what you have said, but he was ordered to go South. I think my report to him
will encourage him on this subject and greatly strengthen his hands.

Mr. J. C. DREwRY-I am not a member of the Geological Survey nor a Mining
Engineer, nor a practical man from California, but as one trying to make an honest
dollar in mining out there in British Columbia. I am very glad to be here. We all
acknowledge that the work of the Geological Survey is good but it could be made
better and more practical-that is the word to use-and I hope that Mr. Sifton will
go on and establish a Department of Mines-swallow up the Geological Survey if
necessary-but at all events go ahead and give us an institution that will be practical
and useful.

Mr. B. T. A. BELL-Would it not be well to adjourn this discussion until to-
morrow afternoon ?

Mr. EUGENE COsTE--Can't we get through to-night ?
Mr. IIA RDMAM--As the seconder of the resolution I would say that we expect

other members from a distance to-morrow and it might be well to give them an
opportunity of discussing the resolution.

Dr. J. B. PORTER-Mr. Drewry has just suggested that the Department of
Mines might possibly swallow up the Geological Survey and Dr. Adams has suggest-
ed that we sho.ld dwell at more length upon the extreme importance of the De-
partment of Mines being subordinate to the Geological Survey. Now it seems to
me that this is immaterial bat it is essential I think that both should be operated
under one head. Let us not double the Bureas but rather have one do the whole
thing.

Mr. B. T. A. BELL-I would suggest that the resolution be remitted to a Com-
mitte consisting of Messrs. Shields, Hardman, Coste, Dr. Bell, Dr. Goodwin, Blake-
more, Dr. Adams and Professor Miller, and that their report be presented at to-
morrow afternoon session.

Mr. JAMES McEvoY-While the Geological Survey is doing good work still
there is room for improvement and we might suggest improvement along the lines
of the United States Geological Survey.

Mr. C. SHIELDS-It seems to me that the action of the Meeting should be
clearly set forth in one resolution and it is possible that the one we have before us
might be improved-might be made much stronger.

Mr. B. T. A. BELL-Then moved the appointment of the Committee. Carried.
The meeting adjourned at 10.30 p m.
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WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

The members reassembled at three o'clock, Mr. John E. Hardman, S.B.,
M. A. E., presiding.

CIVIL ENGINEERS' BILLS.

The CHAIRMAN-The Committee appointed to examine and report upon the
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers Bills present the following resolution:-

Resolved that the Canadian Mining Institute having examined and consider-
ed the Civil Engineers Bill now before the Ontario and Manitoba Legisla-
tures is of the opinion that this Act should not be passed since it gives
powers to the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers which should not be
given to any one branch or section in the present condition of the engineer-
ing profession. Such powers should be retained by the Government itself
or reserved for a society or association representative of the whole profes-
sion.

The Committee also suggests that action relative to the proposed Bill in B.C.
be placed in the hands of the Secretary with power to act in the premises.

(Signed) JOHN E. HARDMAN.
DR. W. L. GOODW-IN.

WM. BLAKEMORE.
E. COSTE.

The resolution was then put to the Meeting and adopted.

NATIONAL IMPORTANCE OF MINING.
The CHAIRMAN-On behalf of the Committee to which last evening you re-

mitted Mr. Blakemore's resolution, I have to report that we have been in session all
morning but have been divided upon two resolutions, the one by Mr. Blakemore and
an amendment to it proposed by Mr. Coste adding the words "and which shall in-
clude the present Geological Survey and all necessary branches".

Mr. Coste seconded by Dr. Adams moved the adoption of the amendment.
Mr. Blakemore, seconded by Mr. J. C. Drewry moved for the adoption of the

original motion.
Mr. Jas. McEvoy-We should have more in these resolutions. The Geolo-

gical Survey should be reorganized and it would be advisable, it seems to me, to
clearly specify to the Government the lines upon which this reorganization could be
made effective.

Mr. EUGENE COSTE-In support of my amendment I would only say that we
must recognize existing conditions and I feel that we should not be too radical in our
recommendations. The Geological Survey already exists and any new Department
of Mines should, in my opinion, include the Survey.

Mr. INGALL-As a Governnent officer do you understand either resolution to
mean the abolition of the Survey ?

The CHAIRMAN-The resolution as I understand it does not interfere with the
Geological Survey at all. The motion brought up last night is one for a recommend-
ation to the Government for an entirely different department devoted to miningalone.
Therefore, answering Mr. Ingall's question, I can't see for my own part why the
Survey has anything to say or is in any way connected with this resolution asking for
a Mines Department.

Mr. BLAKEMORE-Replying to Mr. McEvoy I do not think it would be wise
at this stage to introduce any details into the resolution.

Dr. W. L. GOoDwIN-The difiiculty I find with Mr. Blakernore's resolution is
that it recommends the establishment of a Department-a new Department of Gov-
ernment.

Mr. B. T. A. BELL-That is just what it means and that is just what we want.
Dr. GOODwIN-Just so; but the Government may not regard so large a scheme

as practicable from their point of view. On the other hand Mr. Coste's resolution
leaves to the Government the establishment of a Bureau devoted to mining and the
other branches that would be necessary, in such a way that would conveniently fit
in with existing conditions. I think the Survey should be mentioned in our resol-
ution because it would be unwise to disconnect the work that the Geological Survey
is doing which is the scientific basis of mining. I would suggest a Department of
Mines and Geology, which would represent all branches coming within the purposes
and powers as employees of the Government.

Mr. GEORGE CAMPBELL-I, for one, do not believe in half measures. We
have Departments of Marine and Fisheries, of Agriculture and of Labor, why not
have a Department ot Mines?

Dr. ADAMs-The basis of a Department of Mines should be the Geological
Survey. If Mr. Blakemore's resolution goes before the Government they will say
the Mining Institute does not consider the Geological Survey to be of any value to
the country and to the Department of Mines. Now we do consider the Survey to be
of value to the country and to the Department of Mines. A former speaker has com-
pared the Departments of Mines with that of Agriculture and Fisheries but the anal-
ogy is not quite appropriate. Mineral lands are owned by the Provinces-the
Federal Government has no control of mines in the Dominion.

M r. B. T. A. BELL-Yes they have-What about the Yukon and the Territories?
Dr. ADAMs-When these Territories become Provinces, as they will ultimately,

the mining lands will pass fron the Dominion into their control, as at present in the
older provinces.

Mr. B. T. A. BELL-I see we have with us to-day our old friend Captain
Adams one of the pioneers who, eleven years ago, promoted the organization of the
Quebec Mining Association out of which our present Institute has evolved. I am
sure I voice the sentiment of everyone present when we welcome Captain Adams
back again to our meetings. Perhaps he has something to communicate to the dis-
cussion !

Captain R. C. ADAMs-I am very much surprised at the kind illusion made to
me in asking me to address the meeting. I regret to say that I am not in very good
health and am not prepared to make a speech. I am, however, heartily in favor of
a Government Department or Bureau which will classify and concentrate the infor-
mation concerning mines collected by the Provinces.

The CHAIRMAN having called upon Mr. T. W. Gibson, Director of Mines for
Ontario.

Mr. T. W. GIBSON-Not having been present last evening I am not acquainted
with the lines of the discussion but from what I have gathered from the remarks of
the speakers this afternoon it seems to be merely a difference of opinion as to details.
Whether the establishment of a Department of Mines with a responsible Minister,
or a sub-department which should include everything connected with the mining in-
dustry-which of these methods will be the better is not easy to decide-but I
would like to bring this point before the meeting that in working out a scheme the
Government must take into consideration what is being done by the Provincial Gov-
ernments. The mining lands in all the older Provinces are the property of the Pro-
vincial Governments and the laws governing them are made by the Provincial Legis-
latures. Hence in a scheme of this kind, while I am not at all desirous of opposing
anything that the Institute may suggest, care will have to be taken that the work of
any new Department or Bureau does not conflict with the operations of the Pro-
vincial Governments. It will interest the members to know that the output from our
mines in Ontario last year has grown to a value of twelve millions of dollars as com-
pared with nine millions of dollars in the year i900. (Applause).

Mr. JAMES McEvoy-I think we might overcome the difficulty by using the
words "A Geological " instead of " The Geological Survey ". (Laughter).

Captain ADAMs-I would ask Mr. Bell what a Department of Mines will do
more than the Geological Survey does now ?

Mr. B. T. A. Bell-I am afraid Captain it would take me three or four full ses-
sions of the Institute to do that satisfactorily. (Laughter).

Prof. T. L. WALKER-I think I am right in maintaining that geology is a wider
subject than mining. If the Geological Survey is to fall from its present position to
that of a subordinate branch of a Department of Mines that would be a step back--
ward.

Dr. ROBERT BELL-There is a great deal of force in what Professor Walker has
said and all I can say is if you can't do us any good don't do us auy harm.

Mr. B. T. A. BELL-I would call the attention of the Chair to the irrelevancy
of this discussion. We are discussing the question of a Department of Mines with
which, at this stage, in my humble judgment, the Geological Survey as an institu-
tion has nothing whatever to do.

The CHAIRMAN-I am anxious to confine the discussion to the question. We
are not dsscussing the Geological Survey we are simply asking for greater recognition
of the mining industry. The relation of the Geological Survey to a Department of
Mines is a matter of expediency which may very well be left in the hands of the
Minister of Interior and the Government. We say to them-these are our views
give the mining industry a show.

MR. EUGENE COSTE-We have discussed this matter for sometime now and I
am emphatically in favor of embodying in the resolution the reference to the Geolo-
gical Survey. In doing so we do not say that we want the Survey to occupy an in-
ferior position. The words have been put there to show the Government that it is
necessary to have not only a Geological Survey but a topographical and all the other
branches in order to make a Department of Mines complete and efficient. Why
not say it in plain words ? I think it will help matters.

Dr. ROBERT BELL-This is a very important matter. I agree with what Mr.
Coste has said. He has been a member of the Geological Sur% ey staff and appreci-
ates us but I think in the way he puts it he does not appreciate us. In the United
States the Geological Survey is supreme and most comprehensive and includes a
Division of Mines and Mineral Statistics.

Mr. BLAKEMORE-Having withdrawn his resolution the Chairman put the
amendment, moved by Mr. Coste seconded by Mr. Blakemore as follows:

Resolved that the Canadian Mining Institue in Annual Session assembled
desires to direct the attention of the Federal Government to the magnitude
and importance of our mining industry which during recent years has devel-
oped so rapidly and respectfully urges an increase of Government aid

1
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wherever possible and the establishment of a strong and practical depart-
ment of mines or of a department w'hich shall be devoted to the interests of
the mining and metallurgical industries and which shall include the geologi-
cal Survey and all other necessary branches.

The motion was carried by a large majority.

NOTES ON GOLD MILLING AT REPUBLIC WASHINGTON.
Mr. FRITZ CIRKEL presented an exceedingly interesting paper. He described

the ores of the Republic District in Washington and their peculiarities. He then
referred to the various systems of treatment which had been tried, closing with a
description of the large mill erected by the Republic Mining Company upon the de-
signs of Mr. Jackling.

WEDNESDAY EVENING.

The members reassembled at 8 o'clock in the Ladies Ordinary there being a very
large attendance.

Prof. W. G. MILLER opened the session with a paper describing the "Varied
Mineral Resources of Eastern Ontario". He referred to the iron mines, the newly-
opened corundum mines and other resources of the country. This paper-of which
we hope to represent an abstract later--was illustrated by a number of maps and
photographs presented by means of lantern slides. In conclusion Prof. Miller said
that Ontario was producing as great a variety of mineral substances as any part of
the world of equal area, while as a whole Canada had a record as a mineral produc.
ing country of which she might justly be proud.

ILLUSTRATED ADDRESS ON THE YUKON.
After the conclusion of Prof. Miller's paper, Mr. F. B. Wade, of Dawson, ad-

dressed the Institute, by invitation, on mining in the Yukon. Mr. Wade was one of
the pioneers in the first great rush to the Klondike, and was for three years chief law
officer of the Dominion in that territory. In his address he adopted the method of
contrasts, showing both verbally in his address, and by a large number of fine lant-
ern slides, the different state of affairs in the North four years ago and to-day. The
Chilkoot Pass in the first rush and the passenger train on the Yukon and White Pass
Railroad-the roughly built barge of the prospector and the Yukon River steamer-
the Dawson of tents and the brick-built city of to-day-with numerous similar con-
trasts of to-day, all effectively brought out by the photographs.

Unfortunately, however, Mr. Wade added, the Yukon had had the same experi-
ence as all the other mining camps in Canada, that at the outset, at any rate, it had
to a certain extent failed to attract Canadian immigration. This, however, was com-
mencing to correct itself, and he believed that the Census would show that, though
somewhat tardy, the Canadian was commencing to take an interest in the country
and to share in the patrimony to which he was entitled. He spoke of the great gold
output of the Klondike, and of the rapid growth of Dawson, which, four years ago, was
only a place of a few tents, and to-day showed an assessment of $12,000,000. It
was sincerely to be hoped that the time was not far off when Canadians would wake
up to the fact that the Klondike was growing, and that the young man who went out
today into the world to fight his way was in a very different position from the young
man of a few years ago.

To one point especially the speaker referred with justifiable pride, and that was
the excellent order preserved in the region and the absence of violence and lawless-
ness, which have been only too prevalent at Nome and in other mining districts
which might be mentiened. This was largely due to the admirable organization and
handling of the Northwest Mounted Police, a force of which Canada has just reason
to be proud.

Mr. Wade expressed, in conclusion, his belief that the next excitement in the
Yukon will be in quartz mining. Already there are many quartz locations, and two
stamp mills are in operation on custom work, chiefly on test runs. The general
opinion in the district is that the gold in the creeks has not been carried far, but has
been very probably derived from the quartz ledges crossed by the streams, which are
visible in many places in the form of narrow stringers. There are, he believes, many
indications that intelligent prospecting will show substantial grounds for this opinion,
and that quartz mining and milling will be prominent in future operations. At any
rate, the gold industry of the Yukon promises to take on a permanent form, and to
be an important factor in the mining industry of Canada for a long time to come.

At the conclusion of Mr. Wade's address a vote of thanks was unanimously
passed, and the Institue adjourned until the next day.

The meeting adjourned at i i o'clock.

THURSDAY MORNING SESSION.
The session opened at eleven o'clock in the Library, Mr. Hardman in the Chair.

OFFICERS AND COUNCIL FOR 1902.
The Scrutineers, who had previously examined the ball'ots, reported the election

of the following Officers and Council for the ensuing year:-

PRESIDENT.

Mr. Charles Fergie, Intercolonial Coal Co., Westville, N.S.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.

Dr. Frank D. Adams, McGill University, Montreal.
Mr. Robert R. Hedley, Hall Mining and Smelting Co. Nelson.
Mr. Eugene Coste, M. E., Prov. Nat. Gas and Fuel Co., Toronto, Ont.
Mr. Graham Fraser, Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Co., New Glasgow, N.S.

COUNCIL.

Mr. John B. Hobson, M.E., Con. Cariboo Hydraulic M. Co., Bullion, B.C.
Mr. Frank Robbins, M.E., North Star Mining Co., Nelson, B.C.
Mr. W. F. Little, H. W. McNeill Co. Ltd., Anthracite.
Mr. Frederick Keffer, M.E., B.C. Copper Co., Anaconda.
Mr. Cornelius Shields, Dominion Coal Co. Sydney, B.C.
Mr. R. E. Chambers, M.E., Bell Island, Newfoundland.
Mr. W. L. Libbey, N. Brookfield, N.S.
Mr. D. W. Robb, Robb Engineering Co., Amherst, N.S.
Mr. A. P. Turner, Canadian Copper Co., Sudbury, Ont.
Mr. P. Kirkegaard, Canadian Gold Fields Ltd., Deloro.
Mr. E. A. Sjostedt, Lake Superior Power Co., Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
Professor Courtenay DeKalb, Boston, Mass.
Mr. J. T. McCall, Canada Iron Furnace Co., Montreal.
Mr. B. Bennett, King Bros., Thetford Mines, Que.
Dr. J. Bonsall Porter, McGill University, Montreal.
Mr. George R. Smith, M. L.A., Bell's Asbestos Co., Thetford Mines, Que.

TREASURER.

Mr. J. Stevenson Brown, Montreal.
SECRETARY.

Mr. B. T. A. Bell, Editor Canadian Mining Review, Ottawa.

LOCAL BRANCHES OF THE INSTITUTE.

Mr. B. T. A. BELL suggested a resolution in favor of organizing local sections
of the Institute in the various mining centres of the Dominion. He explained that
if his plan was adopted the sections would be organized under the charter and by-
laws of the Institute ; their members would be members of the Iustitute ; and papers
presented at the meetings would be regarded as Institute papers and find full record
in the volumes of the proceedings. He further explained that the object of this plan
was to interest many who were unable to attend the Annual Meetings owing to the
long distances to be travelled. Moreover, the local sections would be able to hold
more frequent meetings, at such intervals as they might decide for themselves and
thus create and maintain an interest which would be of value to the Institute gener-
ally and also to local mining.

The recommendation was generally approved and the following resolution pre-
sented by Dr. W. L. Goodwin was unanimously adopted :-

"-That in view of the great extent of the Dominion and the long distances to be
travelled by many members in order to attend the meetings of the Institute, it is
expedient to organize local sections in mining towns and camps and other centers,
and the Council is hereby empowered to take such action as is necessary to carry out
this recommendation".

THURSDAY AFTERNOON.

The Meeting was called to order at 3.30 p.m. Papers illustrated by lantern pro,
jections were presented as follows :-

On the Iron Ores of Hudson Bay.
By Prof. G. R. Mickle, Toronto.

On the Iron Ores of Kitchener, B.C.
By Wm. Blakemore, Fernie, B.C.

On Gold Dredging.
By Dr. J. Bonsall Porter, Montreal.

On the Electro-Metallurgy of Copper Nickel Ores.
By Wm. Koehler, Cleveland, Ohio.

These papers and the discussion upon them occupied the whole of the afternoon.

ANNUAL DINNER.

At eight o'clock eighty members and their guests sat down to an excellent menu
provided by the Windsor Hotel. A capital instrumental and vocal programme was
presented, the intervals being interspersed with very brief speeches in response to a
limited number of toasts. A thoroughly enjoyable gathering broke up about twelve
o'clock.

FRIDAY MORNING.

A brief business session was held in the Library of the Institute on Friday morn-
ing. On motion it was decided to award a gold medal to be known as the Institute's
Gold Medal for the best paper contributed to the proceedings of the Institute during
the year. A deputation comprising Messrs. Hardman, Brown, Bell, Adams, Coste,
Kirkgaard, Dr. Goodwin, and others was appointed to present to the Government
the resolution respecting the organization of a Department of Mines.

The proceedings terminated with votes of thanks to the Chairman and to the
Treasnrer and Secretary.
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NEW COMPANIES.
ONTARIO.

New York and Ontario Gold Mining Co,, Limited.-Incorporated 28th
February, 1902. Authorized Capital, $1,ooo,ooo; in shares of $10.oo each.
Head Office :-Kingston, Ont.

English River Gold Mining Co., Limited.-Incorporated 28th Feb.,
1902. Authorized Capital, $1,ooo,oco; in shares of $1.oo each. Head
Office :-St. Catherines, Ont.

COMPANY NOTES.
Le Roi.-Returns for February :-" 18,794 tons of ore were shipped to

the Northport smelter, containing 6,111 ozs. of gold, 12,461 ozs. silver, and
300 tons copper. Gross value (reckoning copper at 16 cents per lb., as in
former monthly returns), $225,696; average value, $12.00 per ton. Taking
yesterday's New York quotation for copper, namely, 12 5-16 cents per lb.,
reduces the averages value to $10.83 per ton."

Ymir.-Cablegrams.-" For the second half of last month, level No. 10,
50 feet ; main shaft, 19 feet." Office note.-This makes the total length of
the tunnel at this date 2,084 feet, and the depth of the shaft 713 feet.)-
Later advice: " Have conmenced to operate cyanide process."

Le Roi No. 2 -The manager cables :-" Rossland, 5th March-Ship-
ments last month amounted to 3,630 tons, containing 2,042 ozs. of gold,
4,885 ozs. of silver, 94 tons of copper. Estimated net profit, after deducting
all smelting and mining charges, $22,800." (Office note.-The decrease in
the amount of tonnage shipped is due, in the first place, to February being
a short month ; and, secondly, to the fact that the power plant was shut
down for five days for repaifs.)

Velvet Rossland Mine.-Cable received 28th February gives the follow-
ing first returns from suielters :-" 69 tons yielded 69 ozs. gold, 75 ozs.
silver, 8,472 lbs. copper, wet assay. Gross value, $2,442, or an average of
$35.39 (£7 1s. 6d.) per ton. Net proceeds, $1,500.23, or an average of
$21.74 (£4 7s ) per ton, after deducting smelters' charges. Crosscut to the
west at 5oo feet level is now in 64 feet."

Bosun Mines.-Telegram from the manager reports 16o tons galena and
100 tons zinc shipped during the month of February. Smelter returns for
16o tons, $5,344.

The Whitewater Mines.-The following cablegram has been received
from the cempany's representative at Nelson, British Columbia :-" During
last month 5,700 tons have been milled, producing 474 tons of concentrates.
Approxiniate profit on month's working is $210 (£43)."

Arctic Slope Hydraulic.-At a meeting held on 1oth December last, the
following were elected directors for the present year :-Hon. F. Peters, Hon.
Senator Reid, Quesnel, Capt. William Grant, William Munsie, A. Stuart
Robertson, C. T. Penwill and F. W. Vincent. The directors afterwards met
and elected Hon. F. Peters, President, Capt. Grant, Vice President, and
Donald Fraser, Secretary. The new Board of Directors have made an entire
change of management, and appointed Mr. J. H. Munroe, hydraulic super-
intendent for this season. Mr. Munroe has had considerable experience as a
hydraulic miner, and started for the company's mines in Onienica on the
2oth ultimo. Last year a considerable quantity of gold was recovered, but
very much larger results are expected this season.

CONSOLIDATED CARIBOO HYDRAULIC.

The following is ëxcerpted from the report of Mr. J. B. Hobson at a
meeting of the shiareholders held in Toronto on 23rd January last :-

The mine was operated only 104 days 1X hours, with a quantity of
water varying from 2,000 to 2,750 miner's inches, being67 days 12 hours less
than the season of 19oo, when the water supply was sufficient to keep the
mine in operation for a period of 171 days, 13%/2 hours.

The shortness of the water supply was caused by the unusually light
winter snowfall and the hot, dry weather that prevailed during the spring
and summer months. The season's mining operations were divided into
two runs, as follows :-

Washing was commenced on the Upper Bench in Pit No. i on the 2oth
day of April, and was continued for a period of 88 days and 20 hours, ending
on the 31st day of July. During the progress of the run 217,677 miner's
inches of water were used to wash Out 2,202,126 cubic yards of top clay,
gravel and sliderock from the main bank and rims of the channel deposits,
from which was recovered 6,664 ounces of gold, valued at $113,452.17, an
average yield of about 5-lía cents per cubic yard. and a daily product of
$1,289 22. The duty attained for the water used was i0î'4M cubic yards per
miner's inch. Washing operations were confined to the removal of the top
deposits, with the exception of 66 hours' washing on the Lower Bench,
when water was used to remove the broken rock excavated while lowering
and advancing the main bedrock sluice out to make the grade necessary for
the removal of the gravel f rom the Lower Bench to the dumps. The in-
creased duty attained for the water used was owing to the thoroughly dis-
integrated condition of the indurated top clay capping and hard top gravel
deposits lying on the rims, produced by the three bank blasts successfully
exploded during the winter and spring. The small product secured for the
run was owing to a falling off in the yield of the gravel on the east side of
the channel, caused apparently by a short turn of the east rim to the west,

which continued at an angle of about 40 degrees for a distance of about 150
feet up stream. This sharp turn induced a crossing of the current in the
ancient stream from west to east, which eroded under and caused immense
slides of bed-rock to fall from the east rim into the ancient channel, that
replaced the high-grade deposits found so continuous before the deposit of
slide-rock was encountered. The inclusion of so large a mass of barren slide-
rock and low-grade deposits du& ing the run was disappointing, but not dis-
couraging; for it is well known that such cross-currents and accompanying
low-grade deposits are of common occurrence in all ancient and modern
streams, and are usually followed by higher grade stratified gravels, de-
posited on the bars and benches formed above such current crossings.

The second run, commenced on the 4th day of August, included a period
of 16 days 5X hours, ending with the exhaustion of the water si pply on the
29 th day of August.

During the progress of the secona run 40,573 miner's inches of water
were used to wash from the Upper Bench 215,036 cubic yards of clay gravel
and slide rock, from which was recovered 1,687?u ounces of gold, valued at
$28,821.34, an average yield of 14%", cents per cubic yard, and a daily pro-
duct of $1,835.12. The duty attained for the water used was about 51 cubic
yards of gravel per miner's inch. The falliug off of the duty of water below
that of the first run, resulted from the inclusien of a large quantity of broken
rock removed from the slide deposit. The complete renoval of the deposit
of slide-rock and the great improvement in the value of the deposits as the
workings were advanced up the stream, explains the cause of the increased
daily product for the run.

During the progress of the season's operations, about 3,126 cubic vards
of gravel from the Lower Bench was washed through the main cut and
sluice section No. i, from which was recovered coarse gold, amalgam and
nuggets valued at $3,978.oo, an average yield of about $1.27 per cubic yard
of gravel washed. This product is included with that of the previous runs.

Had the water supply been sufficient to carry the season's operations to
the 1st of November, the product for the season would probably have reached
a figure equal to, if not larger, that of the season of 1900.

ROSSLAND GREAT WESTERN.
At the first annual meeting of the shareholders held in London a few

weeks ago the Chairman, in referring to the business of the Company,
said:-"A reference to the table on page 15 of the report will show you
that the work of extraction of ore was only carried on for one hundred and
seventeen days out of a period comprising some four hundred and fifty
days. With regard to the strike and its origin and the manner in
which it was successfully combated by Mr. Macdonald, the Le Roi share-
holders were given a lucid and very fair account by Mr. Hill, the Chairman
of that Company, at its meeting on Friday. Probably most of you have
read it, and I need not therefore, travel again over ground with which you
are perfectly familiar. I notice at that same meeting a statement was made
that this company was liable for a profit wrongfully made out of stores sold
to Le Roi mine. I do not think for a moment that that claim can be sub-
stantiated. I shall be glad to render any explanation in my power after I
have done with regard to any item either in the balance sheet or in the pro-
fit and loss account upon which further light is wished by anyone prest ut.
In the meantime I may say, turning to the balance-sheet, that the item on
the debtors' side £265,17s. id. sundry creditors, is made up of payments to
lawyers here and in Rossland for professional services and a payment to the
Le Roi Company of £85. The large amount of £24,051 on the same side
due in Rossland comprises ii,ooo due to the Northport smelter, and £9,-
6oo due to the Le Roi Mining Company, also £2,150 due to the bank at
Montreal for loans, which have since been paid off. The same is the case
with the bill payable to the Bank of Montreal £4,123. On the credit side of
the balance-sheet tiiere is a small item of £257 for a town lot on the Great
Western and another on the Nickel Plate. Sundry debtors include about
£ 13,6oo due in London and £5,8co in Rossland, a total-to be exact-of
£19.480 3s. 9d. The whole of this, with the exception of £1,700 has since
been paid. There does not appear to be any item in the profit and loss
account which requires further explanation. With regard to the future of
this property it must be clear to you from Mr. Macdonald's report that it
must largely depend upon the value of the ore to be exposed on and below
the 6oo ft. level, and bearing upon this question Mr. Macdonald informs me
that the shaft sunk on the Great Western proves that the south vein of the
Le Roi runs right through the property. Owing, however, to the swampy
nature of the ground in the neighborhood of the Great Western shaft and
the consequent expense of keeping it in repair, it is not intended to use it,
but to run a drive from the 600 ft. level to the Nickel Plate through the
Golden Chariot and the Great Western, thereby exploring the vein between
these points, a distance of about 2,000 ft. Having regard to the fact that
your property lies within the recognized limits of the mineral belt, the be-
lief is warranted that when your mine is fully developed it will be a profi-
table producer. - Mr. Macdonald is present in the room and will be pleased
to answer any questions you may put to him. To this very short and rather
bald statement I only want to add a few words of personal explanation. I
understand from the tenor of the circular that you would very much like me
to retire from this Board. I shall only be too pleased to go off the Board if
that is your wish. I may say that as a Board we have endeavored during
the last six months unsuccessfully to obtain practical mining men upon this
Board as our Colleagues, but it is not so very easy to do that when a mine
is going down hill and not up. All I would beg of you to do is to consider
carefully before you make what is classically called a cle an sweep. Do not
make it so clean as to include everybody who is familiar with the affairs of
the company. In that remark I am referring to my colleague, Mr. Dealtry,
who has worked preservingly at this mine. Although I do not want to
leave this Board, if you think my services are of any good, I trust the share-
holders will continue the services of Mr. Dealtry, the secretary and Mr. Mac-
donald. As a matter of form, I now propose that the reports and accounts.
be received and adopted ".

Mr. A. B. Dealtry seconded the motion.
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CROW'S NEST PASS COAL.
The fifth report to the Directors covering operations for the year ended

31st December last shows :-
The net profits for the year after paying all operating expenses, and all

charges of every kind at head office and mines, amounted to $270,848.39.
This amount his been derived from the various departments of the Com-pany's business, viz : the s<1e of coal and coke, from waterworks, house
rents, electric light, etc. After paying dividends at the rate of ten per
cent. per annum a balance of $28, 142.89 has been carried forward to credit of
profit and loss.

During the year the Company has issued $5oo,ooo new stock (under
the authority of supplementary letters patent dated i9th February, 1901,) at
a premium of sixty per cent. and $300,000 premium paid in was also added
to profit and loss account, making a total sum at credit of that account
(including the amount already there from the earnings of 19oo) of $517,-
017.41.

The Directors are pleased to state that the Company's operations are
progressing most satisfactorily under the management of an efficient staff.
They have reason to expect still more satisfactory results will be shown at
the end of the present year.

SULTANA MINE OF CANADA.
The Directors herewith submit the Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss

account for the period from the 1st October, 1900, to 3oth Sept., 19o1.
During the year £ 12,161 16 1 has been spent at the Mine as follows

Mine Development ........................... £3,100 12 O
On Buildings, Boats, Assay Plants, Mine Equip-

ment and Electric Light, etc..... .......... 564 13 I
Working Expenses in Canada charged to Profit

and Loss Account........................ 8,496 10 2

£12,161 16 1

During this period gold has been won to the value of £8, 186 17 10,
made up as follows :

Per Mr. Strong's Report.... $36,329 95
Bullion credited by Bank on

2nd Oct. not included in
Mr. Strong's Report........1,516 78

Proceed of concentrates .... 1,614 10

$39,460 83 at 4.82 equals £8,186 17 10
The Directors regret that their anticipations of good returns from the

ore body at the south shaft referred to in the last report have not been
realized, for some time payable quartz was won, but it became gradually
lower in value and was abandoned for jhe time being. Disappointed here,
the Directors, acting on the advice of the Manager decided to concentrate
their efforts on locating the faulted ore body. This as is shown in the
Managers Report enclosed herewith, they are hopeful, has been accom-
plished.

The Shareholders will, no doubt, remember that in October an issue of
5,ooo Preference Shares of £ each was made on certain terms and condi-
tions, nearly 4,000 of these shares have been applied for and with the funds
so obtained the Direstors are driving the seventh Level North East, with a
view to proving the existence of the ore body as located by the diamond
drills. Definite information should be received from the Mine about the
end of April. In the meantime, two drills are engaged stoping ore above
the third Level, and the mill will be put into operation on day shifts early in
January, 1902.

COLONIAL COPPER COMPANY.

This Company, now engaged in erecting an extensive copper mining
and smelting plant at Cape D'or, Bay of Fundy, Nova Scotia, has issued the
following statement of its finances as at 31st., December last:-

Assets.
Mines, Real Estate and Property ................ . .îo,ooo,ooo.oo

(Including all Property, together with improve-
ments, machinery, buildings, etc.)

Treasury Stock (885,569 shares).....................885,569.oo
Furniture and Fixtures.............................1,477-30
Accounts and Notes Receivable....................173,984.64
Cash.........................................43,914-32

Liabilities.
$ 1, 104,945.26

Capital Stock . .............................. 5--0- , 00.00
Accounts Payable................................ 3,815,76
Surplus................................... 6,101,129.50

$ 11,104,945.26
During the past year we have sold 203,832 shares of the Treasury Stock,

on which we realized $292,727.25, leaving a balance of 885,569 shares on
hand. Our accounts receivable and cash on hand December 31St, 1900, asin last year's balance sheet, amounted to $89,676-35. By adding to the
latter the receipts for the past twelve months, and deducting from the result
$217,898.96 (present cash and accounts receivable) shows a gross expendi-
ture of $164.5o4.64 for the year.

The disbursements at the mines for salaries, machinery, tools, buildings,
land purchased, supplies and incidental expenses of all kinds, amount to
$154,280.56. The New York office expenses were $10,224.08, whichincludes
rent, salaries paid to officers and employees, printing, advertising, express,
postage, together with all sundry and incidental items.

Referring to the matter of liabilities, our accounts payable at the close
of the fiscal year amount to the nominal sum of $3,8î5.76. This comprises
sundry items which could not be audited and paid prior to closing the
books. It has been the managements policy since the organization of this
corporation to pay cash for everything, thereby saving all cash discounts,
and enabhing us in every instance to buy at much lower prices than we
could on time purchases. This fact must be an additional assurance to
those financially interested, as without debts we can supply our first earn-
ings to the payment of dividends.

ST. EUGENE CONSOLIDATED.

The following is a statement of the financial affaira of this company,
covering the operations for the year ended 3oth September, 1901 :-

Assets.
Mines and Mineral Claims.....................
Cash in Banks-

Bank of Toronto (Rossland).........$1o5,741 45
"4 "4 (Toronto) .......... 4,093 oo

Machinery, Buildings and Equipment-
Compressor Plant................... , 24
Boiler Plant.......................6,477 57
Concentrator Plant................42,862 88
Air Lines .......................... 11,693 24
Tramways ......................... 11,911 31
Machine Drills and Fittings.........5,121 97
Mine Buildings .................... 14,440...
Offices and other Buildings..........13,698 68
Flumes.. .......................... 19,708 78
Cari and Rails.......... .. ........ 10,135 86

Stores on hand........................
Toronto Office Furniture........................
Accounts Receivable..............
Capital Stock Discount .........................

Liabilities.
Capital Stock..................................
Accounts Payable-

War Engle Con. M. & D. Co ......... $2,145 97
T. G. Blackstock................... 4,375 o0

$3,20ooo oo

109,834 45

150,004 68
27,168 41

307 23
10,465 87

134,100 oe

$3,631,880 64

$3,500,000 00

-- 6,520 97
Profit and Loss ............................. ...... 125,359 67

$3,631,880 64
Profit and Loss Account.

To Cost of Mining and Development-
Labor and Supplies ................ $213,129 95
Compressor Labor.................. 5,090 16
Compressor Supplies................7,309 06
Machine Drills and Fittings ......... 7,492 36
Tramway Expense ................. 5,411 41
Salaries... ........................ 8,196 64
Office Expense..................... 2,388 o1
Assay Office Expense...............1,825 93
Surveying ......................... 1,180 79
Concentrator Expense.............. 34,236 93
Sundry Expense .................... 1,628 93

To Amount written off for Depreciation- - 287,889 86
In Plant, etc............................... 20,019 12
To Travelling Expenses....................... 511 50

Interest and Exchange..................... 2,522 70
Legal Expenses........................... 436 88

" Mine Accidents............................ 113 0
Taxes ..................................... 12,210 02
Insurance................................ 118 50
Consulting Engineer's Fees................. ,11oo00

"lAuditor's Fees.........1550
"lTrail Smelter Examination Expenses....... 2,670 79
"«Managing Director's Salary................4,375 o0
"lCapital Stock Discount .................... 14,900 00

$384,962 8oTo Dividends Nos. i and 2...........$21o,ooo oo
" Balance carried forward ......... 125,359 67

335,359 67

$684,322 47
By Balance brought forward.................. .124,909 03

Ore Sales (20,020tons).................... 556,o4o i
Rents.................................... 3,351 58
Transfer Fees............................. 21 75

$684,322 47
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CANADIAN GOLD FIELDS SYNDICATE.
The following is excepted from the report to the Directors submitted at

a meeting held on the 4th ultimo:-
During the year 1901, mining in British Columbia was carried on under

most trying conditions, namely : serious labor troubles, excessive freight
and treatment charges on lead ores, and the remarkable f all in price of both
lead and copper. That the industry lias been able to survive these troubles
and difficulties, is but an additional proof of the wonderful extent and rich-
ness of the mineral deposits of that Province.

In December 1oo, the English price of lead was £18 per ton. The pre-
sent price is £ o 16s, or considerably below the average price of the last
twenty years. Present indications are that the price will again advance
within the next few months.

One great drawback to the profitable mining of silver and lead ores, lias
been the fact that the smelters charged an excessive freight and treatment
rate, and shipped all of the smelter product out of the country to be treated
in foreign refineries. The Dominion Government have recognized the bur-
den unfder which the industry was laboring, and have granted a measure of
relief (altogether too little in my opinion) in the way of a bounty for the
production of pig lead from ores mmed and smelted in Canada, extending
over a period of five years. This lias iuduced the C.P.R. to begin the erect-
ion of a lead refinery in connection witlh their smelter at Trail, B C., which
they expect to have reaiy for operating about the middle of May, 1902.
The British Columbia smelters have announced a reduction in freight and
treatment charges of f rom three to fdur dollars per ton on silver lead ores,
tsking effect January 1st, 1902.

It will thus be seen that the situation lias materially brightened within
the past few weeks. I confidently expect to see it still further improved
and expect in the early spring to see the St. Eugene concentrator operating
to its full capacity earning dividends for the stockholders of the St. Eugene
Consolidated Mining Company Limited, in which the Canadian Gold Fields
Syndicate Limited, are interested to the extent of 64o,ooo shares.

DIVIDENDS.-In spite of the adverse conditions referred to, we have
been able to pay our stockholders two dividends or three per cent. each
during the year 1901, amounting to $35,746.68. These dividends were earn-
ed before the price of lead went down to the present low figure.

The SLOCAN SUNSET.-The bond on the " Sunset " property, near
Whitewater, B.C., which was taken in June 1900 was thrown up on March
31st, 1901. Continuous development work had been carried on in the in-
terval and about 53 tons of high grade ore was taken out and shipped. The
ore was very bunchy and finally pinched out, so the bond was thrown up.
It is to be regretted that the ' Sunset " property in no way justified the
report made by the Company's Mining Engineer. His connection with our
company ceased on April ist, 1901.

The COMMONWEALTH GRouP.-But little work was done on the Com-
monwealth Group during 1901. Owing to the adverse conditions previous-
ly referred to I deemed it advisable to curtail our operations. A tunnel was
driven 126 ft. on the Commonwealth vein; a new trail made to the upper
workings and a comfortable cabin 16x2o ft. erected near the mouth of the
upper tunnel. The new tunnel cut through the top of an ore chute about
40 feet long and from 2 to 4 ft. wide, of a good grade of ore, but the tunnel
had not reached the ore chute towards which it was being driven, when
work was suspended for the season. The Canadian Gold Fields Syndicate
Limited, own 4oo,ooo shares out of the 700,000 issued shares of the Common-
wealth Mines, Limited, leaving 8oo,ooo shares still in the treasury of the
Company.

The TRUE BLUE.-Work on the properties of the True Blue Copper
Mines, Limited, near Kaslo, B.C., lias been steadily carried on since March
1901, with very gratifying results. A good ore chute of very high grade
copper ore, is now baing opened up on two levels. The pay or chute in the
upper level is 16 inches wide but on the intermediate level it bas widened to
4ft. The cross-cut tunnel lias intersected the vein on the third level showing
it to be 15 ft. wide, but the ore chute bas not yet been reached. The cabins
on the property have been repaired and put in good condition ; a large ore
sorting house has been erected at the mouth of the lower tunnel ; a new
trail lias been made from the property to Kaslo, and four of the clains have
been surveyed and applications fyled for Crown Grants. Two car-loads of
high grade copper ore are now en route to the smelter, and the smelter re-
turns will be known within a few days. There are at least ten car loads of
similar high grade ore, blocked out in sight. All of this has been acconplish-
ed on an expenditure of $7,500.00 of whiclh the Canadian Gold Fields Syndi-
cate Limîited, has only furnished $5,ooo.o the balance being the procee Is
of the sale of So,ooo shares of True Blue Stock to the business men of Kaslo.
Further developient work should be done on the True Blue Group, as the
property 's now one of proved merit. I believe that our investment in the
True Blue Copper Mines, Limited, will not only re-coup us for our loss in
the Slocan Sunset, but will make us a substantial profit. It will be neces-
sary, however, to have further funds to carry on the work in order to put
the property on a paying basis, but the present good showing of ore abund-
antly justifies going ahead with the work. As soon as the returns have
been received from the ore now en route to the smelter, an opportunity may
be presented the stockholders of the Canadian Gold Fields Syndicate, Lim-
ited, to purchase shares of the True Blue Copper Mines. Limited, at five
cents per share, to the amount of 250,000 shares. This would provide a
fund of $r2,500 which will be Spent exclusively on the further development
of the True Blue Group and I believe will result in putting that property
in a position to justify the erection of an aerial tram and the beginning of
regular shipment. The aerial tram would result in a saving of about $4 00
per ton in the marketing of the True Blue ore. It will be rembered that the
True Blue Copper Mines, Limited, is incorporated under the laws of British
Columbia with an authorized capital of $r5o,ooo oo, divided into 1,500,000
shares of a par value of 10 cents each. Of this about 750,000 shares have
already been issued leaving 750,000 shares still in the treasury of the com-
pany. Th , Canadian Gold Fields Syndicate. Limited, own 390,000 shares,
or a little over 50 per cent. of the issued capital of the company. It is high-

ly desired that the Canadian Gold Fields Syndidate, Limited, and their
friends, should continue to hold control of the True Blue Company so as to.
direct its management and protect our large and valuable interest.

SUNSET No. 11.-No work was done on this Group of properties during
1901. I am of the opinion that an arrangement can be made with English
capitalists to take over our Rossland properties, forming an independent
company with ample working capital. I an working on the details
of such a plan and in a short time will submit the whole matter to your con-
sideration.

" JENNIE AND ELDON " Mineral Claims.-No work has been done on
either of these claims during 19o1.

ST. EUGENE CONSOLIDATED MINING COMPANY LIMITED.-Ourholdings
in this company still stands at 640,ooo shares of the par value of $1.oo each.
Owing to the low price of lead, and that fact that none of the Canadian
smelters could handle the output, the St. Eugene concentrator was only
operated for about five months in io. During that time about i i,ooo tons
of silver lead concentrates were shipped mostly to Antwerp. The St. Eug-
ene Consolidated has paid two dividends amounting to $21o,ooo.oo and at
the end of their financial year had a cash balance on hand of $125,359.67.
The Canadian Gold Fields Syndicate, Limited, received $38,4o0.oo in divi-
dends from the St. Eugene Consolidated; while our holdings in that com-
pany only cost us $145.448.23. It will thus be seen that the investment was
a highly profitable one, as it yielded us a return on our investment of over
25 per cent. for ioi. Development work has been steadily carried on all
through the year, and there are now over 200,000 tons of ore blocked out
in sight in the mine. A shaft has been sunk for a distance of one hun-
dred and forty feet (or over sixty feet below the level of Moyie Lake), and
there is no water to bother or interfere with the work. A level is being
driven 125 ft. below the collar of the shaft and in a short time the big ore
chutes already opened up in the tunnels above, will be developed on this
new level. This will practically double the amount of ore in sight. These
ore chutes have already been proved to a depth of 300 ft. by diamond drills
so it is merely a question of doing the work to block out the ore. The St.
Eugene Consolidates continues to justify the claim made for it-that it is
one of the biggest lead mines in the world. The concentrator has been still
further improved so that it now has a capacity of 425 tons per day. Owing
to the improved conditions it is confidently expected that the St. Eugene
Consolidated will resume shipments at an early date.

WINDERMERE DISTRICT.

This winter has been marked by steady progress in the mines of this
district. Whilst there is nothing notable to record we learn that the various
properties are shewing up in a manner satisfactory to their respective own-
ers and justify more attention to this district than capitalists have so far
accorded it.

No large shipments of ore will be made from any of the mines as on
account of the unsatisfactory condition of the metal market at present only
such ore has been taken out as has been encountered in the course of open-
ing up the properties.

Vour correspondent estimates that the amount of ore to be forwardtd to
the smelters when navigation opens.in April will be as follows:-

From the Paradise Mine....................... 150 to 200 tons.
" McDonald Creek Mines.............. 8o to 1oo "

Delphine Mine...................... 70to 80"
M.T. Mine........................30to 40"

Most of this ore is now at the Columbia River awaiting the steamers'
arrival.

A GOLD DREDGING RECORD -The establishment of the gold-dredging
industry in New South Wales has been attended by many bitter disappoint-
ments and much financial loss, the bulk of the public flotations having been
disastrous failures. This notwithstanding, a number of companies have
demonstrated that on certain watercourses and with plants adapted to local
conditiors, gold dredging can be carried on profitably. Four of the public
companies have reached the dividend-paying stage. Among these the Ar-
aluen Central is quoted by the Sydney "Daily Telegraph" as a conspicuous
success. For some time past this dredge has held the record for Australia,
and in one week recently working short time (iïo hours), it recovered
1652 oz. gold, thus eclipsing its previous best return of 152 oz. When the
fact is considered that there is almost sufficient clear profit in this return to
pay a 6d. dividend on 1os. shares, it will be recognized that the sharebolders
have one of the few prizes among many blanks.

KINING ENGINEEE.

ANTED-Position by Mining Engineer with 20
years practical experience in charge of iron and

coal mines in England. Surface and underground
work ; boring, sinking, and developing; erection of
machinery; management of men, etc. Holds English
Government certificate as Colliery Manager.

Address :
H. WILSON, 1570 Ontario St., MONTREAL.
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Molly Gibson.-Shipments this year have been as follows :

Freight and Average Net
1902 Tons. Assay Value. Treatment. Nett Value. Value per Ton

January.... 266 $11,392 15 $2,790 8D $8,6oi 35 $32 34
February .. 447 16,232 33 4,184 91 12,047 42 26 99

Total... 711 $27,624 48 $6,975 71 $20,648 77 $29 04

The Number Five Tunnel is now in 200 feet beyond the cross-cut, making 450 feet

in all. This work is being pushed as rapidly as possible. Cross-cutting to the

parallel vein will be begun shortly, when shipments will probably be augnented.

WANTED
FOR A LIEBRARY.

COPIES of Volumes I, II and III of the Federated

Canadian Mining Institute ; Volumes I and Il

General Mining Association of the Province of Que-

bec ; Vols. T, Il and III, Canadian Mining Institute.

Cash will be paid for any or all of these copies.

Write "J.B.," Canadian Mining Review, Ottawa.

MININGSTOCKS.
We are open to act as Fiscal Agents in
Boston and New England for the sale of
the Treasury Stock of a good Mining
Company. Address with full particulars

EDWARD HEOGES & CO,, Bankers and Brokers
19 Congress Street, BOSTON, MASS.

FINEPERFORATED METALS
FORC

Stamp Battery
Iuntington Mill

and Jig Screens
AMERICAN ENGINEERING WORKS

204 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

IN PREPARATION
TWELFTH EDITION

.TeCanadian Mining Manual
FOR 1902

Up to date particulars of the Organisation, Equipment, Operations,
Output, Balance Sheets and Dividends of all Canadian

Collieries Metal Mines Stamp Batteries
Blast Furnaces Smelting Works

600 PP.-HANDSOMELY BOUND

The most complete and handily arranged work of reference to Canadian

mining undertakings extant.

.. PRICE: Fi=OUR DOLLARS..

THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW
OTTAWA, CANADA.

M Mi

GUN METAL - - Price £24.

CODE WORD - - AffectiOn.

ALUMINIUM - - Price £30.

CODE WORD - - AfiRancd.

Stanley's Patent Mine
Staff, 6 feet, closing to
20 inches, very port-
able.............£2 5s.

CODE WORD - - Element.

Mathematical, Drawing, and Surveying Instruments
Of every description, of the highest Quality and Finish, at

the niost moderate Prices.

SPECIALTY FOR MININC SURVEY INSTRUMENTS.

PRICE LiST, POST FREE

Address-W. F. STANLEY & CO. Ltd.
CREAT TURNSTILE, HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Telegrams-" TURNSTILE, LONDON.

Gold Medals, Inventions Exhibitions, 1885, and Mining Exhibition, 58go

We carry a Large Stock.

E:m W. H. C. MUSSEN
& co.

ROPE MONTREALAILSObtain our Prices. p%1L
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SCHOOL OF MINING,
KINGSTON, ONTARIO.

AFFILIATED TO QUEENS UNIVERSITY.

The Following Courses are offered-

i-Three Years' Course for a Diploma in
(A) Mining Engineering.
(B) Analytical Chemistry and Assaying.

Sa-Four Years' Course for a Degree B.Sc. in

(A) Mining Engineering.
(B) Chemistry and Mineralogy.
(C) Mineralogy and Geology.

3-Courses in Chemistry, Assaying, Minleralogy,
and Geology for degrees of Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) and Master of

Arts (M. A.)
For further information see the Calendar of Queen's University.

4-Post-Graduate Course for the Degree of
Doctor of Science (D.Sc.)
For further information see the calendar of Queen's University.

* Next Session begins October 3rd,
... 1900...

Matriculation Examination held at Queen's University, Sept. 20th.
Unmatriculated Students admitted to Special Courses.

The School is provided with well equipped Laboratories for the study of Chemical Analysis, Assaying, Blowpiping,

Mineralogy, Petrography and Drawing. In the Mining Laboratory the operations of Crushing, Amalgamating, Concentrat-

ing, Chlorinating, Cyaniding, etc., can be studied on a large scale.

FR CALENDAR OF THE SCHOOL AND FURTHER INFORMATION APPLY TO-'mu

Dr. W L. GOODWIN,
DIRECTOR

SCHOOL OF MINING, KINGSTON, ONTARIO.
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IlldIOllRBårÍÌl ÎllllldP7 HEBld bu Rear the Thullder? Calnadian Pacifie Railway
Where there is thunder there is lightning. 1 THE MOST DIRECT ROUTE

gg. TO THE

Every electric plant should be provided with

Lightning Arresters which will PROTECTI G M ini ng

N W Regions
IS THE British Columbia, the

T 1 M EYukon and Alaska.TIME
.Write for Bulletin No. 904..

Atanti and Pacifie
Coast

THROUGHOUT
THE

COMMENGINC JUNE 159 1902,
the I M H hi 4IM IMNITFI) trains, crossing the continent iu )7 Iours,

Monite leaale ,ontreal and oronto for VancoQever every Snay,
Wedlesay anx Friav, une to October.

MANUFACTURED AND SOLD SY First-ciass Sleeping and I)ining Cars attacehed to ail thirouuhb

trains.

The aanadiall Uonral Electri Co., Iimitod, Qnickest route to the Yukon via te C. P. ... to Vancover,
dN. steanships to Skagway and White Pass Railway an con-

Head Office TORONTO, ONT. n

Magnyiificenit ticet of steainers in the inlaud waters of Southern
BPRANCH OFFICES- British Colebmboa y whicli ail important points, ot connected 

Montreal, Que. rail, can be reached.
Haifax, N.S. For rates, reservation of berthis, etc., apply to nearest C. P. IR.
Winnipeg, Man. Agent or to
Vancouver, B.C.
Roseland, B.C. C. E. E. USHER, C. E. McPHERSON,
Nelson, B.C. eneral Passenger Agent, General Passenger Agent,

Eastern Lines, WVestern Uines,
FACTORIES- MONTREAL. WINNLPEG, Man.

Peterbro, Ot. RSERTICERR
Montrl, Que.tasngic Tandfl Maager,

Toroto, nt. ON YEA.
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PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA.

b.ases for Mines of Gold, Silver, Coal, lron, Copper, Lead,Tin

PRECIOUS STONES.

TITLES GIVEN DIRECT FROM THE CROWN, ROYALTIES AND RENTALS MODERATE.

GOLD AND SILVER.
Under the provisions of Chap. i, Acta of 1892, of Mines and Minerals,

Licenses are issued for prospecting Gold and Silver for a term of twelve
months. Mines of Gold and Silver are laid off in areas of 15o by 250 feet,
any nuniber of which up to one hundred can be included in one License,
provided that the length of the block does not exceed twice its width. The
cost is 50 cents per area. Leases of any number of areas are granted for a
term of 40 years at $2.oo per area. These leases are forfeitable if not worked,
but advantage can be taken of a recent Act by which on payment of 50 cents
anuually for each area contained in the lease it becomes non forfeitable if
the labor be not performed.

Licenses are issued to owners of quartz crushing mills who are required

to pay Royalty on all the Gold they extract at the rate of two per cent. ou
smelted Gold valued at $19 an ounce, and on smelted Gold valued at $18 an
ounce.

Applications for Licenses or Leases are receivable at the office of the
Commissioner of Public Works and Mines each week day fromi 10 a.m. to

4 p.m., except Saturday, when the hours are fromi 10 to i. Licenses are
issued in the order of application according to priority. If a person dis-
covers Gold in any part of the Province, he may stake out the boundaries of
the areas he desires to obtain, and this gives him one week and twenty-four
hours for every 15 miles froin Halifax in which to make application at the
Department for his ground.

MINES OTHER THAN GOLD AND SILVER.
Licenses to search for eighteen months are issued, at a cost of thirty

dollars, for minerals other than Gold and Silver, out of which areas can be

selected for mining under lease. These leases are for four renewable ternis

of twenty years each. The cost for the first year is fifty dollars, and an

annual rental of thirty dollars secures each lease from liability to forfeiture

for non-working.
All rentals are refunded if afterwards the areas are worked and pay

royalties. All titles, transfers, etc., of minerals are registered by the Mines
Department for a nominal fee, and provision is made for lessees and licensees
whereby they can acquired promptly either by arrangement with the owner
or by arbitration all land required for their mining works.

The Government as a security for the payment of royalties, makes the
royalties first lien on the plant and fixtures of the mine.

The unusually generous conditions under which the Government of
Nova Scotia grants its minerals have introduced many outside capitalists,
who have always stated that the Mining laws of the Province were the best
they had had experience of.

The royalties on the remaining minerals art: Copper, four cents on every
unit; Lead, two cents upon every unit ; Iron, five cents on every ton; Tin
and Precious Stones, five per cent. ; Coal, io cents on every ton sold.

The Gold district of the Province extends along its entire Atlantic coast,
and varies in width f rom 1o to 4o miles, and embraces an ares of over three
thousand miles, and is traversed by good roads and accessible at all points
by water. Coal is known in the Counties of Cumberland, Colchester, Pictou
and Antigonish, and at numerous points in the Island of Cape Breton. The
ores of Iron, Copper, etc., are met at numerous points, and are being rapidly
secured by miners and investors.

Copies of the Mining Law and any information can be had on application to

THE HON. C. E. CHURCH,
Commissioner Public Works and Mines,

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA.

0 li
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PROVINCE of QUEBEC
The attention of Miners and Capitalists in the United States

and in Europe is invited to the

OREAT MINERAL TERRITORY
Open for investment in the Province of Quebec.

Gold, Silver, Copper, Iron, Asbestos, Mica, Plumbago,
Phosphate, Chromic Iron, Galena, Etc.

ORNAIENTAL AND STRUCTURAL MATERIALS IN ABUNDANT VARIETY.
The Mining Law gives absolute security to Title, and has been
specially framed for the encouragement of Mining.

Mining concessions are divided into three classes:

i. In unsurveyed territory (a) the first class contains 4oo acres, (b)

the second, 2oo acres, and (c) the third, 1oo acres.

2. In surveyed townships the three classes respectively comprise

one, two and four lots.

Ail lands supposed to contain mines or ores belonging to the

Crown may be acquired from the Commissioner of Colonization and

Mines (a) as a mining concession by purchase, or (b) be occupied and

worked under a mining license.

No sale of mining concessions containing more than 4oo acres in

superficies can be made by the Commissioner to the same person. The

Governor-in-Council may, however, grant a larger extent of territory up

to 1,ooo acres under special circumstances.

The rates charged and to be paid in full at the time of the pur-

chase are $5 and $1o per acre for mining lands containing the superior

metals*; the first named price being for lands situated more than 12
miles aud the last named for lands situated less than 12 miles from the

railway.
If containing the inferior metal, $2 and $4 according to distance

from railway.
Unless stipulated to the contrary in the letters patent in conces-

s.ons for the mining of superior metals, the purchaser has the right to

mine for all metals found therein ; in concessions for the mlning of the

inferior metals, those only may be mined for.

aThe superior metals include the ores e gold, silver, lead, copper, nickel, graphite, asbestos,
mica, and phosphate of lime. The words inferior metals include ail other minerais and ores.

Mining lands are sold on the express condition that the purchaser

shall commence bona fide to mine within two years from the date of

purchase, and shall not spend less than $500 if mining for the superior

metals ; and not less than $200 if for inferior metals. In default, can-

cellation of sale of mining lands.

(b) Licenses may be obtained from the Commissioner on the fol-

lowing terms :-Application for an exploration and prospecting license,

if the mine is on private land, $2 for every 1oo acres or fraction of

1oo ; if the mine is on Crown lands (1) in unsurveyed territory, $5 for

every 100 acres, and (2) in unsurveyed territory, $5 for each square

mile, the license to be valid for three months and renewable. The

holder of such license may afterwards purchase the mine, paying the

prices mentioned.

Licenses for mining are of two kinds : Private lands lbcenses where

the mining rights belong to the Crown, and public lands licenses.

These licenses are granted on payment of a fee ot $5 and an annual

rental of $i per acre. Each license is granted for 200 acres or less

but not for more ; is valid for one year, and is renewable on the same

terms as those on which it was originally granted. The Governor-in

Council may at any time require the payment of the royalty in lieu

of fees for a mining license and the annual rental-such royalties

unless otherwise determined by letters patent or other title from the

Crown, being fixed at a rate not to exceed three per cent. of the value

at the mine of the mineral extracted after deducting the cost ot

mining it.

The fullest information will be cheerfully given on application to

THE MINISTER OF LANDS, MINES AND FISHERIES,
PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS, QUEBEC, P. Q.
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D)OMIN ON 0F CANADA
SYNOPSIS OF REGULATIONS

For Disposal of Minerals on Dominion Lands in Manitoba, the North-
West Territories, and the Yukon Territory.

, LOAL.

Coal lands mav be purchased at Sio.oo per acre for soft coal, and $20.oo
for anthracite. Not more than 2o acres cari be acquired by one individual or
comrany. Royalty at such rate as may from time to timne be specified by
OrJer in Council shall be collected on the gross output.

OUARTZ.

Persons of eighteen years and over and joint stock companies holding
Free Miner's Certificates may obtain entry for a mining location.

A Free Miner's Certificate is granted for one or more years, not exceeding
five, uîpon payment in advance of $o.oo per annui for an'individual, and from
$50 oo to $roo.oo per annum for a comrîpany, according to capital.

A Free Miner having discovered mineral in place nay locate a claim
1500 x 1500 feet by marking out the same with two legal posts, bearing loca-

tion notices, one at each end on the line of the Iode or vein.T
he claim shall be recorded within fifteen davs if located within ten miles

of a Mliing Recorder's Office, one additional day allowed for every additional
tent tiles or fraction. The fee for recording a caim is $5.oo.

At least $oo.oo must be expended on the claim each year or paid to the
Miniig Recorder in lieu thereof. When $5oo.oo has been expended or paid
the locator nay, uîpon having a survey made and upon complying with other
requi eients, purchase the land at $n.oo an acre.

Permission may be granted by the Minister of the Interior to locate clains
containing iron and mica, also copper in the Yukon Territory, of an area not
exceedig n6o acres.

hlie patent for a mining location shall provide for the paymrent of royalty
on the sales not exceeding five per cent.

PLACER MINING, MANITOBA AND THE N.W.T., EXCEPTING THE
YUKON TERRITORY.

Placer mining claims generally are 100 feet square; entry fee $5.oo renew-
able yearly. On the North Saskatchewan River claims are either bar or
bench, the former being roo feet long and extending between high and low
water mark. The latter includes bar diggings but extends back to the base
of the hill or banik, but not exceeding ,ooo feet. Where stean power is used,
claims 200 feet wide may be obtained.

DREDGING IN THE RIVERS OF MANITOBA AND THE N.W.T.,
EXCEPTING THE YUKON TERRITORY.

A Free Miner mav obtain onlv two leases of five miles each for a term of
twenty y'ears, renewable in the discretion of the Minister of the Interior.

The lessee's right is confined to the subrmerged bed or bars of the river
below low water mark, and subject to the riglhts of all persons who have, or
who nay receive entries for bar diggings or bench claims, except on the Sa,-
katchewan River, where the lessee may dredge to high water mark on each
alternate leasehold.

The lessee shall have a dredge in operation withinr one season from the
date of the lease for each five miles, but where a person or company has ob-
tainîed more than one lease one dredge for each fifteen miles or fraction is
sufficient. Rental $10.oo per annum for each mile of river leased. Royalty at
the rate of two and a half per cent., collected on the output after it exceeds
$10,000.00.

DREDGING IN THE YUKON TERRITORY.
Six leases of five miles each may be granted to a free miner for a term of

twentv years, also renewable.
Thie lessee's right is confined to the submerged bed in the river below low

OTTAWA, 9 th Dec., 1901.

water mar k, that boundary to be fixed by its position on the ist day of Augustim the year of the date of the lease.
The lessee shall have one dredge in operation within two years from the

date of the lease, and one dredge for each five miles within six years from such
date. Rental, $oo.oo per mile for first year, and $1o.oo per mile for each
subsequent year. Royalty ten per cent. on the output in excess of $15,ooo.oo.

PLACER MINING IN THE YUKON TERRITORY.

Creek, Gulch, River and Hill Claims shall not exceed 250 feet in length,measured on the base line or general direction of the creek or gulch, the width
being from 1,000 to 2,000 feet. All other Placer Claims shall be 250 feet square.Claims are marked by two legal posts, one at each end bearing notices.
Entry must be obtained within ten days if the claim is within ten miles of

mlining Recorders office. One extra day allowed for each additional ten miles
ar fraction.

The person or conpany staking a claim, and each person in his or its
emloynent, except house servants, must hold a Free Miner's Certificate.

The discoverer of a new mine is entitled to a claim t,ooo feet in lengtlh,and if the party consists of two, 1,5oo feet altogether, on the output of whichrno royalty shall be charged, the rest of the party ordinary claims only.
Entry fe $i5.oo. Royalty at the rate of five per cent charged on the

gro9 s output of the claim, with the exception of an annual exemption of
$5,000 00.

No Free Miner shall receive a grant of more than one mining claim oneach separate river, creek or gulch, but the sane miner may hold anv numberof cl:rims by purchase, and Free Miners, lot exceeding ten in number, mayvork tieir claims in partnership, by filing notice and paying fee of $2.oo. Àelain may be abandoned and another obtained on the same creek, gulch or
iyer, by giving notice and payng a fee.

\Vork must be done on a claim each year to the value of at least $2oo.00,or in lieu of work payment may be made to the Mining Recorder each year forthe first three years of $200.oo and after that $4oo.00 for each year.A certificate that work has been done or fee paid must be obtained each
year; if not, the claim shall be deemed to be abandoned, and open to occupa-tion and entry by a Free Miner.

The boundaries of a clain may be defined absolutely by having a surveymade, and publishing notices in the Yukon Official Gazette.

HYDRAULIC MINING, YUKON TERRITORY.
Locations suitable for hydraulic mining, having a frontage of from one tofive miles, and a depth of one mile or more, may be leased for twenty years,

provided the ground has been prospected by the applicant or his agent; isfound to be unsuitable for placer mining; and does not include within itsboundaries any mining claims already granted. A rental of $150.00 for eachmile of frontage, and a rovalty of five per cent. on the gross output, less anlannual exemption of $25,000.00 are charged. Operations mnst be commencedwithm one year from the date of the lease, and not less than $5,ooo must be
expended annually. The lease excludes all base metals, quartz and coal, and
provides for the withdrawal of unoperated land for agricultural or building
purposes.

PETROLEUM.

All unappropriated Dominion Lands shall, after the first of July, 1901, be
open to prospecting for petroleum. Should the prospector discover oil in pav-
img quantities he may acquire 640 acres of available land, including and sur-rounding his discovery at the rate of $1.oo an acre, subject to royalty at suchrate as may be specified by Order in Council.

JAMES A. SMART,
Deputy of the Minister of the Interior.
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Ontario's
Mining
Lands..

HE Crown domain of the Province of Ontario contains an area of
over oo,000,ooo acres, a large part of which is comprised in
geological formations known to carry valuable minerals and ex-

tending northward from the great lakes and westward from the Ottawa
river to the Manitoba boundary.

Iron in large bodies of magnetite and hematite : copper in sulphide
and native form ; gold, mostly in free milling quartz; silver, native and
sulphides ; zincblende, galena, pyrites, mica, graphite, talc, marl, brick
clay, building stones of all kinds and other useful minerals have been
found in many places, and are being worked at the present time.

In the famous Sudbury region Ontario possesses one of the two
sources of the world's supply of nickel, and the known deposits of this
metal are very large. Recent discoveries of corundum in Eastern On-
tario are believed to be the most extensive in existence.

The output of iron, copper and nickel in 19oo was much beyond
that of any previous year, and large developments in these industries
are now going on.

In the older parts of the Province salt, petroleum and natural gas
are important products.

The mining laws of Ontario are liberal, and the prices of mineral
lands low. Title by freehold or lease, on working conditions for seven
years. There are no royalties.

The climate is unsurpassed, wood and water are plentiful, and in
the summer season the prospector can go almost anywhere in a canoe.
The Canadian Pacific Railway runs through the entire mineral belt.

to For reports of the Bureau of Mines, maps, mining laws, etc , apply

HONORABLE E. J. DAVIS,
Commissioner of Crown Lands,

or

THOS. W. GIBSON,
Director Bureau of Mines,

Toronto, Ontario.



THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.

ELEVATORS-CONVEYORS

Coal and Ashes Handling Machinery Freight and Package Elevator

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Endless Apron-Pan and Truck
Conveyor

Elevator Buckets
Any size, shape or

capacity.
Chains of Every Descript ion

OUR PRICES WILL INTEREST YOU.

r-
Screens,

Dump Cars,

Coal and Ore

Handling Machinery,

Coal Washing Machinery.

Chains, Wheels,

Spiral Conveyors,

Cable Conveyors,

Water Elevators,

Crushers
Logs, Lumber, Shavings, Refuse, Sawdust,

IIandled Rapidly and Economically.

Wl LLIAMS &WILSON
Sole Canadian Selling Agents for

The Jeffrey M'f'g. Co. MONTREAL. Write for Our
Prices.



THE SNOW STEAM PUMP WORKS,
Steam Pumps, Pumping Ingines and HidFaulic Machineu.

eneral Agent for Canada, DRUMMOND, McOALL & 0O., Montreal,
Local Agent F. R. MENDENHALL, Roesland, 8.0,

Kept In Stock et Montreal and Rossland.

MONTREAL...
PIPE FOUNDRY CO.

IAUUFAOTURERS SF..' .MTE

CAST MRON
WATER AND OAS P PES

OrrICES: 4

CANADA LIFE BUILDING

MONTREAL.
WORKS: LACHINE, QUIE.S PIOUCE ON APPLICATION.

The Montreal Car Wheel CL
manuFASluTU rU

W.rkst

-AHIE

q.•.

C-HILLEDmw«
WHEELS

Ouesas

OUlDill
CAAUNL

For Railroad, Elotric Car, Street Railway ad
Lumber Truck Service, Ete.

THOMAS J. DRUMMOND, Gene. Mnaua

MONT REAL.

CANADA IRON FURNACE CO. Limited
MANUPACTUfMER4 OP

Brand:
"e C. . P."

Three Rivera. CHARQOAL
PICALSO MAKERS OF PRESSED AND REPRESSED BRICKS.

Canada Life Building

LAO à LA TSmTSS,

?UUE RE ».m8

"*r*US, sT.

*gO. E. DRUMMOND, Mmangieg eeead T s1se"s.

Pumps

PIC



THE DOMINION WIRE ROPE co.
MONTREAL, CAN.

Manufacturers of " LANG'S PATENT WIRE ROPES

FOR COLLIERY AND GENERAL
MINING PURPOSES.

SOMETHINC
NEW...

ALSO BEST STEEL WIRE
FOR ALL PURPOSES. '

OMINION *ÌJRA [E

ROPES

SOMETHINC
TO LAST...

The Wearing surface of Eemp.
The leibility of Xaaila.

The Strength cf Wfre.

UNEZCELLED ?OZ TANXSSION
AND PILE fl~IVTWt~ w -u~ - ~

BRANCH OFFICES: Vancouver, B.C.
Rossland, B.C.

Whnlpeg, Man.
Toronto, Ont.

Ottaw Ont.
Halifax, N.S.

CATALOGUE ON
ÂPPLICÂTION.u

MINING AND CONTRACTORS' RAILS
RELAYING RAILS 43b-...Ibo.

IMMEDIATE
85 Ibs. p Yard.

SHIPMENT.

LIGHT MINING RAILS
12 lbe., 25 Ibm., 30 lbs., per Yard

..IN STOCK..

ORE
AND

..MIning Cars..

WHEELBARROWSKI,,
SPECIAL ORE BARROWS

Charging Barrows
PICKS, SHOVELS, HAMMERS, TOOLS, ETc., EcT

Barrett Jacks.
b1m ENGLISH O

Office : 299 ST.
CTAGON

Car Movers.
DRILL STEEL "SCARED UN

JAMES STe, MONTREAL

LIMITED

...

A=' PILE nn.IVr1ra pun.ôgnug

6


